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Preface
The Fifth International Conference on Advances in Computing and Information Technology (ACITY
2015) was held in Chennai, India, during July 25~26, 2015. The Fifth International Conference on
Digital Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (DPPR 2015), The Sixth International Conference
on VLSI (VLSI 2015), The Second International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Network
(WiMNET 2015), The Fifth International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing and
Application (AIAA 2015) and The Second International Conference on Computer Networks & Data
Communications (CNDC 2015) were collocated with the ACITY-2015. The conferences attracted
many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and
from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and
industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new
collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles
that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant
advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.
The ACITY-2015, DPPR-2015, VLSI-2015, WiMNET-2015, AIAA-2015, CNDC-2015 Committees
rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and
practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed
submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the
submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These
reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers
on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical
content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and
acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and
Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which
featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in
the latest developments in computer network and communications research.
In closing, ACITY-2015, DPPR-2015, VLSI-2015, WiMNET-2015, AIAA-2015, CNDC-2015
brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share
their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and
tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is
organized as a collection of papers from the ACITY-2015, DPPR-2015, VLSI-2015, WiMNET-2015,
AIAA-2015, CNDC-2015
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the
event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to
come.
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DESIGNING A ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR
UBIQUITOUS NETWORKS USING ECA
SCHEME
Chandrashekhar Pomu Chavan and Pallapa Venkataram
Protocol Engineering and Technology Unit, Department of Electrical
Communication Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India
{cpchavan, pallapa}@ece.iisc.ernet.in

ABSTRACT
We have designed a novel Event-Condition-Action (ECA) scheme based Ad hoc On-demand
Distance Vector(ECA-AODV) routing protocol for a Ubiquitous Network (UbiNet). ECA-AODV
is designed to make routing decision dynamically and quicker response to dynamic network
conditions as and when event occur. ECA scheme essentially consists of three modules to make
runtime routing decision quicker. First, event module receive event that occur in a UbiNet and
split up event into event type and event attributes. Second, condition module obtain event details
from event module split up each condition into condition attributes that matches event and fire
the rule as soon as condition hold. Third, action module make runtime decisions based on event
obtained and condition applied. We have simulated and tested the designed ECA scheme by
considering ubiquitous museum environment as a case study with nodes range from 10 to 100.
The simulation results show the time efficient with minimal operations.

KEYWORDS
Ubiquitous Network, Routing, Event, Subnet, Topology

1. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous Network (UbiNet) is a heterogeneous network [1] with various computing devices
which are connected at anywhere, anytime and enable users to access and exchange information
[2]. In UbiNet, the nodes may join/leave the network frequently and move freely hence, leads to
frequent change in network topology. Since the nodes are mobile they can move arbitrarily in any
direction leads to various failures like link failure, node failure and so on. Hence the dynamic
network topology and frequent failures can be addressed using a routing protocol to manage the
variety of failures and to choose optimal paths to transmit the data [3].
Routing in UbiNet is to find a best path from user to the service provider. Basically, routing
algorithms are designed to determine the best paths in the network, whereas routing table entries
store route information that the algorithm has already discovered a best path and routing
protocols allow data packet to be collected and distributed across the network [4]. A UbiNet do
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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not support any existing routing protocols since a client node does not have(or any node) or do
not maintain the routing tables[5], [6].
We develop an ECA scheme based routing protocol in UbiNet i.e. ECA-AODV routing protocol
for making dynamic ubiquitous routing decision quickly at runtime. In an ECA scheme, event [7]
is defined as significant changes in state of a system. Event can occur at any time, event module
collect the detail information about the event and forward to condition module for applying
logical procedure in order to make dynamic routing decision quickly. When a specific event is
occurred at a particular time, certain conditions are met then action module make dynamic
decision [8],[9],[10].

1.1. Proposed Idea
We have proposed an ECA scheme for routing protocol in UbiNet. An ECA scheme is broadly
divided into three modules namely Event module, Condition module and Action module
respectively. Event module is a 2-tuples consists of event types and event attributes, the function
of event module is to keep observe and notifies events. Condition module is 2-tuples consists of
event details and condition attributes.
Condition module observes and receives an event, look for the rule that matches inputs and fire
the rule as soon as condition hold. Based on event and condition, a decision is made by the action
module which contains 1-tuple action attributes. ECA scheme is store using structure data
structure and distributed across every node. Upon receiving event at a particular node, node intern
broadcast occurred event to all its vicinity nodes.

1.2. Pattern of the Research Paper
Pattern of the research paper is as follows. Section 2 present most relevant works. Section 3
briefly explains AODV routing. Section 4 briefly describes routing in UbiNet. Section 5 explain
proposed ECA scheme. Section 6 describes the ubiquitous museum environment case study.
Section 7 gives the simulation environment. 8 shows the simulation result and finally, the paper
draws some conclusions in Section 9.

2. SOME OF THE EXISTING WORKS
Bhandari S.R. and Bergmann N.W [11] describes program do not respond well for component or
resource failure. An ECA based system is suitable for both describing desired system operations
as well as linking an event [12] based system to communicate with resources.
Hannes Obweger et al.[13] propose an innovative framework for creating sense and response
rules that can be useful for real-time. Sense and response has set of rules to detect event [14] from
business stream and take appropriate decision based on event occurrence.
Kaan Bur and Cem Ersoy [15] presents a novel mesh based QoS multicast routing which keep
track of the resources availability at every node and monitor the QoS status periodically. QoS
multicast routing will be selected on the basis of available resources, protocol selects optimal
route in heterogeneous network. Gateway node does protocol conversion at the boundaries of the
subnet.
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Jungil Heo and Wooshik Kim [16] analyze the information about user movement among
heterogeneous subnet technologies in a ubiquitous system and proposes how to configure and
manage the network in order to execute ubiquitous service in time. AODV protocol plays a vital
role in health care environment to provide reliable and power efficiency data transmission.
Elizabeth M. Royer and Charles E. Perkins [17] consider fundamental functioning of AODV
routing protocol in which, nodes store the route as and when needed. Each node uses destination
sequence numbers to ensure freshness of the route at all times, AODV response quickly during
link breakage in active routes.

3. AODV ROUTING
The AODV routing protocol is on-demand and reactive, in which path is discovered on-demand;
established path is maintained as long as it is needed. AODV routing protocol [18] consists of
four messages viz. i) Route request message, ii) Route reply message, iii) Route error message
and iv) Route reply-acknowledgement message respectively. Essentially, node relies on
intermediate nodes to find an optimal path from originating node to the ultimate target node in
the network.

Figure 1. Route Discovery process in AODV Routing

In Figure 1, Node 1 has some data, it wishes to send to node 6 but node 1 does not have a valid
path to communicate with node 6, in such case node 1 initiate path finding by sending route
request message to its vicinity node 2, node 2 intern propagate the route request to its neighbour
nodes such as 3, 4 and 5 respectively until route request reaches destination, if anyone of the
intermediate node has the valid path toward the destination or node itself is destination may reply
to the corresponding route request. Immediately upon receiving route request node verify that the
sequence number [19] of the replying node is greater than that contained in route request
message, then only node initiate to generate the route reply and unicast back to the route request
originator. This is how a valid route is established in AODV routing.

4
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Figure 2. Route error and Route reply-ACK message

AODV uses route request and route reply for establishing a valid path, upon establishing valid
path node store a routing table to communicate with rest of the nodes in the network, if existing
path is not valid then node generate and forward the route error message to its predecessor node,
when a node activate a bidirectional link then it send route reply acknowledgement message.

Figure 3. Flow chart of generating four AODV messages

Usually, in AODV originating node initiate a path discovery process as and when it would like to
communicate with other node, node itself verify it has valid route or not if valid route does not
exist then source node prepare RREQ packet and increment sequence number by one and
propagate to its adjacent nodes.

4. ROUTING IN UBIQUITOUS NETWORKS
In ubiquitous environment, users demand constant availability of service at anytime from
anywhere. Ubiquitous Server (UbiServ) receive informations about the user such as location,
time, types of device, interest, preference, etc. from various embedded sensors and user profile,
process the information and play a vital role in providing routing information to the user. UbiServ
are connected and distributed across the internet, when a user enter into ubiquitous environment,
an automatic path is establishes from user to the UbiServ without user's intervention [20].
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Figure 4. Example of routing in ubiquitous network

Routing in ubiquitous network has numerous differences as compared to normal routing in the
following points







Routing is adapted to heterogeneous network based on application requirements.
UbiServ provide end-to-end flexible routing.
Routing decision can be made dynamically based on current network status.
Provide seamless service.
Support QoS guaranteed service in high traffic.
Lossless handover during switching from one network access technology to another network
access technology.
 Provide best-effort traffic during congestion.
In ubiquitous network, a reverse path is established from user to the ubiquitous server, upon
establishing path, UbiServ maintain an uninterrupted connectivity from user to the various
subnet. UbiServ provide the routing information to the user located at heterogeneous subnet
based on user’s interest and preference.

5. PROPOSED ECA SCHEME IN UbiNet

Figure 5. Function block diagram of an Event-Condition-Action Scheme

6
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5.1 Function of Event Module
Event is defined as significant changes in state of a system. Event module keep observe events
and notifies as and when events occurs. Event is a 2-tuple consists of event types and event
attributes, event is denoted by E୧ notation, event type may be time, spatial, composite, request,
notification, internal, external, fault, service, etc.
E୧ = ൫t ୨ , a୩ ൯

(1)

Table 1. Event types

Type 1

Event types ൫t ୨ ൯
Type 2 ...

Type m

Table 2. Event attribute

Data types

Event attributes ( a ୩ )
Parameters

Values

E୧ is the ith event, where i ∈ {1,2,3,...,n}, tj is the jth event type, ak is the kth event attribute, dax
is the data type, py is the parameter, vz is attribute value
tj ∈ {t1, t2, t3, ...,tm}

(2)

ak=(dax,py,vz)

(3)

dax ∈ {da1, da2, da3, ...,dak}

(4)

py ∈ {p1, p2,p3, ...,pl}

vz ∈ {v1, v2 ,v3, ...,vx}
Ei occurs at a particular time is given by Ei (t) = ൜

(5)
(6)

1; Event has occured
0; Otherwise

5.2 Function of Condition Module
Observe and receive an event, look for the rule that matches inputs and fire the rule as soon as
condition hold. Condition module is 2-tuple consists of event details and condition attributes,
Cl=(dx, cm), Where Cl is the lth condition, dx is the xth event details, cm is the mth condition
attribute
dx=(Ei,tj,ak)

and cm=(cp,aq,or, rt)

Table 3. Event details
Event details (dx)
Ei, tj, ak

(7)
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Table 4. Condition attributes
Condition types

Condition attributes(cm )
Operators

Arguments

Results

5.3. Function of Action Module
 Based on event and condition an operation to be carried out.
 Action is 1-tuple consists of action attributes.
 Action An=(atp), where An is the nth action, atp is the pth action attribute.
 When {Ei} occurs if {Cl true} then {Execute An }.
 ECA scheme is distributed across the network i.e R:{Ei,Cl}→ An.
Table 5. Action attributes
Action attributes (atp)
Ei

Condition result

Decision making

Algorithm1: Algorithm for dynamic routing decision using ECA scheme
1: Begin
2: Input: Set of events
3: Output: Dynamic routing decision
4: if(Event has occurred in Ubiquitous network) then
5:

Split every event into event type and event attributes

6:

Apply logical condition

7:

Make runtime decision

8: else
9: Do not make dynamic routing decision
10: end if
11: End

7

8
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Figure 6. Event processing in ubiquitous network

5.4. ECA scheme based Routing in Ubiquitous Network
Table 6. Event(E1): Prepare route request and Event type(t1): Request

Data types

Event attributes(ak)
Parameters

Values

GUID

Event unique ID

9

datetime

Date&time of event occurred

10-03-2015 at 1:00pm

int

Packet type

RREQ=1

bool

Join flag

Set J=1 or 0

bool

Repair flag

Set R=1 or 0

bool

Gratuitous flag

Set G=1 or 0

bool

Destination only flag

Set D=1 or 0

int

Hop count

Initial value=0

int

Unique RREQ ID

4

string*ip_address

Destination IP address

10.32.21.1

int

Destination sequence #

13

string*ip_address

Source IP address

10.32.21.83

int

Source sequence number

5
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Table 7. Condition(C1): Event attributes(dx) are obtained from event module
Condition attributes(cm)
Condition types

Arguments

Operators

Results

Condition1:
Checking valid path

Status

?:

No valid path exist toward
destination node

Condition2: Prepare
RREQ message and
setting sequence#

Set

+=

Prepare RREQ message & set
sequence number +=1

Table 8. Action(A1): Event and condition details are obtained
Action attributes(atp)
Event
Prepare route request

Condition result

Decision making

Node does not have route to
destination &&Prepare RREQ
and set seq # += 1

RREQ message is prepared and
ready to broadcast

ECA Rule for Event(E1) : When{Prepare route request event occurs} If{(Node does not have
valid route) && (Sequence number+= 1)} Then {RREQ message is prepared and ready to
broadcast}
Table 9. Event(E2):Generate route reply and Event type(t2): Request
Event attributes(ak)
Data types

Parameters

Values

GUID

Event unique ID

23

datetime

Date&time of event occurred

11-04-2015 at 2:00pm

int

Packet type

RREP=2

bool

Repair flag

Set R=1 or 0

bool

Acknowledgement flag

Set A=1 or 0

bool

Prefix size

PS=00000

int

Hop count

Initial value=0

string*ip_address

Destination IP address

10.32.21.83

int

Destination sequence #

2

string*ip_address

Source IP address

10.32.21.1

time_t

Lifetime

25msec

10
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Table 10. Condition(C2): Event attributes(dx) are obtained from event module
Condition attributes(cm)
Condition types

Arguments

Operators

Results

Condition1:Destination
node

Status

!=

Destination
active route

node

that

has

Condition2:Sequence
number

Verify

>

Sequence number must be
greater than that contained in
RREQ message

Table 11. Action(A2): Event and condition details are obtained
Action attributes(atp)
Event

Condition result

Decision making

Generate route reply

Destination node that has active
route && sequence # is greater
than RREQ

Reverse route reply to source
node

ECA Rule for Event(E2): When{Generate route reply event occurs} If{(Destination node that
has active route) && (Sequence# > RREQ message)} Then {Reverse route reply to source
node}
Table 12. Event(E3):Route link has been broken and Event type(t3): Notification
Event attributes(ak)
Data types

Parameters

Values

GUID

Event unique ID

25

datetime

Date&time of event occurred

14-04-2015 at 5:00pm

int

Packet type

RERR=3

bool

No delete flag

Set N=1 or 0

int

Destination count

Initial value=0

string*ip_address

Destination IP address

10.32.21.51

int

Destination sequence #

6

Table 13. Condition(C3): Event attributes(dx) are obtained from event module
Condition attributes(cm)
Condition type
Condition1:Link fail

Argument
Check

Operator
?:

Result
Invalidate the route

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
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Table 14. Action(A3): Event and condition details are obtained
Action attributes(atp)
Event

Condition result

Decision making

Route link has been broken

Invalidate the route

List the affected nodes

ECA Rule for Event(E3): When{Route link has been broken event occurs} If{Invalidate the
route} Then { List the affected nodes}
Table 15. Event(E4):Generating route reply-ack and Event type(t4): Request
Event attributes(ak)
Data types

Parameters

Values

GUID

Event unique ID

14

datetime

Date&time of event occurred

21-04-2015 at 2:00pm

int

Packet type

RREP-ACK=4

bool

Repair flag

Set R=1 or 0

bool

Acknowledgement flag

Set A=1 or 0

bool

Prefix size

PS=00000

int

Hop count

Initial value=0

string*ip_address

Destination IP address

10.32.21.88

int

Destination sequence #

7

string*ip_address

Source IP address

10.32.21.13

time_t

Lifetime

25msec

Table 16. Condition(C4): Event attributes(dx) are obtained from event module
Condition attributes(cm)
Condition type
Condition1:Acknowledgement
flag

Argument
Set

Operator
=

Result
Use bidirectional link if
A=1,

Table 17. Action(A4): Event and condition details are obtained
Action attributes(atp)
Event

Condition result

Decision making

Generating route reply-ack

Use bidirectional link if A=1,

Send route reply-ack

ECA Rule for Event(E4): When{Generating route reply-ack} If{Bidirectional link flag A=1}
Then { List the affected nodes}

12
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5.5. ECA state transition diagram

•
•
•
•
•
•

Event transition changes from one state to another state when initiated by a triggering
event or condition.
State machine is given by pentuple i.e. SM =(∑, S, s0, δ, F ).
∑ is the input which is considered as set of events ∑= {Ei}.
S is the #of states i.e. state of a node S={1,2,...,n}.
s0 is the initial state, where an event has occurred.
δ be the transition which is considered as condition.
δ = {State(old) → State(new) ,Input(condition) → Output(condition) }.

•

F is the final state, where an action will be taken.

•

Figure 7. State transition diagram of an ECA Scheme

6. CASE STUDY : ECA SCHEME IN UBIQUITOUS MUSEUM
ENVIRONMENT
Table 18. ECA scheme in ubiquitous museum environment
Event-Condition-Action
Event

Condition

Action

User is looking for a route to
visit exhibit

(Interest=Science)
&&(Preference = Biology)

Provide route information about
biology exhibit

Lunch time

(Preference=North-Indian) &&
(Time > 1 PM )

Route to restaurant

High temperature in museum

Temperature ≥ 300 C

Switch on AC

User blood pressure is low

BP < 90/60

Provide shortest route to hospital

User is spending more time in
front of exhibit

User’s history says user is new
to museum

Provide details information about
exhibit

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
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Figure 8. Sequence diagram to establish path between user and ubiquitous server

7. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Proposed ECA scheme is implemented using C programming language and simulated in NS 2.34
simulator, by considering simulation parameters as depicted in table below. We have consider
two different subnets such as Wi-Fi, MANETs in which random nodes are created and reverse
path is established from ubiquitous server to the ubiquitous user, routing information is provided
to the individual user based on interest, preferences.
Table 19. Simulation parameters
Simulation parameters
Parameters

Values

Nodes

100

Routing protocol

ECA-AODV

Transmission range

30mts

Simulation time

500s

Topology size

25mX25m

Packet size

512 Bytes

Mobility

Random

14
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8. SIMULATION RESULTS
ECA scheme is simulated using NS 2.34 simulator and set of results are obtained as shown in the
following figures. In fig #9, we have created 50 random nodes and simulated for 500ms for
AODV and ECA-AODV protocol, ECA-AODV protocol achieve lower packet delivery latency
than normal AODV protocol. Fig #10 in which 100 random nodes are created, different events
are consider as an input for simulation by using 2 different routing protocols such as AODV and
ECA-AODV respectively, after result execution, we conclude that data packet sending ratio of
ECA-AODV is good in comparison with conventional AODV as and when event occur in the
UbiNet.
In fig #11, we have shown mobility speed versus control byte transferred over data byte delivered
with normal routing and ECA based routing. Fig #12 describes ECA scheme based RREQ and
RREP message speed is high i.e. quicker response as and when event occur than the normal route
request, route reply message and finally, fig #13 explain number of event processed per second
by the node in ECA-AODV is better as and when number of node increases compared to the
conventional AODV routing protocol.

Figure 9. #of nodes in network Vs packet delivery

Figure 10. #of nodes Vs data packet delivery ratio

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)

Figure 11. Mobility speed Vs #of ctrl bytes transferred/data bytes delivered

Figure 12. Speed Vs #of messages

Figure 13. #of nodes Vs event processed per second
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9. CONCLUSIONS
We have designed and simulated routing protocol using a novel ECA scheme in a UbiNet. Event
module is designed using 2-tuples consists of event types and event attributes, condition module
is designed using 2-tuples consists of event details and condition attributes and finally, an action
module is designed using 1-tuple. We have considered ubiquitous museum environment as a case
study to show the simulation of our proposed scheme, in which ubiquitous server provide
uninterrupted connectivity and routing related information to the user as and when user move
from one subnet to another subnet. However the proposed ECA scheme is flexible to supports
dynamic network conditions in heterogeneous subnet and hence scheme is more effective as well
as efficient as compared to non-ECA scheme in terms of parameters such as flexibility during
runtime, easily adapt to the network dynamicity, quicker response as soon as event occur and
easily adaptable to the types of network access technology used.
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ABSTRACT
The internet is comprised of massive amount of information in the form of zillions of web
pages.This information can be categorized into the surface web and the deep web. The existing
search engines can effectively make use of surface web information.But the deep web remains
unexploited yet. Machine learning techniques have been commonly employed to access deep
web content.
Under Machine Learning, topic models provide a simple way to analyze large volumes of
unlabeled text. A "topic" consists of a cluster of words that frequently occur together. Using
contextual clues, topic models can connect words with similar meanings and distinguish
between words with multiple meanings. Clustering is one of the key solutions to organize the
deep web databases.In this paper, we cluster deep web databases based on the relevance found
among deep web forms by employing a generative probabilistic model called Latent Dirichlet
Allocation(LDA) for modeling content representative of deep web databases. This is
implemented after preprocessing the set of web pages to extract page contents and form
contents.Further, we contrive the distribution of “topics per document” and “words per topic”
using the technique of Gibbs sampling. Experimental results show that the proposed method
clearly outperforms the existing clustering methods.

KEYWORDS
Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Latent Semantic Analysis, Deep Web, Cosine Similarity, Form
Content and Page Content.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Deep Web
The internet is a huge repository for an extremely wide range of information. Most of us access
this information by querying through standard search engines. However, a portion of this World
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
pp. 19–27, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51302
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Wide Web content is not explored by any standard search engines[1]. This content is “masked”
and is referred to as the deep web[2].
The deep web is significantly gigantic. According to a July 2000 white paper [3], the deep web is
500 times larger than the surface web and indeed, continues to proliferate this magnitude[3].From
the surveys presented in [4],[5] we can get a lucid understanding of the surface web. There are
links buried far down on sites thriving on the surface web, which direct us to the news and history
of the Deep web. It is quite common to come across deep web pages that have links terminating
with the extension ‘.onion’. Such web pages require us to access them through browsers named
‘Tor’, which connect to the servers containing the repository and get access consent[6].
Today, the 60 largest Deep Web sites contain around 750 terabytes of data, surpassing the size of
the entire Surface Web 40 times. 95% of the Deep Web is publically accessible, which is free of
cost. This is why search engines, such as Google, index well over a trillion pages on the World
Wide Web, but there is information on the web that common search engines don’t explore. Most
of this constitutes databases of information that need to be searched directly from the specific
website. A small pocket of the deep web is filled with hyper-secret communities who flock there
to escape identification from authorities [7].

1.2 Topic Modeling
Topic models provide a simple way to analyze large volumes of unlabeled text. A topic consists
of a cluster of words that frequently occur together. Using contextual clues, topic models can
connect words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of words with multiple
meanings. Topic models express the semantic information of words and documents by
‘topics’[8].

1.1 Clustering
Clustering is a division of data into groups of similar objects where each group consists of objects
that are similar between themselves and dissimilar to objects of other groups.
From the machine learning perspective, clustering can be viewed as unsupervised learning of
concepts. We can cluster images, patterns, shopping items, feet, words, documents and many
more fields. Clustering has wide scope of application in data mining, text mining, information
retrieval, statistical computational linguistics, and corpus based computational lexicography.
Clustering has the following advantages:
1. Clustering improves precision and recall in information retrieval.
2. It organizes the results provided by search engines.
3. It generates document taxonomies.
4. It also generates ontologies and helps in classifying collocations.
A good clustering algorithm needs to have the characteristics, mentioned below:
1. Scalability
2. High dimensionality
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3. Ability to discover clusters of arbitrary shape
Considering the above factors and enormous size of documents, we have analyzed that Latent
Dirichlet allocation outperforms the efficiency of other existing clustering algorithms [9].

2. RELATED WORK
Several deep web clustering approaches exist. Here, we briefly discuss the motivation for our
work. The content in [11] proposes to cluster deep web pages by extracting the page content and
the form content of a deep web page. Considering the extracted parts as words in a document,
clustering is done. The results prove to be better than those of several previous models. However,
for some datasets, words were clustered under irrelevant topics.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
A topic consists of a cluster of words that frequently occur together. Topic models can connect
words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of words with multiple meanings.A
variety of topic models have been used to analyze the content of documents and classify the
documents. For example, Latent Semantic Analysis compares documents by representing them as
vectors, and computing their dot product. In our paper, we have used another such algorithm:
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10].

3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic topic model for collections of
discrete data. The generative model describes that the documents are generated using the
following algorithm. For each document:
1. Firstly, a distribution over topics is chosen randomly.
2. Now, for each word to be generated in the document,
a. A topic is chosen from the distribution created in Step 1.
b. Next, a word is chosen randomly from the corresponding distribution over
vocabulary for the topic.
The Dirichlet prior on per document topic distribution is given by
pθ|α =

Г∑  


θ
….θ
∏  Г  

(1)

Joint distribution of topic mixture θ, a set of N topic z, a set of N words w
pθ, z, w|α, β = pθ|α ∏
 pz |θpw |z , β
α -hyper parameter on the mixing proportions (K-vector or scalar if symmetric).
β -hyper parameter on the mixture components (V-vector or scalar if symmetric).

(2)
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Θm-parameter notation for p(z|d=m), the topic mixture proportion for document m. One
proportion for each document, Θ = {ϑ~ m} M m=1 (M × K matrix).
Φk-parameter notation for p(t|z=k), the mixture component of topic k. One component for each
topic, Φ = {ϕ~k} K k=1 (K × V matrix).
Nm- Document length (document-specific), here modeled with a Poisson distribution with
constant parameter ξ.
Zm,n- Mixture indicator that chooses the topic for the nth word in document m.
Wm,n - Term indicator for the nth word in document m.
In order to retrieve topics in a corpus, this generative process is reversed. The two distributions:
distribution over topics and distribution over vocabulary for the topics are discovered by the
reverse process. This process uses Gibbs Sampling, which is commonly used as a means of
statistical inference. It is a randomized algorithm (i.e. an algorithm that makes use of random
numbers, and hence may produce different results each time it is run). Gibbs sampling generates
a Markov chain of samples, each of which is correlated with nearby samples.

3.2 Parsing
LDA is a document clustering algorithm. To give input to LDA as documents, we need to parse
the input XML/HTML files. As mentioned earlier, the Page Contents and the Form Contents are
extracted from the web pages.
1. Page Content: Values and textual content visible on the web page.
2. Form Content: The value of the attributes in the form.
Most of the deep web pages are blocked by forms (e.g. login forms). To take advantage of this,
we take into consideration the form attribute values, which can reveal important information
about the type of deep web pages. Thus, this approach covers a large portion of deep web
database for clustering.

3.3 Visiting Inner Links
For some web pages, it is possible that there is very little information related to the topic it comes
under. However, the webpage may contain links to other related sites, or even its home page. If
we were able to visit the inner HTML links in the webpage, we could gather further information
about the topic the webpage talks about. For this purpose, we perform parsing individually on all
the links inside the webpage. This way, we also gather more relevant test data than what is
already available.
However, is also possible to have irrelevant links inside the webpage. For example, there might
be a quick link to a search engine, or advertisements. Since the web pages discovered by visiting
the inner links are not so reliable, we must give them lesser weightage than the original data. We
achieve this by increasing the frequency of the words in the original webpage, i.e., we repeat the
words in the original webpage for a specific number of times.
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3.4 Gibbs sampling
Gibbs sampling is one of the class of sampling methods known as Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
We use it to sample from the posterior distribution, p(Z|W), given the training data W represented
in the form of

Gibbs sampling is commonly used as a means of statistical inference, especially Bayesian
inference. It is a randomized algorithm (i.e. an algorithm that makes use of random numbers, and
hence may produce different results each time it is run), and is an alternative to deterministic
algorithms for statistical inference such as variational Bayes or the expectation-maximization
algorithm (EM). Gibbs sampling generates a Markov chain of samples, each of which is
correlated with nearby samples.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig 2: Module Diagram

We split the implementation into two parts:
1. Parsing
2. LDA

4.1 Parsing
Input: Deep web interface webpage (HTML/XML)
Output: Document with Form Contents and Page Contents as words.
4.1.1 Algorithm
1. From the input HTML/XML, gather all the textual content. Textual content refers to all the
text that is visible on the webpage.
2. For each <form> element, gather all the values of the attributes for each of the child tags. For
example, in the following we wish to extract the "Search by Departure City" and "departure
city".
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<form>
<attrgroup>
<attr name="Search by Departure City" ename="departure city">
…
…
</attrgroup>
</form>
3. The words extracted from Step 1 and Step 2 constitute the extracted words. Write the
extracted words into the output document.
a. If the webpage is the original webpage interface, repeat the extracted word for a fixed
number of times (say N), and write to the output document.
b. If the webpage is among the ones discovered by visiting the inner links, write them to
the document as it is.
4. Remove all the stop-words. Stop-words constitute certain regularly used words which do not
convey any meaning, like as, the, of, a, on,etc.
4.1.2 Output Format
Google App Engine has been used for creating the web-tool for this project. The parser code
written in Python takes in multiple HTML/XML files for input and gives the output after
extracting the required words. Further, in order to remove grammatical constructs like ‘a’, ‘the’,
‘on’, we include a file of stop-words. All the words in this file are checked against the words
obtained from the App Engine (Python code), and removed.
The input format for LDA is as follows:
<Number of documents: N>
<Document 1 - space separated words>
<Document 2 - space separated words>
…
…
<Document N - space separated words>
This output file from the python parser code produces the output in the above mentioned format.
This output file is then given as input to the LDA code.

4.2 Gibbs LDA
Input:
1. A single file constituting the set of documents received after the Parsing stage. Multiple web
pages parsed and given as input to LDA.
2. Number of Topics to be discovered.
Output: Clusters - A set of topics with most occurring words in each topic.
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4.2.1Algorithm
As described earlier, we feed the Gibbs sampled data to our LDA model to extract topics from
the given corpus.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach we tested it over dataset of TEL-8 as
mentioned in [8], UIUC Web integration repository [12]. The repository contains web search
forms of 447 sources originally classified into 8 domains. The term TEL-8 refers to eight
different web source domains belonging to three major categories (Travel, Entertainment and
Living). Travel group is related to car rentals, hotels and airfares. Entertainment group has books,
movies and music records interfaces. Finally the living group contains jobs and automobiles
related query interfaces.

5.1 Performance measure
To evaluate the performance of our method, we calculated Precision of the outputs generated.In
a classification task, the precision for a class is the number of true positives divided by the total
number of elements labeled as belonging to the positive.
The definition of related terms is shown below:
1. TN / True Negative: case was negative and predicted negative
2. FP / False Positive: case was negative but predicted positive
[13] Precision = True Positives / (True positives + False Positives)
We tried various combinations of these 8 domains, and created 4 small datasets and 2 large
datasets. We compared the approach used in [8] and our approach over the same dataset, and
found that our method performs well in most cases.

Fig 3: Individual Topic Distribution Analysis. Small refers to small dataset, and Large refers to large
dataset. Several topics are discovered within for each dataset.
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Though, this analysis clearly shows that our method performs better, this does not give the
complete picture. For a better overall picture of the total topic distribution in each of the datasets,
we use overall precision for each dataset.
We use the same formula for precision used above, and average it for the over the number of
topics. Therefore, we get an averaged precision value for each dataset.
Averaged Precision = Sum of all precision values / Number of topics discovered

Fig 4: Performance evaluation for datasets

The above chart further strengthens the proof that the new method of visiting inner HTML links
works better.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The requirement for an efficient and scalable clustering algorithm for deep web pages is fulfilled
by our approach. The results show that sampling of data is useful for clustering heterogeneous
deep Web sources. Our proposed Gibbs-LDA based technique is more efficient than the existing
techniques.
It gives more accurate results when links in the web pages are parsed and their web page content
are also taken into account. As LDA produce soft clusters it assigns probability to each document
for each cluster. Hence, our tool is suitable for the scenario where the sources are sparsely
distributed over the web.
In order to increase the weightage for the content in our base webpage over the one that we parse
in our web page, we have increased the frequency of all the texts that appear in base webpage,
which increases the space complexity. New innovative methods could be proposed in future
which could possibly reduce space.
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ABSTRACT
Predicting the Total turnover of a company in the ever fluctuating Stock market has always
proved to be a precarious situation and most certainly a difficult task at hand. Data mining is a
well-known sphere of Computer Science that aims at extracting meaningful information from
large databases. However, despite the existence of many algorithms for the purpose of
predicting future trends, their efficiency is questionable as their predictions suffer from a high
error rate. The objective of this paper is to investigate various existing classification algorithms
to predict the turnover of different companies based on the Stock price. The authorized dataset
for predicting the turnover was taken from www.bsc.com and included the stock market values
of various companies over the past 10 years. The algorithms were investigated using the ‘R’
tool. The feature selection algorithm, Boruta, was run on this dataset to extract the important
and influential features for classification. With these extracted features, the Total Turnover of
the company was predicted using various algorithms like Random Forest, Decision Tree, SVM
and Multinomial Regression. This prediction mechanism was implemented to predict the
turnover of a company on an everyday basis and hence could help navigate through dubious
stock markets trades. An accuracy rate of 95% was achieved by the above prediction process.
Moreover, the importance of the stock market attributes was established as well.

KEYWORDS
Data mining, Feature selection, classification algorithms, Machine learning algorithms

1. INTRODUCTION
Prediction of stock market prices, its rise and fall of values has constantly proved to be a perilous
task mainly due to the volatile nature of the market[1-3]. However data mining techniques and
other computational intelligence techniques have been applied to achieve the same over the years.
Some of the approaches undertaken included the use of decision tree algorithm, concepts of
neural networks and Midas[4-6]. However through this paper, a comparative study was
conducted to estimate and predict the turnover of companies that include Infosys, Sintex, HDFC
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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and Apollo hospitals using various machine learning algorithms such as Random Forest, Decision
Tree, Support Vector Machine and Multinomial Logistic Regression. In order to estimate the
performance of the aforementioned machine learning algorithms in predicting the turnover, a
confusion matrix was also constructed with respect to the dataset. Based on the predictions made
by each of the algorithms with respect to the total turnover for a company (on an everyday basis),
an accuracy rate was estimated for each of them from the number of true positives/negatives and
false positives/negatives. A brief review of the state-of-the-art in predicting stock market share
data is given below.

2. RELATED WORK
The objective of any nation at large is to enhance the lifestyle of common man and that is the
driving force to undertake research to predict the market trends [7-9]. In the recent decade, much
research has been done on neural networks to predict the stock market changes [10].
Matsui and Sato [12] proposed a new evaluation method to dissolve the over fitting problem in
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) training. On comparing the conventional and the neighbourhood
evaluation they found the new evaluation method to be better than the conventional one in terms
of performance. Gupta, Aditya, and Dhingra [13] proposed a stock market prediction technique
based on Hidden Markov Models. In that approach, the authors considered the fractional change
in stock value and the intra-day high and low values of the stock to train the continuous Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). Then this HMM is used to make a Maximum a Posteriori decision over
all the possible stock values for the next day. The authors applied this approach on several stocks,
and compared the performance to the existing methods. Lin, Guo, and Hu[14] proposed a SVM
based stock market prediction system .This system selected a good feature subset, evaluated stock
indicator and controlled over fitting on stock market tendency prediction. The authors tested this
approach on Taiwan stock market datasets and found that the proposed system surpassed the
conventional stock market prediction system in terms of performance.

3. PROPOSED STOCK TURNOVER PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
The stock turnover prediction framework proposed in this paper is portrayed in Figure 1. The
basic methodology involved Data Collection, Pre-processing, Feature Selection and
Classification, each of which is explained below.

Figure 1: Stock Turnover Prediction framework
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The dataset utilised for predicting the turnover was taken from www.bsc.com which included the
stock market values of companies including Infosys, HDFC, Apollo Hospitals and Sintex, over
the past 10 years.

3.1 Data Processing
Initially, all the records with missing values were removed from the dataset in order to improve
the accuracy of the prediction. Then the data was further partitioned into two parts:
Training data (d.t): It is the data with which the machine is trained. Various classification
algorithms are trained on this data. 60% of the data is taken as training data.
Validation data (d.v): It is the data which is used for the purpose of cross-validation. It is used
to find the accuracy rate of each algorithm. The remaining 40% of the data is taken as validation
data.
In order to apply the classification algorithms, the data was first sorted according to the turnover.
Then the total turnover was discretised into:
A - 58,320 to 18,291,986
B – 18,296,597 to 37,731,606
C – 37,749,751 to 121,233,543
D – 121,245,870 to 300,360,881
E- 300,465,316 to 19,085,311,470

Also, the company features were converted into dummy variables (0’s/1’s) to help the prediction
process easier.
The stock market data was characterised by attributes described in Table 1. The stock market
starts at 9:15 in the morning and ends at 3:30 in the afternoon. The attributes described in Table 1
are recorded within this time frame.
Table 1. Stock Market Share Data – Attribute Description
S.NO

ATTRIBUTE

DESCRIPTION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Open price
High price
Low price
Close price
WAP
No of shares
No of trades
Deliverable quantity.
Spread high low
Spread close open
Company
Total turn over
Date

The first traded price during the day or in the morning.
The highest traded price during the day.
The lowest price traded during the day.
The last price traded during the day.
Weighted average price during the day.
The total number of shares done during the day.
No of trades is the total no of transactions during the day.
The quantity that can be delivered at the end of the day.
Range of High price and low prices.
Range of close and low prices.
The name of the company that handles the shares.
Turnover is the total no of shares traded X Price of each share sold.
The date for which the above attributes are recorded.
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Once the data was pre-processed, the important features to make an accurate prediction were
identified by the process of feature selection.

3.2 Feature Selection
In order to estimate the possible influence of each of the above attributes on the predicted
turnover, Boruta algorithm in R tool [15] was used. Boruta is a machine learning algorithm used
to find relevant and important features for a given dataset i.e used to solve the minimal-optimal
problem. The minimal – optimal problem is an often found situation today where most of the
variables in a dataset are irrelevant to its classification. This problem gives rise to various
disadvantages including over consumption of resources, slowdown of machine learning
algorithms and most importantly, decrease in accuracy yielded by the same. Additionally, Boruta
is a wrapper algorithm built around the Random Forest algorithm( implemented in the R package
RandomForest) such that in every iteration the algorithm removes the irrelevant or less important
features or attributes on the basis of the results rendered by a series of statistical tests.
The Boruta algorithm follows the following steps:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The information system is expanded by adding duplicates of all attributes. These
duplicates are known as shadow attributes.
The added attributes are shuffled and the randomForest algorithm is run on the expanded
information system. The resultant Z scores are noted.
The Z score of every attribute is considered and the maximum Z score among all the
shadow attributes (MZSA) is estimated. Further a hit value is assigned to every attribute
that possesses a Z score better than MZSA.
For each shadow attribute with undetermined importance perform a two-sided test of
equality with the MZSA is conducted.
All the attributes which have significantly lower importance than MZSA are considered
to be ‘unimportant’ and permanently removed them from the information system.
Similarly those attributes that having higher importance when considered alongside
MZSA are considered to be important.
All duplicates from the information system are removed.
This procedure is repeated until the level of importance is assigned for all the attributes.

3.2 Sample code:
f.la <- Total_Turnover ~.
at.select <- Boruta (formula = f.la, data = d.t)
at.select$finalDecision
And, the graph obtained is as given in figure 2

3.3 Classification
Classification [16-17] is the process of finding a set of models that describe and distinguish data
classes. This is done to achieve the goal of being able to use the model to predict the class whose
label is unknown. The classification phase involved the execution of the classification algorithms
to identify the best performing algorithm. The classification accuracy obtained by percentage
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split as discussed in the data pre-processing phase, was calculated and a comparison was drawn
among the classifiers. The algorithms that yielded the highest accuracy is described below.
Random Forest
In random forest [18-19] a randomly selected set of attributes is used to split each node. Every
node is split using the best split among a subset of predictors that are deliberately chosen
randomly at the node. This is in contrast to the methodology followed in standard tress in which
each node is split using the best split among all attributes available in the dataset. Further new
values are predicted by aggregating and collating the predictions of the various decision trees
constructed.
Random forest represents an ensemble model / algorithm as it derives its final prediction from
multiple individual models. These individual models could be of similar or different type.
However, in the case of Random Forest, the individual models are of the same type – decision
trees.
Sample code:
f.la <- Total_Turnover ~.
dt.fit <- randomForest(formula = f.la,data = d.t)
dt.fit.v <- predict (object = dt.fit,newdata = d.v ,type = 'class')
The Random Forest algorithm yielded 95.08% accuracy with all the 12 features, the results of
which are discussed in the ensuing section.
The comparative performances of the feature selection and classification algorithms are discussed
below.

4. RESULT ANALYSIS
The results analysis is discussed in two sections. The former section elaborates on the feature
selection process while the latter section makes a detailed analysis on the performance of the
classification algorithms.

4.1 Performance Analysis of Feature Selection
As discussed before, the Boruta package was utilized for performing feature selection on the preprocessed training data. The graphical representation of the importance of the features and their
role in enhancing the classification accuracy is portrayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Attribute Importance in Share Turnover Prediction – Boruta Package

Once the important features were identified, the next phase involved predicting the turnover from
the features in order to estimate the probable combination of attributes that yield a high turnover.

4.2 Performance Analysis of Classification Algorithms
Each of the classification algorithms were first trained using the training data which contained
60% of the dataset. Then the remaining 40% was used for the purpose of cross-validation. From
the prediction produced by each of the algorithms, the confusion matrix was obtained. Further the
accuracy rate was determined by the formula:
Accuracy rate = No. of correctly classified observations x 100
Total No. of observations
Table 2. Comparative Performance of Classification Algorithms
S.No

Classification Algorithms

Accuracy (%)

1

Random Forest

95.08

2

Decision tree – PARTY

89.5

3

Decision tree- Rpart

82.3

4

SVM

75.9

5

MLR

73.55
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The graphical representation of the total turnover prediction of the companies is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3 .Overall Prediction of Turnover for the Companies

The line graph was plotted between the Average turnover for each year and the corresponding
year itself. The details of the graph shown in Figure 3 are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Apollo hospital: Initially increased from in 18,020,386 in 2005 to 66,527,438 in
2013 and then decreased to 14,995,685 in 2015.
Infosys: Initially decreased from 595,911,899 in 2005 to 313,287,090 in 2010,
increased to 402,652,597 in 2011 and further decreased to 323,405,496 in 2015.
Sintex: Increased with a few variations from 8,495,478 in 2005 to 194,974,362 in
2015.
HDFC: Initially increased from 251,751,341 in 2005 to 539,536,979 in 2008 and
then decreased to 244,309,549 in 2015.

The bar graph was plotted between 9831 opening prices grouped by total turnover with the
discretized value of the total turnover. The graph clearly stated that there total turnover did not
increase linearly with respect to the sum of the No of shares. For example, the No of shares for D
was 529,957,607 whereas, for E it is 617,959,679.
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Figure 4. Variation of Total_Turnover with Respect to No_Of_Shares

It is evident from the result analysis that almost all the features are required to accurately predict
the total turnover of a company. Moreover the Random Forest algorithm has proved to accurately
predict the turnover for the real-time share data of different companies which gives the lead to
investigate many other boosting and ensemble techniques to enhance the prediction accuracy.

5. CONCLUSION
Application of data mining techniques to predict turnover based on stock market share data is an
emerging area of research and is expected to be instrumental in moulding the country’s economy
by predicting possible investment trends to increase turnover. In view of this, an efficient way of
implementing the Random Forest algorithm is proposed in order to mitigate the risks involved in
predicting the turnover of a company. It was also identified that all features involved in the stock
marker share data were essential for prediction. An accuracy rate of 95% was achieved in the
prediction process. This accuracy rate was much higher than those obtained before. Hence we
believe that further research using computational methodologies to predict turnover on a daily
basis based on share market data will reveal better and more interesting patters for investments.
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ABSTRACT
Today, the notion of Semantic Web has emerged as a prominent solution to the problem of
organizing the immense information provided by World Wide Web, and its focus on supporting
a better co-operation between humans and machines is noteworthy. Ontology forms the major
component of Semantic Web in its realization. However, manual method of ontology
construction is time-consuming, costly, error-prone and inflexible to change and in addition, it
requires a complete participation of knowledge engineer or domain expert. To address this
issue, researchers hoped that a semi-automatic or automatic process would result in faster and
better ontology construction and enrichment. Ontology learning has become recently a major
area of research, whose goal is to facilitate construction of ontologies, which reduces the effort
in developing ontology for a new domain. However, there are few research studies that attempt
to construct ontology from semi-structured Web pages. In this paper, we present a complete
framework for ontology learning that facilitates the semi-automation of constructing and
enriching web site ontology from semi structured Web pages. The proposed framework employs
Web Content Mining and Web Usage mining in extracting conceptual relationship from Web.
The main idea behind this concept was to incorporate the web author's ideas as well as web
users’ intentions in the ontology development and its evolution.

KEYWORDS
Ontology Learning, Web Mining, Web Content Mining, Web Usage Mining, Ontology
Evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
World Wide Web, since its conceptual inception, has contributed greatly for the knowledge era,
in which we are living today. As conceptualized by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the introduction of
World Wide Web (WWW) has given rise to enormous amount of information that can be
accessed in digital form and most of these data are in the form of documents. The exponential
growth of these documents has raised many challenges. Considering the structure of these
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
pp. 39–51, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
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documents, we find that they are not descriptive enough to express themselves, overloaded with
information and distributed all over the Web. Therefore, it has become a difficult task for the
Web Users to search and retrieve the relevant information needed for them.
Semantic Web, as envisioned by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, addresses this problem by giving
information a well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. Semantic Web is implemented using W3C recommended Semantic Web Technologies
and Standards and expresses the Web data in a machine-understandable and machine processable
form, thereby supporting information exchange and sharing between applications. Ontologies
play a significant role in building Semantic Web and provide a platform for promoting Semantic
interoperability on the Web. However, constructing ontology’s for the many and varied domains
on the Web is a time-consuming process and their construction is a bottleneck to the wider
deployment and use of Semantic Information on the Web. Since manual construction of ontology
is costly, time-consuming, error-prone and inflexible to change, it is hoped that an automated or
semi-automated process will result in better ontology construction and create ontologies that
better match a specific application [1].
There have been several research attempts to automate ontology construction and update process
by exploiting the content of Web pages. Most of the Web documents that exist today are in semistructured format. However, there are few references to research attempts that focus on these
semi-structured data on Web [2] [3] [4]. Further most of these research attempts use text mining
and Natural Language Processing techniques to extract the semantics from Web documents,
neglecting the embedded information in the semi-structured nature. Also most of the current
approaches are dealing with some specific tasks or a part of the ontology learning process rather
than providing complete support to users. There are few research attempts that use Web mining
techniques such as Web Content Mining and Web Usage Mining in ontology development.
The benefits of analyzing the usage behavior analysis have been the driving forces for continuous
research in the realm of Web Usage Mining, which aims at discovering navigational patterns
from the logs of HTTP requests for Web resources [5]. Further Web Content Mining aims to
extracts/mine useful information or knowledge from Web page contents. The benefits offered by
these two techniques in Web Mining applications are noteworthy.
In this paper, we present a framework for Ontology Learning from Semi structured Web pages
using the combined techniques of Web Mining namely, Web Content Mining and Web Usage
Mining. We have employed the Web Content Mining to extracts the concepts and further
discover the Conceptual relationships from Web pages. We applied the text mining techniques
and extended Apriori Algorithm, which is most widely used for frequent mining, for extracting
the concepts. The Semantics extracted from Web Usage Mining process, helps in refining the
conceptual relationships extracted from Web Content Mining. Further the refined conceptual
relationships are also used in enriching the Web site Ontology. Ontology Pruning and Ontology
evaluation are other stages of Ontology Learning process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present a survey of current
research efforts on Ontology Learning and Web Mining Methods. In section III, we present our
Ontology Learning framework and its main architectural components. In section IV,
implementation and experimental results are discussed. In section V, enriched Ontology is
evaluated. Finally, in conclusion, some plans for future work are presented.
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2. RELATED WORK
“Ontology is an explicit, formal specification of a shared conceptualization of domain of interest
[6], where formal implies that the ontology should be machine readable and the domain can be
conceptual thing that is shared by a group or community”. During the last decade, several
research attempts on ontology learning and systems have been proposed. These research efforts
tried to build ontology in either of two ways. One way is using ontology development tools [8]
like protégé and Onto-Edit. Knowledge engineers and Domain experts use these tools to build the
ontology. Another one is semi-automatic way of constructing the ontology by learning it from
different information sources [9] [10] with little human intervention.
Ontology learning refers to a process of applying various knowledge discovery techniques in
constructing ontology by extracting concepts and relations using different input sources. It aims
at building ontologies semi automatically or automatically from a given text corpus with a limited
human exert. Ontology learning can also be defined as a set of methods and techniques used for
building ontology from scratch, enriching or adapting an existing ontology in a semi-automatic
fashion using several sources [9]. Ontology learning has recently been studied as an effective
approach to facilitate the semi- automatic development of ontologies. Ontology learning use
techniques and methods from diverse spectrum of fields such as machine learning, knowledge
acquisition, natural language processing, information retrieval, artificial intelligence, reasoning
and database management systems[11][9].
Manual construction of ontologies is costly, time-consuming, error-prone and inflexible to
change. Ontology learning systems can be categorized according to the type of data from which
they are learned. Unstructured, fully structured and Semi-structured types of data especially form
the input sources to ontology learning systems. In literature, there are several research attempts,
focusing on constructing ontology for semi-structured Web Pages using various techniques.
Research attempts that focus on unstructured Web pages [12][13][14][1] with free text, mostly
use Natural Language Processing techniques and simple text mining in the ontology
development. The research attempts that focus on fully structured Web Pages, such as Wikipedia,
move beyond simple text mining and take into account the structure of the Web pages [15][16].
However, there are only few research efforts that focus on extracting Semantics from semistructured Web pages.
The work presented in [3] was the first attempt to discuss the synergy between Semantic Web
and Web Mining. They discussed the role of Web Mining techniques in facilitating ontology
development. They claimed that the synergy between Semantic Web and Web Mining will give
rise to a form of close loop learning, by allowing the usage of Web Mining to extract Semantics
and building the Semantic Web and then using the Semantic structures in increasing the
performance of Web Mining results. The work presented in [4] draw attention of researchers to
use the mark up tags of HTML pages to be used in Web Content Mining to facilitate Ontology
development. Descriptions of various techniques provided by Web Usage Mining in improving
site Semantics and supporting the users in their navigation is well presented in [2].
A framework for Web Usage driven adaptation of the Semantic Web is well presented in work
[17]. The adaptation process employed in the framework, exploited the Web access logs of the
users, together with the semantic aspect of the Web to facilitate the Web browsing. Based on the
usage of Web, they performed evolution of Web site ontology and topology. However in their
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work, mining the content of the Web pages was not considered to full extent in extracting
concepts needed for facilitating the ontology development.
In another approach [18], similar to our work, has presented a framework that combines Web
Content Mining with Web Usage Mining to extract conceptual relationships hidden in semistructured Web pages and used in ontology development. The main idea behind this concept was
to incorporate the Web author’s ideas as well as Web Users’ intentions on Web site in the
ontology development. The above research attempts to use Natural Language Processing and
Association rule mining to extract the conceptual relationships. However, a complete ontology
learning process was not presented and much focus was given only to ontology creation.
A semi-automatic method for domain terminology extraction from e-learning resources and their
organization as ontology is well described in [19]. However, the work is limited only to elearning domain and used mostly the Natural Language Processing techniques. Few research
works that try to use the semi structured nature of the Web pages in ontology development have
become specific to special type of Web sites such as template driven Web sites [20].
Research work [21] made use of the structure of phrases appearing in the HTML documents’
headings, in identifying new concepts and taxonomical relationships. However, in most of the
current research works, plain text is extracted from the semi structured Web pages as part of
preprocessing phase and simple text mining techniques are applied on the extracted free text to
construct ontology. Here the ontology development process has not considered the users’
intentions and aspirations on Web site.

3. ARCHITECTURE
The main aim of the paper is to investigate and develop a framework that enables ontology
learning by partially automating the process of extracting conceptual relationships from semi
structured Web pages using Web Mining techniques. In this section, we present the overall
architecture of our Ontology Learning framework. Figure.1 shows the architecture of our
proposed Ontology Learning framework, consisting of four stages.
They are :
i.

Mining the Web Page Contents to extract the Concepts and Conceptual relationships,

ii.

Mining the Web Usage data to extract hidden Conceptual knowledge and refine the
Conceptual relationships discovered in step one,

iii.

Ontology construction and

iv.

refining the Web site ontology. The input for the proposed Ontology Learning framework
consists of site Web pages, server’s access logs, the initial domain ontology of the Web
site.
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Figure.1. Architecture of Ontology Learning Framework
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3.1 Mining the Web Page Content to Extract the Knowledge
Usually the Web page contents are organized from Web designer / Web author perspective.
Mining the web page contents can reveal the conceptual relationships as seen by Web author.
However extracting information directly from Web pages is a difficult task since most of the Web
pages do not confirm to HTML syntax. The ill-formed HTML pages need to be preprocessed and
parsed before applying the concept extraction process. A Java based SAX parser is used to parse
the Web pages and convert them into a formal structure. The Web pages are annotated with parts
of speech tags. Weighted Frequency of the concepts is determined by considering the frequency
of the concepts as well as the frequency of HTML markers containing those concepts. Here
different HTML tags are given different weights to match their importance.
The concepts that have a weighted frequency higher than externally specified threshold values are
considered as most significant set of concepts of that Web page. One or more keywords of
sentence in Web page may define a concept. An extended Apriori algorithm [22] was used to
determine the significant concept sets, while pruning the word sequences from the candidate
word sequences that have no probability of selecting as a concept. Concept sets are generated
using the above process iteratively.
Associations between the concepts are identified as the concepts that together occur frequently.
These associations between the concepts hint the existence of conceptual relationships. The
identified associations mostly represent the conceptual relationships that exist in Web author or
Web designer mind. These extracted set of conceptual relationships are presented to the ontology
developer for further refinement where he/she can include any new conceptual relationships or
remove irrelevant ones from the extracted conceptual relationships and refine the existing Web
site ontology. Association rule discovery techniques are used in extracting the frequent concept
sets. The most widely used, most popular CloSpan algorithm [23] was employed for extracting
frequent concept sets. Conceptual relationships are determined from the generated association
rules.

3.2 Mining the Usage Patterns to Extract Conceptual Relationships
Web Usage Mining refers to the process of extracting users’ navigational patterns by applying
data mining techniques on Web access log files. Users’ Web Browsing activity is heavily
dependent on his needs, knowledge and interests. Users’ view on Web pages could be different
from Web site author views. Mining the Usage patterns could reveal the conceptual relationships
that reside in the web pages as per Web users’ perspective. Web Usage patterns are used in
applications like Web Personalization, Web caching, Web perfecting, Web site restructuring and
intelligent online advertisements [24].
Web Users browsing preferences could be learned and adopted in the Web adaptation process to
suit the users’ needs. The Proposed framework uses Web Usage Mining to extract conceptual
relationships that could be learnt about the Web pages according to the discovered usage patterns.
The extracted Semantics is used in the conceptual relationships’ refinement stage along with the
conceptual relationships extracted by mining the Web content of the Web pages. Web Usage
Mining alone cannot be used in extracting the Semantic Knowledge from Web access logs as the
users’ navigational patterns would be insufficient in case of dynamic Web sites where the content
of the Web pages changes frequently.
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Web Usage Mining process mainly includes steps like preprocessing the web log files, User
Session Identification, discovery of frequent Sequential Patterns, Analysis of the Usage patterns
and uses the discovered patterns in various applications.
3.2.1 Preprocessing the Access Log Files
The irrelevant information that exists in the raw Web access log files has to be removed before
applying the Mining techniques. Here various preprocessing tasks are done. Removing duplicate
records and irrelevant requests such as request with response status code greater than 200 and
removing records related to image requests are done as part of the preprocessing task.
3.2.2 User Session Identification
After preprocessing phase, user sessions are identified. We used a heuristic measure in
performing sessionization. An idle time of 30 minutes is considered in constructing user sessions.
The identified user sessions are then mapped into multidimensional vector space model of URL
references (bit vector).We represented each Web page visited as ‘1’ and each Web page not
visited as ‘0’ while mapping the user sessions into a vector space model. Table.1 illustrates the
user sessions mapping into multi dimensional vector space model.
Table 1. Example of User Sessions Mapping to Multi dimensional Vector space
User Session

Web Transaction Set

S1 = < p1,p2,p4,p5>

W1 = <1,1,0,1,1>

S2 = <p2,p3,p5>

W2 = <0,1,1,0,1>

S3 = <p1,p3,p5>

W3 = <1,0,1,0,1>

The constructed vector space is clustered using K-means clustering algorithms. Each cluster
represents a group of Web transactions that are similar based on the co-occurrences of the URL
references. The results are presented to the ontology developer who specifies the number of
clusters to be generated. Sequential association rule mining is applied on the cluster sessions.
Table.2 shows an example of the cluster details.
Table 2. Example of a Cluster details
Property

Value

1

{(1,0,0,0)(1,1,0,0)}

2
3

{(1,1,1,1) (0,0,0,1)}
{(1,0,0,1)}

3.2.3 Sequential Frequent Pattern Mining
Page sets are extracted using association rules. Based on the extracted page sets, conceptual
relationships are identified and then presented to the ontology developer for suggestions. The
ontology developer extracts useful conceptual relationships, which refine the Web site ontology.
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Then the extracted information has to be converted into machine understandable format. Owl is
used to represent the Semantic information.

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Experiments are conducted on an anonymous University Web site. We have collected the Web
access log file over a period of one month from University Server. For performing experiments,
we used domain ontology of the same anonymous University Web site. Figure.2 shows the
snapshot of initial domain ontology of the University Web site. The size of raw Web log file
collected was nearly around 25540 page views. After preprocessing the log, the Number of page
views, are reduced to 6892. The Number of User Sessions obtained were 600 on an average basis
of 80 sessions per day.
The ontology was edited and visualized using tool Protégé’4.3 [25]. OWL language was used in
representing the updated ontology. After preprocessing task, User sessions were identified. Kmeans Clustering algorithm is employed to generate clusters over generated User Sessions.
CloSpan algorithm was implemented on the usage clusters to generate frequent sequential
concept sets.

Figure 2. Domain Ontology of an Anonymous University Web site
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We report in this section, some of the Sequential Association rules extracted in the Web Usage
Mining process.
Pattern 1:
/person/student.html -> /person/worker/faculty/professor.html
-> /person/worker/teachingasst.html
Support: 0.02537
This behavior has a support of 2.53%. It corresponds to approximately 147 users of the web site.
These users are likely to be interested in looking for teaching assistant. The support count of the
above Association rules, hints that the existence of strong relationship between ‘student’ concept
and ‘teachingassistant’ concept.
Pattern 2:
/person/worker/faculty/lecturer.html-> /person/worker/assistant/researchasst.html
-> /organization/researchgroup/course.html
Support: 0.02245
This behavior has a support of 2.20%. It corresponds to approximately 120 users of the web site.
These users are likely to be interested in browsing research pages after viewing lecturer pages. It
hints the existence of association between lecturer and research. Figure.3 shows the snippet code
of the updated ontology in OWL representation.

Figure 3. Snapshot of an updated ontology in OWL representation
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Reorganization of the concepts hierarchy was performed. For instance, the sub-concept
“university research assistant” was previously not under the concept “Student “. However, the
high frequency with which these two concepts were occurring together hints the existence of
conceptual relationship between them and reflects the interest of the users. The result ontology is
represented in OWL language. The resulting ontology after the application of changes as
suggested by the system is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Updated University Ontology after incorporating the extracted relevant conceptual relationships
proposed by the framework

4.1 Ontology Evaluation
Ontology evaluation is critically important if the ontologies are to be widely adopted in the
Semantic Web and other Semantic aware applications. Evaluation of ontology refers to a process
of assessing whether a given ontology represents the conceptual relationships in a given domain
or selecting the best ontology among the candidate ontologies. One can assess the quality of the
constructed ontology. In this paper we have assessed the quality of semi-automatically developed
ontology. A comprehensive survey of existing ontology evaluation techniques is presented in
research work [26]. Four types of evaluation approaches were discussed in the above work.
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•

Gold Standard Evaluation: Comparing the ontology based on a gold standard.

•

Application based evaluation: based on the results obtained by using the ontology in an
application.

•

Data driven evaluation: based on the comparisons done on the source data.

•

User evaluation: based on the evaluation done by humans.

Based on the nature of our research, user evaluation is well suited to assess the quality of the
extracted Semantics because it is the user (knowledge engineer) who finally decides whether to
add a particular conceptual relationship to web site ontology or not, and he/she is the best person
to judge the quality of the extracted semantics. The report of the conceptual relationships is
presented to ontology developer who decides for updating the ontology. He assesses the quality
of generated ontology or enriched ontology.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Ontology is regarded as a backbone for Semantic Web. Manual acquisition of ontologies is
tedious and cumbersome task. Constructing ontology for new domain is time-consuming and
costly affair. In this paper we have presented a framework for semi-automatic construction of
ontology using knowledge discovery techniques with an aim to reduce the effort required to
produce ontology for a new domain.
The main contribution of this research paper is the concept of using both Web Content Mining
and Web Usage Mining for semi-automatically developing the ontologies. The main idea behind
this concept was to incorporate the Web author's ideas as well as Web users’ intentions in the
ontology development process. However, reliability of using only Web Usage Mining
information was seen as not a viable solution because of the rapid changing nature seen in some
of the web sites and hence, identifying users’ navigational patterns is difficult and it may not
reveal adequate information. Therefore, the proposed methodology extracts concepts and
conceptual relationships using Web Content Mining and the information revealed by Web Usage
Mining is incorporated to refine the ontologies. The quality of the constructed Ontology is
assessed using the User Evaluation method. In future research, we plan to combine Web
Structure Mining with the proposed approach in developing ontologies, which could be expected
to give the profitable results. Another direction in which, the proposed approach can be extended
is, by applying Web Mining techniques to domain specific multiple Web sites to develop domain
ontology.
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ABSTRACT
Vehicles download the data when passing through a drive through the road (RSU) and then
share the data after travelling outside the coverage of RSU.A key issue of downloading
cooperative data is how effectively data is shared among them self. Developing an application
layer data exchange protocol for the coordination of vehicles to exchange data according to
their geographic locations. Coordinated sharing can avoid medium access control (MAC) layer
collisions and the hidden terminal effect can be avoided in the multi-hop transmission. A salient
feature of the application layer data exchange protocol, in the voluntary services, Vehicles
purchase the requested data from service provider via RSUs. In this project, we propose a
cooperative data sharing with secure framework for voluntary services in special vehicles
networks (VANETs). We also concentrate on security in the process of downloading data and
sharing. Applicants to ensure exclusive access to data applied and security of the vehicles
involved in the implementation.

KEYWORDS
VANET, RSU, Security, Data Sharing & Voluntary Services.

1. INTRODUCTION
VANET- Vehicular networks is likely to develop in the upcoming years and thus become the
most applicable form of ad hoc networks. Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) consists of the
imperative elements of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) in which vehicles are arranged
with several short-range and medium-range wireless communications. In VANET two kind’s
communication are possible. One is vehicle-to-vehicle (V-2-V) communication; the other is
roadside-to-vehicle communications (V-2-R).By V-2-V communication, people can obtain more
information and use the shared information to improve road safety. By V-2-R communication,
people can communicate with RSU to access internet for downloading and updating files or
inquire neighbourhood location information. Thus, compared with the traditional pure
infrastructure-based network, the hybrid of V-2-V and V-2-R communications is promising since
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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it can not only overcome the disadvantages of infrastructure-based network, but can also
overcome the disadvantage of non-infrastructure-based network.
In recent years, VANETs- vehicular ad hoc networks have gained much attention in the world of
automobiles and Research. One reason is interest in an increasing number of applications
designed for safety of passengers such as traffic jam detection and cooperative driving and also
for emergency braking, As well as in applications for the comfort of passengers like games, chatrooms and distribution of vehicle data (eg CarTorrent). The increased use of software has not
only affected the automotive guarantee costs, but has also made most difficult to car repairs. Data
downloading is a practical and prominent application in VANETs-vehicular ad hoc networks,
which can bring comfort and entertainment to users. In data downloading, vehicles send service
requests and then get the data stream from the current or the next roadside units (RSU). In the
downloading application, the amount of data a vehicle can download at a drive-through of a RSU
is very limited due to the short connection time. Cooperative download is a promising scheme in
which vehicles download the data when passed through a RSU and then share data when
traveling outside the scope of the communications of RSU. Thus, the total amount of data that
can download a particular vehicle will increase.
A key issue in cooperative download is how vehicles share data with others. There are some
existing studies on data exchange in VANETs [1]. However, existing exchange protocols are
limited to issues of medium access control (MAC) layer of the collisions, limited applicability to
multiple data exchange units, and there is no guarantee of receipt of complete data.
We propose an application layer protocol for data exchange with the assumption that each vehicle
knows the positions of the own and neighboring vehicles (which can be obtained through global
positioning system (GPS) and related security messages transmitted regularly by neighboring
vehicles [2]). In the proposed protocol, vehicles used for coordination channel to coordinate relay
transmissions in VANETs for data exchange based on GPS vehicle location. With such
cooperative exchange, collisions and MAC layer hidden terminal effect can be avoided in the
data channel. In addition, Design a stylish selection of relay vehicles mechanism for the space
between the two RSU can be completely exploited for data exchange. A prominent feature of the
proposal exchange protocol is that it can ensure the receipt of the data for each applicant vehicle
pass an RSU. Security is also critical issue.
Characteristics of voluntary services require exclusive access to applicant’s data.
In summary, develop a framework for cooperative secure data sharing with the following
contributions.
1. Designed an application layer protocol for data exchange to facilitate data sharing with
the coordinated transmission. With such coordinated sharing can avoid medium access
control (MAC) layer collisions and the hidden terminal effect can be avoided in the
multi-hop transmission.
2. Security protocol for voluntary services VANETs are developed, which can ensure
applicants exclusive access to data applied and also ensures security of the vehicles
involved in the implementation.
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1.1 Features and challenge
To develop this system we come across some of the difficulties
 Vehicles are moving faster and therefore lifetimes of the communication links are
shorter; therefore, the links are facing rapid changes in the network topology.
 Vehicles are high mobile and are usually constrained with layout of the road, speed
limits, traffic and vehicle destination. If the vehicle is in exceeding the speed limit then it
results in receiving an incomplete data. This requires the intelligent file transfer.
 The existing sharing protocols constrained with issues of medium access control (MAC)
layer collisions, limited applicability to sharing multiple data units, and no guarantee of
complete data receiving.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
S. Ahmed and S. S. Kanhere in [1] proposed a co-operative content distribution scheme based on
novel network coding called VANETCODE for Content distribution in Vehicular Ad-Hoc
Networks (VANET) is challenging due to the high mobility, rapidly topology changing and
intermittent connectivity observed in these type of networks. Using VANETCODE, leverages of
the wireless medium of the broadcasting nature to accelerate the distribution of encoded blocks
amongst neighboring one-hop neighbors and is completely independent of routing.
X. Lin et. al proposed a secure data downloading protocol with preserving privacy in VANETs vehicular ad hoc networks [2]. Which Enables vehicles to download data from RSUs Securely
With Their privacy protection under one or Even When multiple RSUs are compromised .This
protocol give the guarantees for vehicles to exclusive access their requested data while
eavesdroppers cannot obtain any private information of the vehicles.
K. Sampigethava et. al describe techniques used for privacy-preserving and secure protocol based
on identity (ID)-based and group signature [3]. This protocol gives the guarantee the
requirements of privacy and security of the each vehicle. But it can also give the each vehicle
desired traceability in the event that the ID of the sender message must be revealed by the
authority for any disputes of an event.
Y. Hao et. al give details of how the problem involved in controlling of unauthorized vehicle
tracking based on their broadcast communications media, in order to improve user location
privacy in VANET. [4] AMOEBA provides location privacy by utilizing the location group
navigation of vehicles. By using vehicle groups for anonymous access to applications locationbased services in VANET, for privacy protection of user. The robustness of privacy of the user
provided is considered under various attacks.
J. Byers et. al describe fully scalable and ideal protocol for the applications such as reliable
distribution of bulk data for that we call a digital fountain [5]. In this many number of
heterogeneous receivers at times of their choice to procure content with maximum efficiency.
Here, no feedback channels are required in order to ensure the reliable delivery, even when the
face of high loss rates.
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: System Architecture

Applicant vehicle download the data from the application server via RSU. Initially applicant
vehicle send request for data to RSU, then RSU will forward that request to authority. Authority
is responsible for selection of downloading vehicle based on geographic information and also
check the identity of the vehicle whether it is valid to purchase the data or not from application
server. If vehicle is valid to purchase the data then it will download the data from the server and
that will send to RSU. Finally RSU sends data to the Applicant vehicle.
The application authority and application servers: These are responsible for the management and
provision of service data, respectively. The authority knows all the keys and is in charge of
programming service. They can be kept either by the authority or third party operators.
Road side infrastructure: Consisting of RSUs deployed at the edges of the roads that are
responsible for forwarding request and response. RSUs communicate with authority via wired
network.
Nodes: These are ordinary vehicles on the street and highway road that can communicate with
each other and RSUs through radio.

3.1 Vehicle Classification
Classifies the vehicle into three categories i.e Applicant Vehicle and Downloading Vehicle and
Relay Vehicle.
Applicant Vehicle: These are the vehicle they are likely to purchase the data.
Downloading Vehicle: These vehicle download the data from the RSU for applicants. These are
assigned by the authority according to geographic positions.
Relay Vehicle: These are responsible for forwarding data to buyers which are more than one hop
away from downloading vehicles
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The experiment was conducted for 50, 55, 60, so on number of sent packets. The comparison
between ADOV & ADOV_DES is made. In figure 6 we show the transmission of message to the
v which is conducted in NS-2 and also shows the transmitted packets to vehicles from RSU
(Road Side Unit). The RSU broadcasts the message any vehicle in the range will receive the
message. The message transmission to the nearest vehicle, Without providing security and with
providing security is shown in the following figures.
Title:-Run simrun.tcl for 50 packets, Without providing security (AODV) total number of sent
packets will be 50 and number of received packets will be 49 and with delay was 13.0747.
Consider 73 as applicant vehicle receives data from application server via RSU (67) are shown in
the figure 2 and figure 3.

Figure 2: Run simrun.tcl for 50 packets
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Figure 3: Run simrun.tcl for 50 packets

Title:-NAM Window with all the nodes before starting. Create road mapping using 65 nodes.
Randomly use 72-75 nodes are applicants. Applicants are the vehicles to purchase the data from
application server via RSU’s.Application server1 located at position (400,610) sends data to
Authority located at position (450,630).

Figure 4: Application Server1 sends data to authority
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Title:-Authority located at (450,630) sends data to RSU (67) located at (250,680).

Figure 5: Authority sends data to RSU

Title:- RSU (67) located at (250,680) sends data to applicant vehicle (73) without providing
security.

Figure 6: RSU sends data to applicant vehicle
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Title:-Run simrun_DES.tcl for 50 packets, With providing security (AODV_DES) total number
of sent packets will be 50 and number of received packets will be 49 and with delay was 14.047.
Consider 75 as Applicant vehicle receives data from application server via RSU’s after receiving
data, the data will be decrypted and also cross verifies the signature, if signature is matched than
message is accepted else message will be rejected are shown in the figure 7 to figure 9.

Figure 7: Run simrun_DES.tcl for 50 packets

Figure 8: Run simrun_DES.tcl for 50 packets
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Figure 9: Run simrun_DES.tcl for 50 packets

Title:- RSU (67) located at (250,680) sends the packets to applicant vehicle (75) with providing
security.

Figure 10: RSU sends packets to applicant vehicle
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In Figure 11 consider three samples, sample1: Describes total number of sent packets is 50 and
received 49 and dropped is 1. And sample2: Describes total number of sent packets is 55 and
received 54 and dropped is 1.And sample3: Describes total number of sent packets is 60 and
received 59 and dropped is 1.By observing the below chart we conclude that; the complete data
with 1 dropped packet is received.

Figure 11: The comparison of delay of packets

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the above experiments & results conducted, we infer that; the transmission with DES &
MD5 algorithm is secured & efficient. With such coordinated sharing can avoid medium access
control (MAC) layer collisions and the hidden terminal effect can be avoided in the multi-hop
transmission and also provides security protocol for voluntary services VANETs, which can
ensure security and improve the efficiency of developed framework.
In future we want to share the messages using different techniques while with security as main
concern & in real time transmission.
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ABSTRACT
Each and every biological function in living organism happens as a result of protein-protein
interactions. The diseases are no exception to this. Identifying one or more proteins for a
particular disease and then designing a suitable chemical compound (known as drug) to destroy
these proteins has been an interesting topic of research in bio-informatics. In previous methods,
drugs were designed using only seven chemical components and were represented as a fixedlength tree. But in reality, a drug contains many chemical groups collectively known as
pharmacophore. Moreover, the chemical length of the drug cannot be determined before
designing the drug.
In the present work, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based methodology has been
proposed to find out a suitable drug for a particular disease so that the drug-protein interaction
becomes stable. In the proposed algorithm, the drug is represented as a variable length tree and
essential functional groups are arranged in different positions of that drug. Finally, the
structure of the drug is obtained and its docking energy is minimized simultaneously. Also, the
orientation of chemical groups in the drug is tested so that it can bind to a particular active site
of a target protein and the drug fits well inside the active site of target protein. Here, several
inter-molecular forces have been considered for accuracy of the docking energy. Results show
that PSO performs better than the earlier methods.

KEYWORDS
Active Site, Docking, Electrostatic Force, Proteins, Van Der Waals Force

1. INTRODUCTION
Protein is a macro molecule primarily consisting of amino acids [1]. Protein is highly responsible
for structural and functional characteristics of cells, and communication of biological signals
among cells. All proteins available in the nature are not useful for the living organism. However,
every biological function in living organism happens as a result of protein-protein interactions [2,
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3]. There are evidences of proteins which cause fatal or infective diseases. Researchers take keen
interest to identify appropriate drug that fits well in the active sites of harmful protein. These
drugs, which can bind in the active site of target protein and therefore change the functional
behavior of that particular protein, are called ligands. This mechanism of binding of drug with the
target protein is called docking [4]. The challenge is to predict an accurate structure of the ligand
when the active site configuration of the target protein is known.
Docking is very much important in cellular biology. In docking, proteins interact with themselves
and with other molecular components. It is the key concept to oriental drug design. The result of
docking can be used to find inhibitors for specific target proteins and thus to design new stable
drugs. Protein-ligand docking is an energy minimization search and optimization problem with
the aim to find the best ligand conformation for active sites of a target protein.
In this paper, the scope of the well-known Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [5, 2, 6,
7] is studied to determine the ligand structure to be docked at the active site of the target protein.
The choice of PSO in the present context is inspired by social behavior of bird flocking and fish
schooling [8]. It begins with a random population and then searches for optimal solution by
updating the population based on fitness of the current solution.
Evolutionary computation is used to place functional groups in the nodes of the variable tree
structured ligand. The tree structure helps in connecting primitive fragments or radicals to
determine the right candidate solution for the ligand that best suits with the active site of the
protein. The PSO based algorithm flows through the entire search space, and records the best
individuals they have met. At each step, it changes its position according to the best individuals
to reach a new position. In this way, the whole population evolves towards the optimum, step by
step.
A ‘fitness function’ is generally introduced in a meta-heuristics algorithm to determine the
quality of the desired solutions for an optimization problem. Naturally, the better the formulation
of the fitness function, the better is the expected quality of the trial solutions. In the present
context of the ligand-docking problem, optimal selection of the ligand is inspired by
minimization of an energy function that determines the stable connectivity between the protein
and the ligand. So, the fitness function here is an energy function, whose minimization yields trial
solutions to the problem. One important factor in the field of drug design is the identification of
proper ligand. In general, one or more proteins are typically involved in the bio-chemical
pathway of a disease. The treatment aims to appropriately identify those proteins and reduce their
effects by designing a ligand molecule [9] that can bind to protein’s active site. That is, the
structure of a ligand molecule is evolved from a set of groups in close proximity to crucial
residues of the protein; a molecule is thereby designed that fits the protein target receptor such
that a criterion for Van Der Waals & electrostatic interaction energy is optimized. We propose to
adopt this approach in this paper.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach by which the drug is represented by a variable length
tree-like structure, forty-five functional groups, Van Der Waals as well as electrostatics force to
design the ligand structure. We have applied our approach to Human Rhinovirus stain 14,
Plasmodium Falciparum and HIV-1 protease viruses. We have significantly improved the work
done by earlier researchers due to following reasons 1) A new representation for the ligand is
used; 2) Both Van Der Waal and electrostatic energies are optimized and 3) PSO is used because
of its ability to handle to the ligand design problem. It can be seen that PSO method has
performed quite satisfactorily in comparison with Genetic Algorithm (GA) (fixed length tree)
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[10], Neighbourhood Based Genetic Algorithm (NBGA) (fixed length tree) [11], and variable
length Neighbourhood Based Genetic Algorithm (VNBGA) (variable length tree) [12].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefs the related work. Section 3 contains
the formulation of protein–ligand docking problem; section 4 depicts the principles used to
predict the ligand structures. In section 5, PSO algorithm used to find the best ligand structure is
described. The pseudo-code for solving the given constrained optimization function is given in
section 6. A comparison of experiment results for 3 proteins in section 7 is also given. Section 8
concludes the paper with the future work.

2. RELATED WORK
A fixed length Genetic Algorithm approach for ligand design was used in [10, 8, 13, 14] to
evolve molecular structure of possible ligand that binds to a given target protein. The drug is
represented by a fixed tree-like structure, comprising of molecules at the nodes and the bonds as
links. Evidently, an a priori knowledge of the size and length of the tree is difficult to obtain
before the experiment.
Another approach for ligand design, which is based on variable length representation of trees on
both sides of the pharmacophore was studied by Bandopadhyay et al [12]. However, the approach
is restricted to build the ligand in two-dimensional space from a small suite of seven functional
groups. Furthermore, the fitness value of the ligand is confined to Van Der Waals force only.
One more approach for ligand design, that is based on the presence of a fixed pharmacophore and
that uses the search capabilities of genetic algorithms, was studied by Goah and Foster [10],
where the harmful protein human Rhinovirus strain14 was used as the target. This pioneering
work assumed a fixed tree structure representation of the molecule on both sides of the
pharmacophore. Evidently, an a priori knowledge of the size of the tree is difficult to obtain.
Moreover, it is known that no unique ligand structure is best for a given active site geometry.
Furthermore, few more algorithms were designed by researchers for ligand design viz. AutoDock
3.05, SODOCK and PSO@AUTODOCK. In [6], a novel optimization algorithm SODOCK is
used for solving protein–ligand docking problems. And results are compared with the
performance of AutoDock 3.05 [15]. SODOCK is based on particle swarm optimization and a
local search strategy. The work uses the environment and energy function of AutoDock 3.05.
Results show that SODOCK performs better than AutoDock in terms of convergence
performance, robustness, and obtained energy.
In [16], a novel meta-heuristic algorithm called PSO@AUTODOCK based on varCPSO and
varCPSO-ls is used to calculate the docking energy. varCPSO stands for velocity adaptive and
regenerative CPSO. varCPSO-ls is varCPSO with local search technique to avoid convergence at
local minima. In addition to that, comparison is done with other docking techniques as GOLD
3.0, DOCK 6.0, FLEXX 2.2.0, AUTODOCK 3.05, and SODOCK. It has been shown that
PSO@AUTODOCK gives highly efficient docking program in terms of speed and quality for
flexible peptide–protein docking and virtual screening studies.
In our paper, we propose a PSO based approach wherein a variable length tree-like structure,
forty-five functional groups, Van Der Waals and electrostatics force is used to design the ligand
structure. We have compared our PSO based approach with GA (fixed length tree), NBGA (fixed
length tree) and VNBGA (variable length tree).
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3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
In protein-ligand docking problem, the objective is to minimize the energy. Firstly, the internal
energy of the ligand should be minimized for better stability of the ligand [17]. The intermolecular energy value, which is thereafter optimized, is the interaction energy between the
ligand and the active site of the receptor protein. This energy calculation is based on the
proximity of the different residues in the active site of the receptor protein to the closest
functional groups in the ligand and their chemical properties. The inter-molecular interaction
energy is computed in terms of the Van Der Waals energy and the electrostatic energy.
It is noted that the distance between a residue of the target protein receptor and its closest
0

0

functional group should be between 0.7 A and 2.7 A . If the functional group and closest residue
are of different polarity, then electrostatic force of attraction also acts between those molecules.
The interaction energy of the ligand with the protein is the sum of Van Der Waals Force and
electrostatic energy [4].
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4. FORMATION OF A LIGAND
In the proposed work, we consider that the ligands are built using the fragments from the suite as
mentioned in Figure 4. Proteins with known active site configuration are used for evolving ligand
structures. The specific target is the known antiviral binding site of the Human Rhinovirus strain
14, Plasmodium Falciparum and HIV-1 Protease. The active site of Human Rhinovirus strain 14
is known as the VP1 barrel as it resembles with a barrel. The molecules which can easily be fit in
the structure having minimum interaction energy will be the evolved drug (i.e. ligand). For
simplification; a 2-dimensional structure is chosen.
Figure 1 illustrates the active site of Human Rhinovirus strain 14, Figure 2 illustrates the active
site of Plasmodium Falciparum and Figure 3 illustrates the active site of HIV-1 protease. For
designing the ligand, the co-ordinates of the active site of the protein must be known.
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Figure 1. Active site of Human Rhinovirus stain 14

In the present context, we represent a ligand as a variable length tree structure. The length of the
ligand will be determined according to the active site of the target protein as it cannot be
determined before finding its structure; this can be seen in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3. We
have considered the variable length tree having total 15 nodes. These nodes will be filled by at
most 15 functional groups appropriately selected from the set of forty-five functional groups
given in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Active site of Plasmodium Falciparum
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Figure 3. Active site of HIV-I protease

Figure 4. A set of forty five groups used to build ligands (45th group is the NULL group)
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5. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
PSO or Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is an evolutionary computation technique that
was developed by DT Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy [18]. This algorithm is inspired by social
behaviour of bird flocking and fish schooling. It also begins with a random population and
searches for optima by updating the population. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles,
flow through the whole search space by following the current optimum particles. Each particle
has a speed vector and position vector to represent a possible solution.
PSO uses a simple rule. Before a change, each particle has three choices: (1) insists on oneself (2)
moves towards the optimum it has met (3) moves towards the best the population has met. PSO
reaches to a balanced position among these three choices. The algorithm is described as follows:

V

k +1
i ,d

k

pBest

gbest

k

= W ×V i , d + C1 × R1 × ( Pi ,d − Pi , d ) + C 2 × R 2 × ( P d
_____________________
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i ,d

k

k +1
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Where V is the velocity, P is the position, k is number of iterations, d is number of particles, i is
number of particle dimensions, W is inertia factor. C1 and C2 are acceleration coefficients. R1 and
R2 are two other constants in the interval (0, 1).

6. SOLVING THE CONSTRAINT OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM USING PSO
Input:
1. Coordinates of active site.
2. Valency and length of 45 functional groups.
Output: Desired ligand structure L for receptor target protein P.
Begin
Call PSO (active_site_P);
End
Procedure PSO (active_site_P)
Begin
1. Initialize each particle Xi with 15 functional groups randomly chosen from the set of
45 groups at Figure 4.
2. Assign initial coordinates to each particle and call calculate energy (Xi ) to find
respective fitness.
3. Calculate fitness of each particle.
4. Calculate velocity and position of PSO parameters.
5. Update pBest and gBest as necessary.
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until a convergence criterion is satisfies or maximum iteration ends.
End
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7. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiment was carried out in a simulated environment using MATLAB 2011. Population
size for PSO is taken as 50 and the algorithm is run for 100 generation. In each generation, each
of the particles is decoded to obtain the corresponding drug structure. Results are taken for
different possible positions of the drug within the active site, and the evolved drug having the
lowest energy value is taken as the solution. The two dimensional structure of the ligand is drawn
using ChemSketch software [19].
We have applied our proposed PSO based approach on three different proteins viz. Rhino virus
14 Mutant N1105S (1RUC), Plasmodium Falciparum (TS-DHFR) (3DGA) and HIV-1 Protease
(1W5X). Information about these three proteins is obtained from Protein Data Bank
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) and the active site of a protein is obtained from
http://dogsite.zbh.uni-hamburg.de/ . Table 1 shows the diseases caused by each of these proteins.
Table 1. Protein and corresponding disease caused by the protein.
Name of the protein
Rhino virus 14 Mutant N1105S
(1RUC)
Plasmodium Falciparum (TS-DHFR)
(3DGA)
HIV-1 Protease
(1W5X)

Disease caused by the protein
Cough and Cold
Malaria
AIDS

We have compared our PSO based approach using Van Der Waals force with other available
approaches. The docking energy values of the ligand–protein complexes are calculated for
Human Rhinovirus and are given in Table 2. Lower inter-molecular energy values of the ligand
imply better stability of the ligand. As seen in Table 2, our PSO based approach provides more
stable ligands that are associated with lower energy values. Moreover, the length of the ligand is
also checked with the size of active sites. The length of the ligand should always be less than the
length of the active site. In our experiments, it was found that the length of the active site was
0

8.76 A for Human Rhinovirus 14 Mutant N1105S, while the length of the ligand found using
0

PSO was 8.72 A which is less than the length of the active site. Hence, the ligand can fit quite
well inside corresponding active site.
Table 2. Comparison of Result for Human Rhinovirus
Serial
Number
1.

Algorithm
Fixed length GA

2.

NBGA (fixed length)

3.

VNBGA (Variable length)

4.

Our Proposed Method (Variable length PSO)

Docking Energy
(Kcal/mol)
11.6454
11.5748
8.1046
6.5385
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Figure 5. Comparison among algorithms mentioned in Table 2.

We have applied Electrostatics force of attraction along with Van Der Waal force to the Human
Rhinovirus; the results obtained are 10.6352 Kcal/mol. However, Van Der Waal force is applied
to Plasmodium Falciparum and HIV-1 Protease and the results obtained are 2.5477 Kcal/mol and
13.4303 Kcal/mol respectively. The application of Electrostatics force along with Van Der Waals
force for Plasmodium Falciparum and HIV-1 Protease will be kept for future work.
The two dimensional structure of ligand molecule evolved using PSO are pictorially represented
in Figure 6, 7 & 8 for Human Rhinovirus strain 14, Plasmodium Falciparum and HIV-1 Protease
respectively. It is clear from the figures that the design molecules using PSO fill up the active
sites quite well.

Figure 6. Generated Ligand Structure for Human Rhino Virus
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Figure 7. Generated Ligand Structure for Plasmodium Falciparum

Figure 8. Generated Ligand Structure for HIV-I Protease

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We can conclude that the proposed PSO based algorithm primarily optimizes protein-ligand
inter-molecular docking energy. Our algorithm finds the ligand structure in such a way that each
ligand can fit into corresponding active site very well. It also gives better result (less energy) than
other methods. Moreover, using PSO, we can obtain more stable structure of ligand molecule.
This proposed technique can be used to provide a powerful tool for the chemist to evolve
molecular structure of ligand once the functional protein is given.
This work uses a two dimensional approach which has some limitations. A three dimensional
approach using new data structure for the ligand will be our future research goal. Moreover, we
have considered only inter-molecular forces but there are a number of intra-molecular forces like
Bond stretching, angle binding, Dihedral angle. All these forces will give more accurate docking
energy.
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ABSTRACT
Computational Grid (CG) creates a large heterogeneous and distributed paradigm to manage
and execute the applications which are computationally intensive. In grid scheduling tasks are
assigned to the proper processors in the grid system to for its execution by considering the
execution policy and the optimization objectives. In this paper, makespan and the faulttolerance of the computational nodes of the grid which are the two important parameters for the
task execution, are considered and tried to optimize it. As the grid scheduling is considered to
be NP-Hard, so a meta-heuristics evolutionary based techniques are often used to find a
solution for this. We have proposed a NSGA II for this purpose. The performance estimation of
the proposed Fault tolerance Aware NSGA II (FTNSGA II) has been done by writing program
in Matlab. The simulation results evaluates the performance of the all proposed algorithm and
the results of proposed model is compared with existing model Min-Min and Max-Min
algorithm which proves effectiveness of the model.

KEYWORDS
Computational Grid, Scheduling, NSGA II, Idle Time, MS, Fault-tolerance

1. INTRODUCTION
Primarily goal of computational grid (CG) is to fulfill the computational need of the tasks [1].
The computational grid [1] is combination of software and hardware infrastructure that facilitate
right to use to enormous computational capabilities. The enormous computational capabilities are
dependable, reliable, pervasive, and inexpensive even though the users and resources are
geographically distributed. The fault tolerance is important parameter in terms of environment
and cost. The tasks are migrated from idle nodes to busy nodes so that idle nodes operate in
recoverable mode. There may be some nodes in grid which are idle and some which are busy.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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The challenging issue in computational grid is fault tolerance consumption due to cost and
ecological problem [1]. The fault tolerance consumption based scheduling is key issue in this
decade, by taking care of fault tolerance consumption. In order to decrease the fault tolerance
consumption, the nodes in the grid have different computing power. Faster computing power of
the nodes permits less time for task execution, but they consume much higher power. In fault
tolerance -aware scheduling fault tolerance consuming at nodes is minimized during the task
execution. In this paper, we explore Makespan (MS) and fault tolerance scheduling algorithm by
using NSGA II for grid on a set of nodes. The organization of the work is as follows: The related
work has been briefed in section 2 and the problem of the system has been described in section 3
and the proposed model is discussed in section 4. Experimental evaluation with respective
observation is depicted in section 5 and finally conclusion is made in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Makespan, fault tolerance, turnaround time, availability, reliability etc. are some of the important
parameters that are often optimized by scheduling the jobs appropriately on the grid nodes. The
grid scheduling problem has been broadly deliberated in literature [1, 2, 7, 8]. Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is highly used to find the solution of scheduling problem of CG, as the problem is NP-Hard
[1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Taking the effect of IPC into consideration, [9] uses GA for solving
the problem of independent task scheduling in computational grid (CG). In [10], in place of a
single, more than one task has been considered for allocation with load consideration using GA
focusing on minimization of turnaround time in distributed computing systems. In [10], Load
balancing, which is also to be taken care of and is an NP Hard problem, has been widely
discussed in [26]. Load balancing on the grid nodes that uses GA has been elaborated in [11].
Both these paper considers load distribution and load variation among the nodes in CG. In [12],
fault tolerance aware scheduling for independent tasks using GA is discussed. In this paper we
modify the work of [12] by incorporating dependencies between tasks. The effectiveness of the
model is studied by comparing with Min-Min, Max-Min. Another important parameter, security
also find place in many papers. Security aware scheduling in computational grid (CG) is
discussed in [22] with focus on security optimization. Parameter availability is discussed in [13]
that demonstrate the availability metric [13], deals with the availability maximization for task
scheduling problem of computational grid using GA.

3. THE PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model, that considers MS optimization in computational grid, has been discussed
as follows.
3.1 Fitness Function
Fitness function is derived using Queuing Theory [9, 26].
Then the MS can be compute by equation 3 as it is the maximum time taken for execution by the
latest task.
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Consider a physical nodes of Computational Grid (CG),  is number of CG nodes. For
computational simplicity, the nodes are assumed to be connected to each other following mess
topology. The CG offers virtual connections various virtual are mapped to the CG. Let, The
number of paths from  to  using the total number of path of equation (1), the maximization
function for Fault Tolerance (FT) can be expressed as
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represents fault tolerance of  ! path from  to .

The major components of the original NSGA-II are modified to adjust them into the framework
of the optimization problem. The modified components are described below.
Minimize MS with MS≤ MUMS
Maximize Normalize FT<=1

(6)
(7)

The proposed work is a multi-objective optimization problem where the required objectives are
maximizing the fault tolerance and minimizing the MS achieved for tasks in CG. Multi-objective
optimization is an important decision to find solutions of good quality. Since the conflicting
complex nature of CG the multi-criteria makes optimization process complicated. An
evolutionary algorithm is NSGA-II, which uses Pareto based evaluation with the capability to
find several Pareto-optimal solutions in single iteration of simulation. Optimal fault tolerance of
this paper is based on NSGA-II. Initial population is randomly generated and sorted according to
fitness and the best half population is selected. The algorithm of NSGA-II is as follows [27]:
Step 1: A random population is initialized.
Step 2: Objective functions for all objectives and constraint are evaluated using equation 3 and 7.
Step 3: Front ranking of the population is done based on the dominance criteria.
Step 4: Crowding distance is calculated.
Step 5: Selection is performed using crowded binary tournament selection operator.
Step 6: Crossover and mutation operators are applied to generate an offspring population.
Step 7: Parent and offspring populations are combined and a non-dominated sorting is done.
Step 8: The parent population is replaced by the best members of the combined population.
In Step 3, each solution is assigned a non-domination rank (a smaller rank to a better nondominated front). In Step 4, for each ith solution of a particular front, density of solutions in its
surrounding is estimated by taking average distance of two solutions on its either side along each
of the objective [27]. This average distance is called the crowding distance. Selection is done
based on the front rank of an individual and for solutions having same front rank, selection is
done on the basis of their crowding distances (larger, the better)
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS AND RESULT
The proposed model is evaluated in this section by performing experimentations. The size of the
input data set affects the convergence of the solution. The experiments are performed by writing
the programs in Matlab version 9.0 and Java and integrated with Gridsim [4] to evaluate the
performance on the system 500 GB secondary memory and 4 GB primary memory respectively.
Simulation environment uses a random generator between the given ranges with uniform
distribution. The following simulation parameters have been used in the experimentations. Input
Parameter Values the Number of nodes 16-1000, Number of tasks 50-14000, Range of arrival
Rate 1-100 MIPS, Range of task Size 2000-5000 MI and Range of processing speed 101-200
MIPS. Figure 4 contains these parameters and their values.
The performance evaluation is conducted for analysing FAGA (fault tolerance aware genetic
algorithm) in the grid. The grid sizes are small (3 to 32 nodes and 10 to 512 tasks), medium (33
to 64 nodes and 513 to 1024 tasks), and large (65 to 128 nodes and 1025 to 2048 tasks. Figure 5
contains the type of grid and corresponding size in terms of the number of nodes and number of
tasks. Normal distribution is used to randomly generate the capacity of the resources and the
workload of tasks. It is expected that all submitted tasks to the system must be scheduled and all
nodes of the system can be used. Above parameters are also used in [4, 12, 14].
For MS minimization minimize MS is taken as fitness which is discussed in [9]. For fault
tolerance maximization we minimize TE is taken as fitness function. We run the simulation setup
up-to 30 iterations and then average is taken for each result shown in this work.
Table 1. Makespan and tolerance by NSGA II

4. CONCLUSIONS
A huge number of developments has been introduced in Grid Computing in recent few years.
Still, being an extremely heterogeneous system, grid poses a number of constraints. The research
in the area of grid computing especially resource scheduling is going on. This work focuses on
the proposal of scheduling in CG with emphasizing on the MS, and fault tolerance optimization
using a NSGA II technique. NSGA II, a meta-heuristic, is a well-known procedure for solving
complex multi-objective optimization problem. Performance of the proposed NSGA II method
has been studied by carrying out the number of experiments and it is found that it performs well.
Also, its comparative study with NSGA II model shows that it has an edge over Min-Min and
Max-Min algorithms. The effectiveness of the model is also studies with scaled input and found
that model is performing better than both Min-Min and Max-Min algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper focus is on developing a hashtag recommendation system for an online social
network application with a Peer-to-Peer infrastructure motivated by BestPeer++ architecture and
BATON overlay structure. A user may invoke a recommendation procedure while writing the
content. After being invoked, the recommendation procedure returns a list of candidate
hashtags, and the user may select one hashtag from the list and embed it into the content. The
proposed approach uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model to derive the latent or
hidden topics of different content. LDA topic model is a well-developed data mining algorithm
and generally effective in analysing text documents with different lengths. The topic model is
used to identify the candidate hashtags that are associated with the texts in the published content
through their association with the derived hidden topics.
The experiments for evaluating the recommendation approach were fed with the tweets
published in Twitter. Hit-rate of recommendation is considered as an evaluation metricfor our
experiments. Hit-rate is the percentage of the selected or relevant hashtags contained in
candidate hashtags. Our experiment results show that the hit-rate above 50% is observed when
we use a method of recommendation approach independently. Also, for the case that both
similar user and user preferences are considered at the same time, the hit-rate improved to 87%
and 92% for top-5 and top-10 candidate recommendations respectively.

KEYWORDS
Bestpeer, baton, Hashtag, topic model, hit-rate and peer-to-peer networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the current social networks adopt centralized server architecture. This kind of
architecture has both its pros and cons. In centralized architecture, we have all the applications
running with their data at one location, at which one or more large computers are connected. Pros
include ease of maintenance, any administration or upgrade on the system can be easily done
across the components of all the applications. Backup and restore mechanisms are easy to
implement since its just one central location and security mechanisms can be incorporated in a
simple manner. On the other hand cons include, bottleneck in performance and privacy concerns
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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from user data perspective. In order to avoid these defects a different line of architecture pattern
called the distributed or peer-to-peer architectures are being employed. Peer-to-peer (P2P)
systems support for user data privacy, scalability, and availability avoiding single point of failure.
Keeping this in view, we are working towards the development of a unique social networking
application, which has peer-to-peer architecture. The architecture is inspired from BestPeer++[4]
and BATON overlay network [8]. In any social networking application as the user-generated
content increases it becomes hard to organize ones own data. Tagging has been a way of
organizing data in many of the social networking sites like Facebook1 and Twitter2. We make use
of Hashtags, which is one way to tag content. Hashtags are short words with continuous
characters without any space in between. They are identified by the presence of ‘#’ before the
words. They can be used anywhere within the messages, phrases etc. They have been mainly
used for categorizing or highlighting an event, topic, news, individuals etc [15]. This concept has
been employed in many social networking sites till date and has become popular with the start of
Twitter Social Networking website. Until now these have been used for media broadcasting and
business, promotions etc [13]. We developed a hash tag recommendation approach for our online
social networking platform to suggest suitable hash tags to a user.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the background and related work, which
includes details on popular recommendation system techniques.Section 3, illustrates the
architecture of our peer-to-peer based social networking application and its high level
components. In this section, we discuss the modified implementations of BestPeer++ architecture
and BATONoverlay network. Section 4, we discuss in detail the hashtag recommendation
methodology.Section 5, presents the details on the datasets used for experiments, the test setup
environment and all of the experiments performed to ensure the correctness of algorithms and to
calculate the performance of the algorithms. Section 6, we present the conclusion and future
work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1. BestPeer++ Architecture
BestPeer++[4] is a cloud service model. Any business that wants to use the service just has to
register themselves and create a BestPeer++ instance, into which they can export data for further
processing. This also gives an option for pay-as-you-go query processing model with the help of
cloud computing. There are two main components in BestPeer++ - core and adapter. Adapter has
two parts, one is an interface to the service and the other part contains adapters, which implement
this interface with the help of service provider APIs. The core component consists of query
processing and the P2P overlay for serving responses to the queries. There are two kinds of
elements in core, bootstrap peer and normal peer. When a business creates an instance, a database
server is assigned to that particular instance. This server is then included into the structured P2P
overlay arrangement, along with all the other servers. So a normal peer here is a server of a
particular business instance. Figure 1 shows the components of the BestPeer++ architecture.
Responsibilities are divided between bootstrap peer and normal peer. The whole network has a
single bootstrap peer. This is the server through which normal peers try to join the network. It
1

Facebook, https://Www.facebook.com/.
Twitter. (2015). https://about.twitter.com/company

2
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works like an administrator
tor for the network. Some of the tasks performed by this bootstrap peer
are - auto scaling (when an instance exceeds its storage or to perform load balancing), auto failfail
over (when a node in the P2P overlay has failed and had to be removed from the network)
network and the
main task of node joining/leaving. For a normal peer, primary effort goes in data loading and
indexing. It also does the schema mapping, query processing and execution, along with data
loading. When a new business is added to the network, data is loaded from the corporate
production to the instance. When this process is being done, normal peer tries to do schema
mapping i.e mapping the local business schema to the global peer schema.All the normal peers
are organized in P2P overlay called, BATON(B
BATON(Balanced tree overlay network) [8]. This is the crux
for BestPeer++ functionality. It provides the interface for node joining, leaving, adding or
removing data etc. It arranges all nodes in tree structure. BATON allows for processing both
exact and range queries.
eries. BATON also provides for three types of indexes - table, column and
range. BestPeer++ also provides for role
role-based
based distributed access control. When a node fails, all
the queries are held up until the backup is restored on to the system. With all thes
thesee features, cloud
computing, database and P2P overlay support BestPeer++ is highlighted as a better data sharing
application than any other P2P data sharing systems available. Hence, we choose the same for our
P2P social networking application.

Figure 11: BestPeer++ Architecture components

2.2. Recommendation Systems
Recommendation system is a facility that has been used in web applications for “predicting the
user responses to options”[11]. It involves the technique, which is used to make suggestions to
t
the users based on certain selected criterion. Recommendation methods have been classified into
two major types: Content-based
based and Collaborative Filtering. They focus on different perspectives
while making recommendations. Content
Content-based methods are specifically
fically on the “properties of
items”, and collaborative filtering methods are on the “relationship between users and items”[11].
Content-based
based recommendation systems (CBR), base their suggestions on the similarity between
the items. One major reason behind this content-based
based approach is that a user always selects
similar items. Therefore, during the recommending operation, these systems match the profiles of
the items with the profiles of the users. Content
Content-based
based recommendation becomes better approach
for suggestions
uggestions in a system where there are not many users. However, these systems also have
some corresponding limitations [12]. First, the annotations that are added to the content either
automatically or manually always will have limited details. It has been seen that the keywords
identified for web pages might not contain any information about the media embedded in these
web pages. Another limitation is termed as over
over-specialization.
specialization. When recommendation is based
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on the content already rated by a user, the co
concentration
ncentration is restricted to the area already visited by
the user. The data outside the domain of the likes of the user might not be considered. Although
the dependency with other users in the system is reduced, for a new user, proper
recommendations cannott be made until sufficient data about the user’s interests have been
collected.
Collaborative-filtering
filtering recommendation systems, base their suggestions on the similarity of the
user’s choices on two items. For example in [5], Collaborative
Collaborative-filtering (CF) method employs the
nearest-neighbour
neighbour algorithms to recommend products to a target customer based on the
preferences of the neighbours, who have similar interests as of this customer. Though CF
methods avoid some of the limitations of the CBR methods mentio
mentioned
ned above, there are some
drawbacks even with the CF methods. One of them is the same as CBR methods. In order to
compare, the interests of a new user with those of others, the CF methods need the information
about the ratings or items the user is interest
interested
ed is needed. Other problems are related to the new
content added to the application and also sparsity issues. For a new item, it takes some substantial
amount of time for the system to collect rating details from other users. Some content might be
rated high
igh by a small number of users with peculiar interests. Considering user’s profile
information apart from the rating data will avoid such scarcity issues.
To avoid limitations of different techniques, many applications implement hybrid
recommendation strategies wherein they use both content
content-based
based and collaborative filtering
techniques are adopted. For our hashtag recommendation, we use hybrid recommendation
technique.

2.3. Popular recommendation system techniques
Term Frequency-Inverse
Inverse Document Frequ
Frequency (TF-IDF)
IDF) is the method generally used in text
mining and information retrieval systems [3]. It calculates the importance of a word in a
document against a corpus. TF-IDF
IDF also is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. A
vector space model indicates
ndicates the weight in this kind of measure. Term Frequency (TF) of a term
in a particular document measures the number of times a term appears. Inverse document
frequency (IDF) of a term is calculated upon overall corpus not just one document. It gives the
th
importance of a term in the complete document corpus. Below equation shows the TF-IDF
TF
weight calculation, where mijis the number of times a term (ti) appears in document (dj), mi is the
number of documents the term has appeared in. M is the total number of documents in the whole
corpus[14].

In this method, generally document length also plays as a factor. Longer documents tend to have
higher values due to the increased number of words and word repetitions. Hence, while
calculating the weights of the terms, this approach always normalizes these weights with the
length of the documents.
The other technique generally used by recommendation systems is topic models. Topic models
are based on the idea that documents are the mixture of topics, where a top
topic
ic is a probability
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distribution over words[17]. A topics model is a generative model. In a generative model, a joint
probability distribution is defined over a set of observed and hidden random variables. The joint
distribution can be used to generate obs
observable
ervable random variables in a generative process.
Furthermore, a conditional distribution on hidden random variables can be obtained with the use
of the joint distribution and the observed variables. The conditional distribution is also termed as
posterior distribution[2]. A topic model always revolves around word and document distributions
progressively.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the one of the simplest topic models. The intuition for LDA
is the same as all the other topic models. But the main characteristic is that, all the documents in
LDA share the same set of topics. Each document has a probability over each of these topics. The
computational problem for LDA is to observe a set of documents and identify the topic-document
topic
and topic-word distributions.
ributions. These probability distributions can further be used for inferring the
topic structure of any other documents. LDA also follows the generative model definition. In
LDA, the observed variables would be the words of the documents, and the hidden random
ra
variables would be the topics.
Here, we describe LDA more formally as defining the topic mixture for each document
ument i.eP(t/d),
with a topic mentioned by a distribution over words i.e P(wi/t) as shown in below equation, where
P(wi/d) is the probability of ith word in a given document d and tiis the topic and P(ti = j/d) is the
probability of identifying a word(wi) from topic j appearing in document d. P(wi/ti = j) is the
probability of picking a word from a topic j.

The topic-document
document P(t/d) and top
topic-word
word P(wi/t) distributions can be estimated by using a
corpus of documents[10]. In general convention, θ denotes the topic distributions and φ denotes
topic-word
word distributions. Gibbs sampling algorithm is one of the approaches used for extracting
topics from a corpus. It uses an iterative process, which stops until the target distribution is
achieved. In an iterative round, each word in the corpus is considered and the estimations for the
probability of assigning that word to a topic is done with below equation,, conditioned on other
word tokens in the same topic. From this conditioned distribution, a topic is sampled and stored
as a new topic assignment[17].

In the equation, CWT maintains count of all topic
topic-word assignments, CDT has the documentdocument topic
assignments, t−i represents all topic
topic-term and document-topic assignments except
cept for the current
assignment ti, for word wi, αand β are the hyper parameters for the Dirichlet priors, works as
smoothing factor for the counts. The es
estimated
timated distributions can be further used in the operations
of a recommendation system.
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2.4. Related Work
Most of the recommendation proposals ([20], [9], [6], [19]) use only content
content-based
based methodology.
Using both content-based
based and collaborative filtering techniques like our proposal Jieying She and
Lei Chen’s approach [16] results in better hit
hit-rate.
rate. Godin et al[6] even though has good hit-rate
hit
results, suggests only keywords for the recommendations. The authors do not consider the hash
tags already
ady in use and also no collaborative filtering techniques implemented, which reduces the
scope of hash tags considered. As per our knowledge, none of the recommendations developed
are for Peer-to-Peer
Peer network topology. By using the P2P features like scalab
scalability
ility and maintenance
our approach could achieve a better performance over the other studies.

3. ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS
BestPeer++ is a two-layered
layered architecture. In the current P2P application we have three-tier
three
architecture - bootstrap peer, server peer and client peer as in Figure 2.
3.1 Client Peer
In our application, each user whoever wants to join the network need to use a client side user
interface on their PC or mobile device. This user is called the Client Peer. We do not store any
data on the client side. All of the data pertaining to a user is stored in the database on the server
side. The User Interface helps the user in interacting with the application.

Figure 2: Our P2P Architecture

3.2 Bootstrap Peer
Bootstrap peer in the current architecture, has the same administrator role as in BestPeer++.
Single bootstrap peer node accounts for the health of the whole network. Monitors the node
joining and leaving. The auto-failover
failover and auto
auto-scaling supposed to be in the bootstrap peer have
not been implemented in our system. Users need to register and login via the bootstrap peer each
time they connect to the network. Apart from the components in BestPeer++, we also store the
user profile and friendships informatio
information in Bootstrap peer.
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3.3 Server Peer
Client data is stored in the Server Peer nodes. Each server peer is responsible for more than one
client node at a time. All of the server peer nodes form the BATON overlay structure. User login
information is stored even in the server peers. Major concerns for the server peers lies in the
management of P2P overlay structure and user data. Each server is responsible for clients within
a particular URI (User Resource Index) range.
Server Peer is the alias for Normal Peer in BestPeer++. Most of the functionalities in normal peer
have been imported to server peers with some updates. The schema-mapping module was
discontinued as all the data exchanged in the application has the same mapping. Data loader is
used during the data retrieval process. Data Indexer is major for the BATON overlay network, as
each of the data stored in server depends on the range. It also helps during the forward and
lookup requests. For the query execution, we used JPA instead of pure SQL language [18].
BATON tree node information is also stored with the server along with the physical details of
bootstrap peer.

4. HASHTAG RECOMMENDATION APPROACH
4.1. Proposed Approach
The proposed hashtag recommendation approach lists out hashtag candidates for a content
entered by the user. If no related hashtags are found, this approach may suggest the user with the
hashtags that have been used previously or with those related to the user or to the content. The
approach also advises the user with some keywords for creating a new hashtag. We adopt a
hybrid recommendation system for our social network platform considering both types of
recommendation: content and collaborative filtering approaches. Most of the hashtag
recommendation systems have lagged in two issues. First, they use only one of the
recommendation approaches. In the case that an approach is chosen, a major part of hashtags the
user might be interested in is being omitted. For example, the content-based techniques might not
include some of the tags being created by similar users or the friends in the suggested tags.
Similarly, the collaborative filtering based techniques might neglect the tags related to the posted
content or those popular in the overall system. Second, as per our knowledge, none of the ideas
reviewed till now have given a user an opportunity to choose the recommendation method he
might be interested in.
Hence, considering these drawbacks in the previous research, our approach contains several
recommendation modes. The users may control the recommendation system by selecting one or
multiple modes. They receive the candidate hashtags recommended by the selected modes. These
modes are classified into the following categories. The categories considered are:
1. Global content common for all of the users
2. User preferences evaluated based on their content previously added
3. Hashtags created by users with similar preferences as current user
4. Hashtags created by the friends of the user and are related to the users content being created
5. Overall popular hashtags in the whole social network platform
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Also, in the case that any of the methods returns zero tags, the proposed approach even
recommends with keywords based on the chosen mode.

4.2. Implementation
Unlike twitter, which has restricted the lengths of the text for its tweets, content with different
types in our application can have varied lengths without any restrictions. In such cases, topic
model for recommendation systems is a better technique. For our approach we considered to
adopt topic analysis technique to evaluate the content similarities and user preferences on content.
We further chose Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) process using Gibbs Sampling method for
topicclassification.
classification. Most of the research in topic models co
considers only topic-word
word distributions.
The proposed approach goes further to the next step and extracts “topic
“topic-hashtag”
hashtag” probability
distributions. The LDA process is done in three phases as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Steps in our LDA processing

Training or Base LDA Model: In the training phase, random content collected across various
networks is passed to the procedure implementing the Gibbs algorithm. The procedure estimates
the initial topic-word
word and document distributions of the Base LDA model
model.. The documents in this
situation refer to any single post, comment or article.
Estimation or Recommendation Mode: This is phase at which content passed for LDA
procedure differs from each of the categories mentioned before. For each mode selected, we pass
pa
in the content and generate the updated topic
topic- word, document distributions along with topictopic
hashtag distribution. For each of the topics and documents, we calculate hashtag distribution
distribu
over
documents can be calculated using below equation where d is the
he document, h is the hashtag and
t is the topic.

Recommendation Inference: This is the phase in which a user is suggested with candidate
hashtags. Content a user enters is passed to the model to evaluate the topic
topic-hashtag
hashtag distributions
and order them according
ccording to their probability scores. This proc
procedure
edure also uses the equation above
only d refers to the union of the words in the content.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the experiments performed for verifying the correctness of the hashtag
algorithms and evaluate the effectiveness of these algorithms.
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5.1. Experimental Setup
All of the experiments were performed on a standalone computer with 16GB RAM and MAC OS
X or Windows 7 operating systems. We developed a prototype application with JUnit test cases
for hashtag implementation. In our prototype, we have two server peers, one bootstrap peer and
fifteen client peers. We use JGibbLDA library3 for performing LDA operations. We set the
default values for hyper-parameters
parameters α = 50.0/k and β = 0.1 as suggested in [7] by Griffiths and
Steyvers where k is the number of topics considered. For all the experiments we run the LDA
operations through 500 iterations
rations of Gibbs Sampling. The contents used by these experiments are,
datasets obtained from three different sources. The first was from Textual Retrieval Conference
(TREC) 2011 micro blog track4. We choose Tweets2011 corpus. This corpus comprises of 16
million
illion tweets collected over a period of two weeks between 24th January 2011 until 8th
February 2011. We used Twitter tools API provided by TREC Microblog track to extract tweets.
The second source was Twitter web site. We use the Twitter Streaming API to extract tweets. We
captured 10000 tweets with trending topics in specific intervals of time for two days. Third
source is from Sentiment 1405project created by the students from Stanford University for the
purpose of Sentiment analysis of topics in tweets. This collection consisted of two datasets: one
was training data with 1,60,0000 tweets and one was test data with 500 tweets. Sentiment140
data is pre-processed,
processed, where any special characters or emoticons are removed. Before passing the
data to the LDA functions,
ctions, we selected the tweets in these datasets, removed the special
characters or any characters other than English letters. The special characters “#” are kept, since
it indicating the beginning of a hashtag.

5.2. Experiments and Results
We perform experiments on each of the recommendation modes mentioned in our proposed
approach. For evaluating the effectiveness of this recommendation approach, we consider hit-rate
hit
of the results from an execution of a recommendation activity as the crite
criteria.
ria. A recommendation
activity starts from invoking the recommendation function on content upon a user’s request to
returning the results to the user. The equation to calculate the Hit
Hit-rate
rate of the results is defined
below. We identify a result as hit if at
atleast
least one of the recommended hashtags is a hashtag used for
the content.

There were three sets of experiments performed. For all of the experiments, apart from comparing
the actual hashtags used in the content, we also performed subjective evaluation with the five
evaluators. The evaluators where asked to mark the recommended hashtags as relevant and nonnon
relevant. Majority views of the votes were considered for the final results.
First experiment compares the hit rate percentage over the number of to
topics
pics for each of the
recommendation modes except for the mode in which we recommend hashtags based on their
overall popularity. Figure 4 shows the graph plotted for four categories of recommendations with
hit-rate
rate against topics. Initially for all the meth
methods
ods we started of with 50 topics for the LDA.
3

JGibbLDA, http://Jgibblda.sourceforge.net/..
TREC Twitter2011 datasets, http://Trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/
http://Trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/.
5
Sentiment 140, http://Www.sentiment140.com/
http://Www.sentiment140.com/.
4
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Since topic-hashtag
hashtag distribution is the main case that we consider for our proposal, with more
topics we expected more hashtags.

Figure 4: Hit
Hit-rate Vs Number of Topics

Recommendation with global content wa
wass not satisfactory, as it wouldn’t consider any of the user
content or user topics of interest. Maximum was 41.3% of hit
hit-rate
rate with global content that too at
500 topics. The results for User Preference based and similar users based recommendations were
promising
mising and we were able to see 55% and 57.6% of hit
hit-rate
rate respectively. For the
recommendations from similar user and friends we used 5 clients as the users under comparison.
Recommendation mode using friends content and interest could give approximately 50%
50 of hitrate. The other observation we made was on the cases with the number of topics between 300-500
300
topics; however there was not much of improvement with the results. So, for our application 300
topics would be the ideal number of topics to be conside
considered.
red. Overall Popularity based
recommendation needs more server nodes to be evaluated. We were able to set-up
set
only two
server nodes. With two server nodes, the algorithm correctness was tested and we were able to
retrieve the trending hashtags from the two server nodes.
The second experiment was performed to test th
the recommendation mode with similar
ilar users. This
was done using the dataset obtained from Twitter with its Streaming API. As mentioned before
we collected 10000 tweets off trending topics from spec
specifically
cally the ones with some of the
politicians tagged in them. We wanted to check the maximum number of hashtags out of the total
recommendations
tions that would be rele
relevant
vant for the given content. We distributed around 600 tweets
to each of the clients, increasing
ing the number of clients at each step. When there was only one user
we were not able to retrieve any related recommendations. At 10 and 15 client count we were
able to retrieve 4 relevant hashtags of the recommendations made. Hence, as the users
u
increase
we would be able to provide with top
top-k recommendations with k = 5. Figure 5 shows the results
for this experiment.
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Figure 5: Average hashtags per post Vs Number of similar users

The last experiment was to check hit
hit-rate
rate when we used both user preferences and similar users
recommendations at the same time. We used the same data from Twitter Streaming API for this
experiment too. We tested for top
top-k recommendations when k = 5 and k = 10. For hit-1
hit this
choice was good and we were able to acquire around 87% and 92% hit
hit-rate for top-5 and top-10
recommendations respectively. The hit
hit-all
all rate which checks for a match for all of the hashtags in
a tweet, was around 63% when we used top
top-5 recommendations and it was still below 50% when
top-10
10 recommendations were considered. From the results of this experiment we intuit that may
be by combining more than one mode together the proposed approach could provide better
results. Table 1 shows the results for the same.

Table 1: Hit-rate for top--k
k recommendations with User Preferences and Similar Users

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we introduce ourpeer
ourpeer-to-peer social networking architecture and its components. We
also propose hashtag recommendation approach proposed for this application using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [3] topic model. It is model, which identifies hidden topics from a set of prepre
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processed documents. We specifically concentrate on identifying topic-hashtag distributions out
of these hidden topics. These are further used for the recommendations. Our research uses both
content-based and collaborative filtering methods for the recommendations, which can be
selected by the user on his own choice. Also, we provide the recommendations by considering
content from the neighbouring nodes in the network, which would allow us for the fast
processing of the recommendations. The experiment results show more than 50% hit-rate for
three of the collaborative filtering approaches. The hit-1 rate for top-5 and top-10
recommendations for hashtags considered from similar users and user content is the better than
any of the topic model based hashtag recommendation systems. Also, using only similar users
method guarantees that the approach is good for top-3 recommendations.
There are some limitations as to the proposed recommendation methodology. We still have to test
the performance of the algorithms in peer-to-peer simulated environment with more number of
server nodes. Without which we were not able to test the overall popularity method. The next
thing would be to consider a top-k recommendation system for all of the methods mentioned. As
a future work, we would give the recommendation methods to the user as part of advanced
settings and include more than one method for a recommendation. We use relational database for
storing both the bootstrap and server peer data. With the users increasing, at some point we need
to consider moving to BigData solutions. Also, we need add in encryption mechanisms for
securing the client data stored on the server.
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ABSTRACT
Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) aims to extract automatically the information in the
document and also addresses to human comprehension. The automatic processing of degraded
historical documents are applications of document image analysis field which is confronted with
many difficulties due to the storage condition and the complexity of the script. The main interest
of enhancement of historical documents is to remove undesirable statistics that appear in the
background and highlight the foreground, so as to enable automatic recognition of documents
with high accuracy. This paper addresses pre-processing and segmentation of ancient scripts,
as an initial step to automate the task of an epigraphist in reading and deciphering inscriptions.
Pre-processing involves, enhancement of degraded ancient document images which is achieved
through four different Spatial filtering methods for smoothing or sharpening namely Median,
Gaussian blur, Mean and Bilateral filter, with different mask sizes. This is followed by
binarization of the enhanced image to highlight the foreground information, using Otsu
thresholding algorithm. In the second phase Segmentation is carried out using Drop Fall and
WaterReservoir approaches, to obtain sampled characters, which can be used in later stages of
OCR. The system showed good results when tested on the nearly 150 samples of varying
degraded epigraphic images and works well giving better enhanced output for, 4x4 mask size
for Median filter, 2x2 mask size for Gaussian blur, 4x4 mask size for Mean and Bilateral filter.
The system can effectively sample characters from enhanced images, giving a segmentation rate
of 85%-90% for Drop Fall and 85%-90% for Water Reservoir techniques respectively.

KEYWORDS
Document Analysis, Preprocessing, Filters, Segmentation, Drop Fall Technique, Water
Reservoir Technique

1. INTRODUCTION
A generic Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system comprises of different stages like
preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Preprocessing is one of the
most interesting and challenging topics in DAR. Preprocessing of document involves converting
scanned images or photographed images of machine printed or handwritten text which may
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
pp. 95–113, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
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include numbers, letters and symbols into system processable format. Segmentation is an
important assignment of any OCR system and it separates the image text documents into
lines,words and characters. Hence the accuracy of OCR system primarily depends on the
segmentation algorithm been used.
Segmentation of handwritten text of Indian languages is challenging when compared with Latin
based languages because of its structural complication and presence of compound characters.
This complexity increases further if were to recognize text of ancient Indian or non-Indian
epigraphical documents. The epigraphical records engraved on stones, rocks, pillars or on some
other writing material are non-linear in their shapes and non-uniform in their sizes.
Raw image of an epigraph contains unwanted symbols or marks, noise embedded and text
engraved with much skew.The spacing between characters and also between the lines and the
skew could complicate the process of translating the scripts. Some touching lines as well as
characters complicates the process of segmentation which is input for the recognition process in
the later stages. Hence the input document image of epigraphs is to be preprocessed for removal
of noise, skew detection and correction, followed by segmentation of characters [1].
Inspite of several positive works on OCR across the world, development of OCR tools in Indian
languages is still a challenging task. Character segmentation plays an important role in character
recognition since incorrectly segmented characters are susceptible to be recognized wrongly.
Hence the proposed work focuses on preprocessing and segmentation of ancient handwritten
documents. This is an initial step towards developing OCR for ancient scripts, which can be used
by archaeologists and historians for digitization and further exploration of ancient records.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates the related works in the field. The system
architecture is highlighted Section 3. The theory and related mathematical background of the
approaches in current system is discussed in Section 4. Methodology is given in Section 5.
Experimental results and performance analysis is covered in Section 6 and Section 7 provides
conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
Researchers have worked on many approaches for preprocessing and segmentation of various
languages. In this section, some of the works are discussed.
The linear Unsharp Masking (USM) technique [2] is adopted to increase the pictorial presence of
an image by highlighting its regularity contents to improve the edge and detailed information in
it. Nevertheless this method is easy and gives good result for many applications. It has two
limitations, one it is tremendously sensitive to noise and other one is that it increases high
contrast areas much more than area that do not show high image dynamics. Therefore output
image suffers from unkind overshoot objects. Adaptive Unsharp Masking hires an adaptive filter
that controls the contribution of sharpening in the manner that contrast enhancement occurs in
high dense areas and less or no image sharpening occurs in soft areas. This algorithm is better
compared with several other methods available in linear unsharp masking filter technologies.
Binarization is the initial step for processing, with the fact of degradation of the source document,
whichever global or local thresholding approaches are chosen. The Otsu thresholding algorithm
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[3] using the histogram shape analysis, which is most widespread global binarization algorithm.
The thresholding of Otsu yields a promising performance when the histogram has twin modal
distribution. The global threshold is designated automatically by a discriminant standard.
Another method utilize image contrast defined as local image minimum and maximum when
compared with the image gradient process, the image contrast derived by the local maximum and
minimum process has a good property and it is more tolerant to the uneven illumination,
document degradation such as smudge [4]. This method is superior when handling document
images with difficult background variation. Finally, the ancient document image is binarized
based on the local thresholds that are derived from the detected high contrast image pixels when
the same is compared with previous method based on image contrast, the method uses the image
contrast to recognize the text stroke boundary and it can be used to produce high accurate
binarization results.
A common technique for scrubbing the degraded documents is modified iterative global
threshold algorithm [5]. A best approach in the separation of object information from foreground
is to compute a global threshold of intensity value based on which two clusters can be diverted. It
is an iteration approach which can handle many degraded conditions. In each iteration the
intermediate tones are shifted towards background there by providing efficient difference
between foreground and background. It is mostly useful for the documents having non-uniform
distribution of noises.
In order to make foreground inscriptions clearly visible from background, Histogram
normalization is used. The image obtained still may suffer from uneven background intensity
variation which in turn reduces the clarity of the foreground. Further processing of image is done
to get an image with better foreground information. As the intensity of the foreground pixels
differs from the intensity of background, this key factor is used to identify the foreground
characters. The main criteria is to find a threshold value which causes the image components to
lie in one of two levels L0, which is below the threshold value and L1, which is above the
threshold value. The pixels which are above the threshold value represent the nodes of a graph.
The nodes form the basis for representing the foreground. The nodes that are neighbors in the
sampling grid are joined by an edge [6].
This technique is used to reduce the number of pixels in the image by a factor of 4 or 8, which in
turn will decrease the number of pixels that has to be processed. The image is represented as a
graph by associating each pixel to a vertex of a graph and connecting the pixels that are neighbors
in the sampling grid by an edge. The gray value of the pixel is considered as an attribute of the
vertex. Since the image is of finite size so also the graph. Pixels represent the finite regions and
vertices represent the faces. The dual of this graph represents borders of the faces which are interpixel edges and vertices. Dual graph pyramids are constructed by adopting bottom-up approach.
Each level of pyramid represents an adjacency graph where vertices correspond to regions and
edges represent the relation between the regions [7].
The procedure of segmentation has huge importance in the handwritten script identification. Thus
an abundant study of research outcome in related segmentation field was surveyed. The algorithm
based on connected components [8], segmenting the document image into non-overlapping equiwidth vertical zones.
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A method is to decrease the noise level, which is existing in the distorted image is proposed in
[9]. The distorted image will be first binarized using the threshold, which is determined by the
Otsu’s method. Next for each pixel p(x, y) estimate the horizontal and vertical run length count.
If horizontal and vertical run length count is less than a specified threshold then it is assumed to
be noise and will be eliminated.
Gaussian kernel is a linear operation; convolution is used to find the common area between the
profile and the Gaussian kernel. The degree of shift in the Gaussian kernel during the convolution
process linearly varies with horizontal profile information. So this can be used to represent
randomness in the profile and provides a zero crossing smooth curve, when it is convolved with
the profile, represented by ‘C’. The peaks which are above zero are treated as the gaps between
the lines. Based on this information, the line segmentation is performed [10].
Another method for segmentation is nearest neighbor algorithm [11] which is iterative in nature
scans the character from the top left portion of the image. When it reaches a first black pixel, then
the first symbol is identified through the connected component. If it is found to be the first
character of the script, then it will be placed as the first character of the new line used for placing
the character segmentation. The centroid of the character is calculated and stored in an array
separation the x and y coordinators. The document is again scanned from left top to locate the
next black pixel and hence the next character in the document. The centroid of the character also
computed. The distance between the centroid is computed using the distance formula. If the
distance is less than or equal to threshold value then the character is assume to lie on same line.
Otherwise the character is consider being the part of the next line and transferred to the next line
in the result part. This process is continued until all the characters are scanned and whole image
has been traversed. At the end of the iterative algorithm the separated lines are obtained from the
source. The individual character can also be obtained in this process itself.
Text line segmentation is necessary to detect all text regions in the document image. The
algorithm based on multiple histogram projections using morphological operators to extract
features of the image. Horizontal projection is performed on the text image, and then line
segments are identified by the peaks in the horizontal projection. Threshold applied to divide the
text image into segments. False lines are eliminated using other threshold. Vertical histogram
projections are used for the line segments and decomposed into words using threshold and further
decomposed to characters. This kind of approach provides best performance based on the
experimental results such as Detection rate DR (98%) and Recognition Accuracy RA (98%)
[12,13].
Contour tracing is a technique applied to digital images for extracting the boundary of any object.
This kind of system applies one of the recent contour tracing algorithms to separate character by
using the Theo Pavlidis’s algorithm [15]. It works with 4-connected patterns. The width of the
segmented components from this process is checked. If it is more than the criteria value of the
average width of the components, it will be processed in the next stage. This means there are
some touching characters that are not separated [14].
Tracing of Background Skeleton approach, is applied to separate some touching components to
segment touching characters, background skeleton is processed by using the Zhang-Suen thinning
algorithm. Then, contour tracing algorithm is applied to abstract the skeleton of the background.
Subsequently, the characters in each line will be sorted by checking the column position in order
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to determine the sequence of the characters. This is applied to practical data from ancient
documents [15, 16].
Enhanced stroke filter have shifted the attention to the skeletons of potential strokes. In this
manner, the task of distinguishing strokes from a complicated background is converted to the task
of comparing the difference between skeletons of potential strokes and those of disturbing
patches, both of which can be extracted from the resulting images of previous Stroke filters.
Skeleton constraints such as length and width constraints can be introduced into the method to
enhance stroke information [17].
For the segmentation of unconstrained handwritten connected numerals, Water Reservoir
technique is used. A reservoir location and size, touching position (top, middle or bottom) is
decided. Analyzing the reservoir boundary, touching position and topological structures of the
touching pattern, the best cutting point and then the cutting path for segmentation is generated
[18].
Segmented linked characters are critical preprocessing steps in character recognition applications.
Old drop fall algorithm has proved to be an efficient segmenting method due to its simplicity and
effectiveness. However it is subject to small convexes on the contour of characters. Xiujuan
Wang, Kangfeng Zheng, and Jun Guo presented Innertial Drop fall algorithm and big drop fall
algorithm to avoid this defect [19, 20, 21].

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system “Enhancement and Segmentation of Historical Records” designed, mainly consists of
the subcomponents - Preprocessing and Segmentation as shown in Figure 1. The input to the
system is ancient epigraphic documents of varying amount of degradation.
•

Image Enhancement : This sub system enhances the quality of the ancient document
images by reducing noise. This is carried out by providing four different filtering options
of various filter sizes.

•

Binarization: This sub-system converts RGB images to binary images using
thresholding technique known as Otsu algorithm.

•

Segmentation: This sub-system samples out characters from the ancient documents and
is achieved through Drop Fall and Water reservoir techniques.
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Figure 1. Enhancement and Segmentation System

4. REVIEW ON THE APPROACHES USED IN PROPOSED SYSTEM
The methods used in current system are described in this section:
Preprocessing stage of degraded ancient document images includes: enhancement and reduction
in noise, which is achieved through different filtering methods for smoothing or sharpening
namely Bilateral, Mean, Median, and Gaussian Blur Filters. These filters are provided with
different mask sizes and parameter values. This is followed by binarization of the enhanced
image to highlight the foreground information, using Otsu thresholding algorithm. Character
segmentation is performed based on Drop Fall and Water Reservoir concept.

4.1 Mean Filter
The mean filter is a sliding-window longitudinal filter that exchanges the center value in the
window with the average (mean) of all the pixel values in that window [22]. Let Sxy represent
the set of coordinates in a rectangular sub image window of size m x n, centered at point (x, y).
The arithmetic mean filtering process computes the average value of the corrupted image g(x, y)
in that area defined by Sxy. The restored image value at any point (x, y) is merely the arithmetic
mean calculated using the pixel in that region, indicated in Equation 1.
 ,  =

∑,∈ , 

(1)

This operation can be applied using a convolution mask in which all coefficients have value
1/mn. Mean Filters smoothes local variations in an image and as a result of blurring, noise is
reduced.

4.2 Median Filter
In image processing, neighborhood averaging is the best method to perform the noise reduction,
whereas the method can overturn isolated out of range noise, however the adverse effect is that it
also distorts sudden changes such as sharp edges. The median filter can suppress the noise
without damaging the sharp edges. In median filtering, all the pixel values are first sorted into
numerical order and then replaced with the middle pixel value [22].
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Let y be a pixel location and w a neighborhood centered on location (m, n) in the image, therefore
median filter is given by Equation 2,
y [m, n]=median{x[ i ,j], ( i , j) belongs to w}

(2)

Subsequently the pixel y [m, n] represents the location of the pixel y, m and n represents the x
and y co-ordinates of pixel y. w represents the neighborhood pixels surrounding the pixel position
at (m, n), (i, j) belongs to the same neighborhood centered on (m, n). Hence the median method
will take the median of all the pixels within the range of (i, j) represented by x [i, j].

4.3 Gaussian blur Filter
A Gaussian blur or Gaussian smoothing involves blurring an image by Gaussian function and
used to decrease image noise and image details. Gaussian smoothing is used as a preprocessing
stage in computer vision algorithms in order to enhance image structures at different scales. The
2- dimension Gaussian function is given by Equation 3.
Gx, y < − πσ e 

 !"

(3)

σ

where x is the distance from the origin (Horizontal axis), y is the distance from the origin
(vertical axis), and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. The standard
deviation σ of the Gaussian determines the amount of smoothing [22].

4.4 Bilateral Filter
Bilateral filter [23] is a non linear filter in spatial domain, which does averaging without
smoothing the edges. The bilateral filter inputs a weighted sum of the pixels in a local
neighborhood; the weights depend on both the spatial distance and the intensity distance.
Essentially the bilateral filter has weights as a product of two Gaussian filter weights, one of
which corresponds to average intensity in a spatial domain, and second weight corresponds to the
intensity difference. Hence no smoothing occurs, when one of the weights is close to 0, which
means the product becomes insignificant around the region where intensity changes swiftly,
which represents usually the sharp edges. As a result, the bilateral filter preserves sharp edges
[28]. Pixel location x, bilateral filter output is given in Equation 4
#$ = % ∑(∈.) &

||()||
*+

− &

|,(,)|
*-

#

(4)

There parameters controlling the fall-off of weights in spatial and intensity domains, respectively.
And are inputs and output images respectively are spatial neighborhood of pixel I(x), and C can
be given as
/ = ∑(∈.) &

||()||
*+

− &

|,(,)|
*-

(5)

4.5 Otsu’s Method of Binarization
Binarization is the method of converting a grey scale image to a binary image by using threshold
selection procedures to categorize the pixels of an image into either one of the two classes.
Binarization of the image using Otsu method [23] is used to automatically accomplish histogram
shape-based image thresholding or the decrease of a gray level image to a binary image. This
algorithm adopts that the image as thresholded contains two classes of pixels, then calculates the
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optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their combined spread (intra-class
variance) is minimal.
In an Otsu's method weighted sum of variances of the two classes is given by:
01 (t) = 2 (t) 0  (t) + 2 (t) 0 (t)

(6)

Weights 23 are the probabilities of the two classes separated by a threshold t and 03 variances
of these classes. The class probability is
04 (t) = 0  − 01 (t) = 2 (t) = 2 (t)2 (t) [µ (t) - µ  ]

(7)

The class probability 2  is calculated from the histogram as t:
2 (t) = ∑8 67

(8)

While the class mean µ (t) is:
µ (t) = 9∑8 67:7] ∕ 2

(9)

where x(i) is 2  the value at the center of the ith histogram bin. Also can calculate < on the
right-hand side of the histogram for bins greater than t.

4.6 Drop Fall Algorithm for Segmentation
Drop fall algorithm [24] with respect to the principle that an equally ideal cut between two
touched characters can be created, if one has to role a hypothetical marble off the top of the first
character and create the cut where the marble falls. The important things to be addressed for this
implementation are where to drop the marble from because it is important if the algorithm starts
at the wrong place. The marble can simply roll down the left side of the first digit or the right side
of the second digit and, hence, it would be completely unsuccessful. The best approach to start
drop falling process is possible to the point at which two characters are touched. In this process
the pixels are scanned row by row until a black boundry pixel with adjacent black boundry pixel
to the right of it is identified, where as the two pixels are separated by white space. This pixel is
used as a point to start the drop fall as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Identification of Initial Pixel Positions
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The direction that the algorithm will move is according to the current pixel position and its
surroundings as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The Principle of Drop Fall algorithm

4.7 Water Reservoir Algorithm
The larger space generated by touching characters is analyzed with the help of water reservoir
concept. The working principle of water reservoir method is illustrated in Figure 4. When water
is poured from top (bottom) of a component, the regions of the component where water will be
stored are considered as top (bottom) reservoir. Top (bottom) reservoir is the reservoir obtained
when water is poured from top (bottom). The white spaces are found in the regions in the
bounding box of the components where water can be stored. These regions are called water
reservoirs. The reservoirs obtained in this procedure are not considered for further processing.
Those reservoirs whose heights are greater than a threshold value T1 are considered for further
processing.

Figure 4. Reservoirs formed from water flow from top and bottom is shown for (a) top (b) middle and (c)
bottom touching numerals. The top Reservoirs are marked by Dots and bottom reservoirs are marked by
small line segments
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When two characters touch each other, they create a space (reservoir) between the characters.
This space is very important for segmentation because,
a) As cutting points are concentrated around the base of the reservoir, and hence, decreases the
search area.
b) The cutting points lie on base of the reservoir.
c) The space attributes (center of gravity and height) aid to go near the best touching position.
If water is poured from top (bottom) of large space created by touching (Water reservoir) Base of
the reservoir connected numeral then water will be stored in this large space. This water stored
area is named “Water Reservoir” [25]. Figure 5 illustrates the same.

Figure 5. Examples of touching numeral and Space created by the touching

Figure 6 depicts the detection of touching position recognition. The largest reservoir of the
component whose center of gravity lies in vm region is found. This reservoir is known as the best
reservoir for touching. The base-line (lowermost row of the reservoir) of the best reservoir is then
identified. The best reservoir and its base-line are shown and to find this touching position in the
components, morphological thinning operation is applied to touching components for further
processing. For feature points extraction the touching position is renowned. The leftmost and
rightmost points of the base-line of considered reservoirs are the feature points. These points are
initial feature points. With this initial feature points the best feature point (which gets maximum
confidence value) is chosen for segmentation. To calculate confidence value (CV) following
features are considered. Euclidean distance of feature points from the center of gravity of the
touching component.

Figure 6. Feature Detection Approach.
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5. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY
5.1 DFD of the Preprocessing and Segmentation System
The Data Flow Diagram(DFD) of the current system is shown in Figure 7. This work is carried
out in two phases. In the first phase - Preprocessing, the degraded ancient document image is
taken as input and it is converted to grayscale. Then the smoothing or sharpening filters, namely
Median filter, Gaussian filter, Mean filter, Bilateral filter of different mask sizes are applied to
reduce the amount of noise and thus enhances the image. Next, the enhanced image is binarized
using Ostu algorithm to differentiate background and foreground of ancient document.
In the second phase Segmentation is carried out using Drop Fall algorithm and Water Reservoir
algorithm, to obtain sampled characters, which can be used later stages of OCR.

Figure 7. DFD of the Preprocessing and Segmentation Phases

5.2 Methodology
The functionality of the phases – Preprocessing and Segmentation in detail is covered in this
section. The ancient input image is first converted to grayscale image. The image is enhanced and
noise is reduced by applying four different filters with mask size of 2x2 and 4x4. Next, The
enhanced image is converted to binary image. Lastly the characters in the document are sampled
out using Drop Fall and Water Reservoir approaches.
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5.2.1 Preprocessing
 Image Enhancement




Input: Degraded Gray Scale image
Functionality: Enhances epigraphic image of medium-level degradation using
spatial filters namely Median, Gaussian blur, Mean, Bilateral filter on the input
image.
Output: The enhanced image with reduced noise.



Algorithm for Enhancement using Median filter
[Step 1]: Read the gray image.
[Step 2]: Compute y [m, n] = median{x [i, j], (i, j) belongs to w}
y be a pixel position, w represent a neighborhood centered around location (m, n) in the
image.
[Step 3]: Apply the Median filter designed over the entire input image to obtain
enhanced image.



Algorithm for Enhancement using Gaussian blur filter
[Step 1]: Read the gray image.
 !"

[Step 2]: Compute& Gx, y < − πσ e – σ
x is the distance from the origin (Horizontal axis), y is the distance from the origin
(vertical axis), σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
[Step 3]: Apply the Gaussian filter designed over the entire input image to obtain
enhanced image.


Algorithm for Enhancement using Mean filter
[Step 1]: Read the gray image.
[Step 2]: Compute >,  < − ∑,? , 
Sxy represent the set of coordinates in a rectangular subimage window of size m X n,
centered at point (x, y).
[Step 3]: Apply the Mean Filter designed over the entire input image to obtain
enhanced image.



Algorithm for Enhancement using Bilateral filter
[Step 1]: Read gray image.
|,(,)|
||()||
− &

*-
*+
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|,(,)|
∑(∈.) &
−
&
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*+
*-

[Step 2]: Compute / = ∑(∈.) &
[Step 3]: Compute #$ =

#

[Step 4]: Apply the Bilateral Filter designed over the entire input image to obtain
enhanced image.


Binarization
 Input: Enhanced Image
 Functionality: The enhanced images are converted to binary image consisting of
ones and zeroes.
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Output: Binarized image



Algorithm for Binarization
[Step 1]: Compute histogram and probabilities of each intensity level
[Step 2]: Initialize initial 23 0 and µ 3 (0)
[Step 3]: Compute through all possible thresholds t=1. Maximum intensity
Revise 23 and µ 3 ; Compute 04 (t)
[Step 4]: Desired threshold corresponds to the maximum 04 (t)
[Step 5]: Compute two maxima (and two corresponding thresholds). 04 (t)

[Step 6]: Compute greater max and 04
(t) is the greater or equal maximum
[Step 7]: Compute required threshold  threshold1+threshold2/2
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5.2.2 Segmentation
The segmentation of the document image is carried out at the character level using Drop Fall and
Water Reservoir Approaches.
 Input: Binary epigraph image
 Functionality: The binarized image is segmented to characters
 Output: Segmented characters of the input epigraph.


Drop fall algorithm
Drop falling algorithm forms segmentation path by rolling in between two touching
characters and displays the segmented characters.
[Step 1]: Input the binary image
[Step 2]: Find the Height and Width of the touched characters
[Step 3]: Apply Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm to find the touched characters
[Step 4]: If found start the Drop fall, the drop falling algorithm it will always move
downwards, crossways down-wards, to the right, or two the left.
[Step 5]: Make the slice where marble parks. Thus Segmentation path for connected
components is found

 Water Reservoir Algorithm
[Step 1]: Find the size of the characters to find touched characters.
[Step 2]: The positions and sizes of the reservoirs are analyzed and a reservoir is detected
where touching is made, the initial feature points for segmentation are noted.
[Step 3]: The best feature points are noted from the initial feature points.
[Step 4]: Based on touching position, close loop positions and morphological structure of
touching region the cutting path is produced.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Experimental Results
The system developed is tested on nearly 150 ancient epigraphic images and the results are found
to be satisfactory. The sample experimental results are depicted in following figures. Figure 8
shows the input ancient historical record, which is analysed for different spatial filtering
techniques.
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Figure 8. Input Image selected for Pre-processing

Figure 9 shows the results of color to gray scale conversion, when carried out on the image
shown in Fig 8.

Figure 9. The result of Gray Scale Conversion

Figure 10(a) and 10(b) shows the results after Median filtering, for the mask size of 2x2 and 4x4
respectively. The median filter is an effective method that can suppress isolated noise without
blurring sharp edges.

Figure 10(a). The result of Median filtering for Mask size 2x2

Figure 10(b). The result of Median Filter for Mask size 4x4

Figure 11(a) and 11(b) shows the results of Gaussian blur filtering for the mask size of 2x2 and
4x4. The Gaussian blur method is used to blur the sharpen image so that a less edge highlighted
image is produced.

Figure 11(a). The result of Gaussian Blur Filtering for Mask size 2x2
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Figure 11(b). The result of Gaussian blur Filtering for Mask size 4x4

Figure 12 shows the results of Mean filtering for the mask size of 4x4. The Mean filter is a
simple filter that replaces the center value in the window with the mean of all the pixel values in
that window.

Figure 12. The result of Mean Filtering for Mask size 4x4

Figure 13 shows the results of bilateral filtering.

Figure 13. The result of Bilateral Filtering

Figure 14 shows the result of binarization, in which the enhanced image is converted to binary
image.

Figure 14. The results of Binarization

Figure 15 and Figure 16 represents the result of Segmentation of Characters using Drop Fall
algorithm and Water Reservoir algorithm respectively.
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Figure 15. The result of Segmented Characters using Drop Fall algorithm

Figure 16. The result of Segmented Characters using Water Reservoir algorithm

6.2 Performance Analysis
The dataset includes 150 samples of medium degraded images for preprocessing and
segmentation. The performance of the 2 phases is discussed below:
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6.2.1 Filtering Techniques
This system is tested on 150 samples of medium degraded images, using four spatial filtering
techniques of varying mask sizes. The enhancement was found to be appreciable for the mask
size 4x4 for Median filter when the mask size is high then the output image will appear clear with
sharp edges. The mask size of 2x2 for Gaussian blurs results in blurred image. The mask size of
4x4 for Mean filter typically smoothens local variations in an image and noise is reduced as a
result of blurring. Bilateral filter sharpens the edges. The smoothing Gaussian filter will result in
good accuracy if the edge of the input image is very thick, where as in case of sharpening
Bilateral filter gives better output for the medium degraded images.
6.2.2 Segmentation
The system showed good results when tested on 150 varying degraded images, giving
segmentation rate of 85%-90% for Drop Fall algorithm, 85%-90% for Water Reservoir
algorithm.

Figure 17 . Segmentation Rate of Drop fall and Water Reservoir techniques

7. CONCLUSION
The system showed good results when tested on the 150 samples of varying degraded epigraphs.
It provides better enhanced output on applying filters of appropriate mask size - 4x4 mask size
for Median filter, 2x2 mask size for Gaussian blur, 4x4 mask size for Mean and Bilateral filter.
Segmentation is carried out using Drop Fall and Water Reservoir algorithms and system can
efficiently segment characters from ancient document images. System segments the compound
characters correctly when connectivity present. Few cases where in connectivity is absent,
compound character is segmented separately. Segmentation rate of 85%-90% for Drop fall
algorithm and 85%-90% for Water Reservoir algorithm is achieved.
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ABSTRACT
Images of outdoor scenes are degraded by absorption and scattering by the suspended particles
and water droplets in the atmosphere. The light coming from a scene towards the camera is
attenuated by fog and is blended with the airlight which adds more whiteness into the scene.
Fog removal is highly desired in computer vision applications. Removing fog from images can
significantly increase the visibility of the scene and is more visually pleasing. In this paper, we
propose a method that can handle both homogeneous and heterogeneous fog which has been
tested on several types of synthetic and real images. We formulate the restoration problem
based on fusion strategy that combines two derived images from a single foggy image. One of
the images is derived using contrast based method while the other is derived using statistical
based approach. These derived images are then weighted by a specific weight map to restore
the image. We have performed a qualitative and quantitative evaluation on 60 images. We use
the mean square error and peak signal-to-noise ratio as the performance metrics to compare
our technique with the state-of-the-art algorithms. The proposed technique is simple and shows
comparable or even slightly better results with the state-of-the-art algorithms used for
defogging a single image.

KEYWORDS
Airlight, Dark channel prior, Direct Attenuation, Fog removal, Image restoration

1. INTRODUCTION
Images of natural scenes are degraded due to bad weather such as fog, haze, mist, rain, smoke etc.
The natural phenomena such as fog, smoke occurs mainly due to atmospheric absorption and
scattering. While taking the image during bad weather condition, the radiance flux received by
the camera from the scene point is attenuated along the line of sight. The incoming light is mixed
with the light coming from all other directions called the airlight. In this phenomenon, the amount
of scattering depends upon the distance of the scene points from the camera. Therefore there is a
significant decay in the colour and the contrast of the captured image.
Fog removal is a fundamental requirement in the field of computer vision applications such as
surveillance, remote sensing systems, outdoor object recognition and various camera-based
intelligent driver assistance systems. Removal of fog from the input foggy image can
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
pp. 115–123, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51310
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exponentially increase the visibility of the scene. Recently, many computer vision algorithms
suffer from low-contrast scene radiance. In many of the automatic systems, we assume that the
input images have clear visibility. But it is not applicable in many of the real world situations.
Fog is purely dependent upon unknown depth. Earlier fog removal techniques required multiple
images of same scene under different environmental conditions. Such methods cannot be used for
dynamic scenes and cannot be used on existing image sets. Therefore many researchers follow a
new strategy, which is based on single gray-level or colour image without using any other extra
source information. In this regard, several authors have proposed various defogging techniques
such as dark channel prior [1], improved dark channel prior with different filters [4,9,10],
anisotropic diffusion [8] and Tarel’s method [6,7]. Assessing the overall performance of the
individual components in such systems is difficult, since the computational requirements and the
fine tuning of the different parts become crucial. However, Tarel’s method [7] is promising when
applied to road images by taking into account that a large part of the image can be assumed to be
a planar road whereas the dark channel prior method [1] is not dedicated to road images and thus
the road part of the image is over enhanced. In this paper, we propose a technique that combines
two derived images from a single foggy image. One of the images is derived using a contrast
based method while the other is derived using a statistical based approach. These derived images
are then weighted by a specific weight map to restore the image.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the mathematical model
of a foggy image. Section 3 summarises the contrast and statistical based algorithms that have
been widely used in the recent years to remove fog from single images. Section 4 explains the
proposed fusion strategy in achieving fog removal. Section 5 describes the experimental setup
and testing results which supports our claim. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND
Fog is a combination of two components: Airlight and direct attenuation. Airlight adds whiteness
into scene whereas the attenuation decreases the contrast in the scene as well as variation of scene
colour which finally leads to a poor visual perception of the image. In computer vision the model
widely used to describe the formation of a fog image can be expressed by the following equation:
Foggy Image = Direct Attenuation + Airlight

(1)

The direct attenuation describes the scene radiance and its decay in the medium. It is a
multiplicative distortion of the scene radiance.
Direct Attenuation = J(x)•t(x)

(2)

where J(x) is the scene radiance and t(x) is the medium transmission.
Airlight or atmospheric veil is caused due to scattering of light. Airlight is an additive one and is
a function of the distance between camera and object.
Airlight = A(1−t(x))
where A is the global atmospheric light.

(3)
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When the atmosphere is homogenous, the transmission t(x) can be expressed as:
t(x) = e−βd(x)

(4)

where β denotes the extinction coefficient of the atmosphere. It indicates that the scene radiance
is attenuated exponentially with the scene depth d. Using equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) the
intensity value I of xth pixel a foggy image can be defined mathematically by equation (5):
I(x) = J(x)•t(x) + A(1−t(x))

(5)

The atmospheric light A is estimated as the maximum value of the corresponding region in the
input (i.e., foggy) image.

3. RELATED WORK
Tarel and Hautiere [6] proposed a method for fast visibility restoration of images using a median
filter algorithm. The restoration works with low complexity for gray and colour images, which
adopts white balance, gamma correction, and tone mapping to maintain colour fidelity. Airlight is
considered as a percentage between local standard deviation and local mean of the whiteness.
Depth map is used to smooth along the corners. This method depends upon linear operations that
require many parameters for the adjustment. Their method is not dedicated to road images and
thus the road part of the image which is gray is over-enhanced due to the ambiguity between light
coloured objects and the presence of fog. Furthermore, in some small edge regions, the desirable
defogging results cannot be achieved.
In [7], an extended algorithm of [6] is proposed for better defogging of the roadway area. The
method handles road images by taking into account that a large part of the image can be assumed
to be a planar road. Thus the extended algorithm introduces a planar constraint to method [6].
The advantages of the improved version are its speed and small number of parameters. Authors
claim that the algorithm produces similar quality results with homogeneous fog and it is able to
better deal with the presence of heterogeneous fog.
He et al [1] proposed a method based upon dark channel prior which is basically used for single
image defogging method. This dark channel prior is mainly used to measure the statistics of the
outdoor fog-free image. The authors’ method is based on the assumption that some pixels are
having very low intensity in any one of the colour channel in the case of regions which do not
cover the sky. These pixels are known as the dark pixels. In the case of foggy images, the
intensity of the dark pixels is mainly contributed by the airlight. These dark pixels are used to
estimate the fog transmission. The aim of the technique is to restore fog free image from the
transmission map. Their method employs a dark channel prior which assumes every local patch
(15×15) in the fog-free image have at least one colour component near zero. This assumption is
sometime violated when there is no black body in some local patches. Instead of using a Markov
random field, a soft matting algorithm is used to refine the transmission values. However,
refining the observed transmission map with soft matting is computationally expensive. He et al
[2] proposed a further refinement to the dark channel prior using a guided image filter in order to
reduce the time complexity in [1]. Even though this method greatly reduces the time complexity,
the original foggy image chosen as the reference image may lead to incomplete fog removal.
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However, the method in [7] is promising when applied to road images whereas the method in [1]
is promising when applied to outdoor scene images such as cityscape and forests. Thus we
propose a method for a single input image that can handle both road images and outdoor scene
images by fusing the methods in [1] and [7] using an appropriate scaling factor. The proposed
technique can handle both homogeneous and heterogeneous fog.

4. METHODOLOGY
We formulate the restoration problem based on fusion strategy that combines two derived
images, C and S, from a single foggy image, I. Image C is derived using contrast based method
proposed in [7] while S is derived using statistical based approach proposed in [1]. The overall
framework of the fusion strategy is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig 1: Flow diagram of the proposed fusion based single image defogging technique. The input images for
the fusion strategy are obtained by following a statistical based approach on the foggy image as shown in
the upper part of the flow diagram and in parallel by using a contrast based approach as shown in the lower
part of the diagram. The obtained images are then weighted by a positive scaling factor α to produce
defogged image.

4.1. Statistical based approach
To obtain the first input image S, a dark channel prior estimation is performed on the original
image. It indicates that most local patches in fog-free outdoor images contain some pixels which
have very low intensities in at least one colour channel. The atmospheric light is estimated from
the most haze-opaque pixel. For example, the pixel with highest intensity is used as the
atmospheric light [3]. The atmospheric light A is estimated by the average of the pixels in the
original image that correspond to the top lightest 0.1% in the dark channel. Thus, A has three
elements, the average values for each colour channel. Following the calculation of A, and
assuming that the transmission in a local patch is constant, the transmission can be then
estimated. For a refinement purpose, soft matting is applied to the initial transmission. Once we
have the transmission map t and the atmospheric light A, we can use (5) to recover the scene
radiance S.
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4.2. Contrast based approach
In general, statistical based methods are not dedicated to road images and thus the roadway area
in the defogged image is usually over-contrasted. The road can be reasonably assumed to be
approximately flat. Thus in [7] the proposed method introduces a planar constraint to the method
in [6] for better defogging of the roadway area. To obtain the second input image C, the first
output is obtained by performing white balance operation on the original image. White balance is
performed to correct the colour of the airlight prior to visibility restoration. When the white
balance is correctly performed, the fog being pure white, this implies that A in (5) can be set to
(1,1,1), also assuming that the input image I is normalised between 0 and 1. Following the white
balance operation, a visibility enhancement algorithm is applied in order to avoid keeping certain
amount of fog around outliers. The veil is inferred as a percentage of the difference between the
local average and standard deviation of the whiteness within the observed image. This is achieved
by using a median filter. The classical median filter preserves edges but not corners. This may
induce artifacts on very structured scenes such as cityscapes and buildings. In order to preserve
edges as well as corners with obtuse angle a median of median along lines filter is used [6]. The
restoration of C is performed by using the inferred atmospheric veil.

4.3. Fusion strategy
The images C and S obtained from the contrast based and statistical based methods respectively
are then weighted by the following weight map:

I=

S + αC
1+α

where α is a positive scalar.
Our approach to setting α is to take a subset of the synthetic images, compute the mean square
error (MSE) between the fog-free and foggy images and set the scalar to the average sum of
values of 10 MSE  . In general α = 2 yields better performance in defogging a single image. The
proposed fusion strategy aims to preserve the regions with good visibility.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1. Dataset
In general it is difficult to obtain the same background-foreground image with and without fog. In
this work we make use of two image sets: synthetic and real images. We use images from the
Foggy Road Image DAtabase (FRIDA) [7] for synthetic images and images from [1,5] for real
images. The database in [7] consists of a total number of 66 colour images of different scenes
such as city, highway and rural areas. Each image is of size 640×480. In this database four
different types of fog: Uniform, variable sky intensity, variable fog density, and variable sky
intensity and fog density were added to images. We have also tested real images from [1,5]
that are of cityscapes, buildings and forests. Each image is of size 600×400. A subset of images
of road images and real images is shown in Figure 2(a).
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5.2. Evaluation criteria
In order to check the robustness of our proposed fusion based defogging approach the mean
square error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are estimated.
1) MSE: The mean squared error represents the cumulative squared error between the

compressed and the original image. The lower the value of MSE, the lower the error. Given
a noise-free m×n gray-level image I and its noisy approximation K, MSE is defined as:
MSE =

1 m −1 n −1
∑ ∑ [ I (i, j ) − K (i, j )]2
mn i = 0 j = 0

2) PSNR: The Peak signal-to-noise ratio is computed in decibels between two images. Higher

the PSNR, the better the quality of the compressed or reconstructed image. The PSNR is
defined as:
 MAX 2 
I
PSNR = 10. log10 
 MSE 



 MAX I
= 20. log10 
 MSE





= 20. log10 (MAX I ) − 10. log10 (MSE )
where MAX I is the max intensity value in an image i.e., 1 in double.

5.3. Testing Results
We have performed a quantitative evaluation on 60 images taken from the database in [7] and
few real images from [1,5] in which a qualitative analysis is performed. The rest of the six images
from the database in [7] are used for estimating the novel parameter α of our approach. The α was
varied from 1 to 6 by step size one. In each case of α, MSE and PSNR were measured. In general
our empirical results show that α = 2 yields better performance in defogging a single image.
Therefore the results we report in Tables 1 and 2 are of α = 2.
Table 1 shows the quantized analysis of the mean square error for a subset of images and the
overall MSE in the last row. As mean square error needs to be reduced the proposed algorithm
shows better results than the available methods.
As PSNR need to be maximized the main goal is to increase the PSNR as much as possible.
Table 2 clearly shows that PSNR is maximum for our proposed method. The method proposed in
[7] clearly outperforms the method in [1] when considering MSE and PSNR as shown in the
above tables. It has been observed that the proposed approach is comparable or slightly better
than other two single image based technique in [1] and [7]. Figure 2 shows the qualitative
comparison of the proposed method with methods in [1] and [7]. The restored images using our
method are more natural and pleasing
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Table 2. COMPARISON OF PSNR

Statistical
based
method [1]

Fusion
method
[Ours]

Image

Contrast
based
method [7]

Statistical
based
method [1]

Fusion
method
[Ours]

1

Contrast
based
method
[7]
0.0114

0.0117

0.0112

1

67.5509

67.4545

67.6467

10
11

0.0097
0.0222

0.0098
0.0226

0.0095
0.0201

10
11

68.2442
64.6625

68.2119
64.5966

68.3646
65.1051

20
21

0.0134
0.0175

0.0138
0.0188

0.0131
0.0173

20
21

66.3743
66.3174

66.2571
66.0871

66.51
66.366

30
31

0.0206
0.0162

0.0207
0.0181

0.0204
0.0161

30
31

64.9967
65.4234

64.9789
65.5383

65.0451
65.5417

40
41

0.0148
0.0199

0.0157
0.0194

0.0145
0.0192

40
41

66.416
67.0691

66.1842
66.3794

66.5158
67.2119

50
51

0.0217
0.0218

0.0221
0.0221

0.0213
0.0215

50
51

64.7735
64.7442

64.6943
64.6869

64.8412
64.8161

60
Average

0.0203
0.0171

0.0178
0.0182

0.0192
0.0168

60
Average

66.6173
66.1385

66.0919
65.7917

66.6434
66.2123

Fig. 2: Comparison of contrast and statistical based techniques with our fusion based strategy. (a) Input
image: First two rows are of real images whereas the last two rows are of road images (b) Tarel’s results (c)
He’s results (d) Our results.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple but efficient method is proposed to improve single image defogging based
on a fusion strategy, which can work well for synthetic (i.e., road images) and real images. The
fusion based defogging approach can effectively restore image colour balance and remove fog.
This technique is based on selection of appropriate weight map to fuse contrast and statistical
based approaches in single image defogging applications. Moreover, it has been observed that
this approach outperform the other single image based defogging techniques. The restored images
are more natural and pleasing. It has been proved that our method has strong robustness and high
availability which can be widely applied to colour images. The proposed method is faster and
yields accurate results.
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ABSTRACT
With DSP applications evolving continuously, there is continuous need for improved multipliers
which are faster and power efficient. Reversible logic is a new and promising field which
addresses the problem of power dissipation. It has been shown to consume zero power
theoretically. Vedic mathematics techniques have always proven to be fast and efficient for
solving various problems. Therefore, in this paper we implement Urdhva Tiryagbhyam
algorithm using reversible logic thereby addressing two important issues – speed and power
consumption of implementation of multipliers. In this work, the design of 4x4 Vedic multiplier is
optimized by reducing the number of logic gates, constant inputs, and garbage outputs. This
multiplier can find its application in various fields like convolution, filter applications,
cryptography, and communication.

KEYWORDS
Multipliers, Urdhva Tiryagbhyam algorithm, Reversible Logic, Vedic Multiplier, Optimization,
Quantum cost.

1. INTRODUCTION
A digital signal processor (DSP) is an integrated circuit designed for high-speed data
manipulations, and is used in audio, communications, image manipulation, and other dataacquisition and data-control applications. The arithmetic operations performed by most of the
DSPs are addition, subtraction which are simple and multiplication, division are complex. The
simple multiplication operation may consume many cycles to complete the operation. This causes
the processor to become quite slow. To overcome this problem UT multiplier is used. The main
constraints of any embedded system are low Power dissipation, high Speed, less Area. The speed
of the processor can be increased by using the Vedic Mathematics . The minimum power
dissipation is one of the main requirements of the system. The power dissipated in the system can
be reduced by introducing Reversible logic. The power dissipation of the reversible logic under
idle conditions is Zero. Multiplier is the most chief element in the computing systems such as
Digital signal processing, microprocessor, FIR filter etc. So the performance of these application
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
pp. 125–134, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51311
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can be improved by optimizing the various parameter of the multiplier such as power, speed, area
and fault tolerance property. Since these parameter are very much important for Reversible logic
circuit or information lossless circuit has zero internal power dissipation and also there are few
families of reversible gate that have inherent fault tolerant. This tolerant property in reversible
circuit have application in variety of emerging technology such as quantum computing,
nanotechnology etc. According to the Moore’s law ,by the 2020 the basic memory components of
a computer will the size of the individual atoms. At such scales current theory of computer will
be fail and an quantum computing reinvented the theory of computer science, Quantum computer
can complete task in the breathtakingly time with no internal power dissipation. Multiplication
process involves generation of partial products, addition of partial products and finally total
product is obtained. So the performance of the multiplier depends on the number of partial
products and the speed of the adder.
Vedic mathematics has 16 formulae for performing arithmetic calculation. An Urdhva
Tiryakbahayam formula is used for he multiplication, application for all types for multiplication.
its literal means “ Vertical and Cross-wise” which enhance the speed of multiplication operation.
This paper deals with the survey and comparison of the various multiplier mainly in terms of the
power, delay, quantum cost. From the survey it is find that the reversible Vedic multiplier based
on the Urdhva tiryagbhyam aphorisms is offer the best results in terms of delay, area, power and
quantum cost.
In the Array Multiplier ,generation of partial products and addition of that will take more time.
Time is an important factor for any computing system. So, in this paper we are proposing the
Vedic Multiplier which give results quicker than array multiplier and also Vedic Multiplier using
reversible gates is designed with less TRLIC to decrease the power dissipation. In this paper we
are also designing the signed vedic multiplier for multiplication of signed numbers.
Vedic Multiplier using reversible gates was proposed by different authors[2][3][4] and they had
calculated TRLIC. In this paper we are designing the optimized Vedic multiplier and comparing
with that. In this paper, we are discussing basic reversible gates, algorithm of 2x2 vedic
multiplier and 4x4 vedic multiplier and how it is optimized by reducing number of gates, garbage
outputs, quantum cost, constant inputs.

2. REVERSIBLE GATES
2.1. Reversible Logic Gates
2.1.1 Feynman Gate: It is 2x2 gate [3]. If the first input i.e. A is given as 1 the second output
will be the complement of the second input i.e. B. so, this gate is also known as Controlled Not
Gate. It can also be used to copy inputs. Quantum cost of this gate is one.
2.1.2 Peres Gate: It is a 3x3 gate [3]. It can be used as a half adder with third input i.e. c as 0.It
also serves the purpose of fan out. Quantum cost of this gate is four.
2.1.3 HNG Gate: It is a 4x4 gate [3]. A single HNG gate can serve as a one bit full adder.
Quantum cost of this gate is six.
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2.1.4 BVPPG gate: In this 5x5 reversible gate [3] is proposed. It is basically for multiplication
and can generate two partial products at a time. Quantum cost of this gate is ten.
The basic reversible gates are shown in Fig 1.

Fig.1 Reversible logic gates

3. MULTIPLICATION USING URDHVA TIRYAGBHYAM SUTRA
A Vedic maths offers two sutras – Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra and Nikhilam Sutra for
multiplication. Nikhilam sutra is best used for numbers which are nearer to the base of 10,100,
1000 and increased power of 10, whereas Urdhva Tiryagbhyam can be used for any
multiplication. The most powerful Vedic multiplication sutra Urdhva Tiryagbhyam means
„Vertically and Crosswise”. This technique is applicable for any type of number system. General
procedure for Urdhva Tiryagbhyam.
Algorithm: Let us consider two digit (for binary number system consider 2 bits) multiplicand and
multiplier as “A1 A0” and “B1 B0” respectively and the result as R3R2R1R0.
•

Multiplication starts with LSB of the operands i.e. vertical multiplication of A0 and B0
will generate the LSB of the result i. e. R0. For binary numbers no carry will be
generated at this stage.
R0 = A0B0.................................. (3)

•

R1 is obtained by crosswise multiplication of A0, B1 and A1, B0 and then adding the
two products. In this stage crosswise multiplication and simultaneous addition of the
product generates R1 as sum and carry say C1.
C1R1 = A0B1 + A1B0 ................. (4)
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•

Again the vertical multiplication between two MSB of the operands i. e. A1 and B1 takes
place and product is added with the generated carry C1 in the previous stage to give the
third bit of result e. R3 as sum and fourth bit R4 as carry.
R3R2 = A1B1 + C1 ......................(5)

•

Final result is obtained by concatenating R3, R2, R1, and R0. This method is applicable
for n number of bits.

Fig.2 Vertically and Crosswise Multiplication

3.1 2x2 Vedic Multiplier
The 2x2 Vedic multiplier is implemented using 4 equations mentioned below and the logical
diagram is shown in fig 3.
q0 = a0.b0 ....................................................(6)
q1= (a1.b0) xor (a0.b1) ................................(7)
q2= (a0.a1.b0.b1) xor (a1.b1) ......................(8)
q3=a0.a1.b0.b1.............................................(9)

Fig.3 2x2 Binary vedic multiplier

The reversible implementation the circuit uses five Peres gates and one Feynman gate as shown
in fig 4. This design has a total quantum cost of 21, number of garbage outputs as 11 and number
of constant inputs 4. The gate count is 6. This design does not take into consideration the fan
outs. The overall performance of the UT multiplier is scaled up by optimizing each individual
unit in terms of quantum cost, garbage outputs etc.
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Fig.4 Non optimized 2x2 vedic multiplier

3.1.1 Optimized 2x2 Vedic Multiplier
Reversible implementation is done using a BVPPG gate, three Peres gates and a Feynman gate as
shown in fig 5. BVPPG gate generates two partial products among which, one is Q0. Q1 is
obtained from one of the Peres gates and Q2, Q3 are the outputs from Feynman gate. This design
needs five reversible logic gates, five constant inputs and generates five garbage outputs.
Quantum cost and TRLIC of this implementation are 23 and 38 respectively. In this
implementation fan out of every signal including primary inputs is one.

Fig.5 Optimized 2x2 vedic multiplier

3.2 4x4 Vedic Multiplier Implementation
Block diagram of 4x4 is shown in Fig. 6. In this block four 2x2 multipliers are arranged
systematically. Each multiplier accepts four input bits; two bits from multiplicand and other two
bits from multiplier. Addition of partial products are done using two four bit ripple carry adder
and 5bit rca .
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Fig.6 Non optimized 4x4 vedic multiplier

3.2.1 Optimized 4x4 Vedic multiplier
Block diagram of 4x4 is shown in Fig. 7. In this block four 2x2 multipliers are arranged
systematically. Each multiplier accepts four input bits; two bits from multiplicand and other two
bits from multiplier. Addition of partial products are done using two four bit ripple carry adder, a
two bit ripple carry adder and a half adder. We obtain the final result by concatenating the last
two bits of the first multiplier, four sum bits of the second four bit ripple carry adder and the sum
bits of two bit ripple carry adder.

Fig.7 Optimized 4x4 Vedic multiplier

The comparison of optimized and non optimized vedic multiplier are shown below in Table No.1.
by considering the parameters of teversible gates like number of gates, constant inputs, garbage
outputs and quantum cost. In total we will add this all parameters to find out the total reversible
logic implementation cost[TRLIC].
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Table 1. Comparison of 4x4 vedic multiplier
Multiplier
Non Optimized 4x4 vedic Multiplier
using non optimized 2x2 mutiplier
Non Optimized 4x4 vedic Multiplier
using optimized 2x2 mutiplier
Optimized 4x4 vedic Multiplier using non
optimized 2x2 mutiplier
Optimized 4x4 vedic Multiplier using
optimized 2x2 mutiplier

No of
gates
37

Constant
inputs
29

Garbage
caount
62

Quantum
cost
162

TRLIC

33

33

43

164

273

37

27

52

148

264

31

31

40

156

258

290

From the comparison Table No.1 we can see that our design requires less number of gates
compare to other multipliers. Garbage outputs and quantum cost is also less. Constant inputs
required is lesser than four other multipliers. Significant reduction in quantum cost and TRLIC is
observed. So, we can say our design is optimized as compare to other designs exist in terms of
number of gates, constant inputs, garbage outputs, quantum cost, and TRLIC.

5. SIGNED VEDIC MULTIPLIER
5.1. Algorithm for signed Multiplier
Step1: First we are declaring inputs and outputs.
Step2: Now we are taking MSB bits of both inputs which is a sign bit and now we are
calculating XOR of both the bits which indicates sign of the result.
Step 3: Now the negative numbers which are in 2’s complement form should convert to original
Form for this we are subtracting the number with 4 in the case of 2x2 and 16 in the case of 4x4 if
at all MSB bit of number is 1.
Step 4: After converting the numbers we are going to call Reversible Unsigned Vedic Multiplier
We get the multiplier output.
Step 5 : After getting output from the multiplier we are again converting the number in to 2’s
Complement form if and only if output XOR output of MSB’s of input is 1 otherwise We are
taking the direct output.
Signed Vedic Multiplier is used to add signed numbers. Usually in our system negative numbers
will be represented in 2’s complement form. So when we are declaring inputs they will be in 2’s
complement form. The usage of unsigned vedic multiplier function is good for normal binary
form. To use that function we have to convert 2’s complement to normal form and we can call
undigned vedic multiplier. The conversion can be made by subtracting the number excluding the
sign bit with the corresponding 2n like for 2bit number we have to subtract with 4, for 4bit we
have to subtract with 16.
Now we are taking xor of two MSB bits to get the output sign. For example two MSB bits are 1
and 0 the output sign consists of 1 which represents that result output is negative number. After
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converting the negative number to normal form we are going to call corresponding unsigned
multiplier and the result will be in normal form.
Now the output result is converted in to normal form if and only if MSB ouput is 1otherwiswe
the output will be taken same . In this signed vedic multiplier the most important step is
converting negative numbers in to normal form.

6. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
Simulations are carried out using Xilinx 13.1 and synthesized for Spartan3e XS5OO series target
board and results are comapared for vedic multilier implemented with normal and reversible
gates for the parameters path delay, routing delay and total power(Table No2). The proposed
multiplier is also compared with array multiplier for different word sizes as 4bit,8bit, 16 bit
and32bit (Table No 3).
Table No. 2 Comparison of 16x16 normal and Reversible vedic multipliers
Parameter
Path delay(ns)
Logic delay(ns)
Routing delay(ns)
Dynamic power(mw)
Total power(mw)

Normal Vedic Multiplier
60.23
32.12
28.11
2.35
52.21

Vedic Mutiplier Using Reversible gates
49.101
28.426
20.625
2
49.21

From Table No.3 we can say that our proposed multiplier i.e. vedic multiplier is faster than array
multiplier.
Table No. 3 Comparison of Varous widths of Vedic and Array Multiplier.

Fig.8 2x2 vedic multiplier
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In Fig 8. the simulation result of 2x2 Vedic Multiplier is shown. In this Fig.8 a and b are two
inputs of 2bit length and output q of 4bit.

Fig.9 32x32 Vedic Multiplier

Fig.9 shows the simulation result of 8x8 Vedic Multiplierwhere ‘in1’ and ‘in2’ are two inputs of
32bit length and output taken as mul_out of 64bit.

Fig.10 8x8 signed Vedic Multiplier

Fig 10. shows the simulation result of 8x8 Signed Vedic Multiplierwhere ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two
inputs of 4bit length and output taken as ‘h’ of 8bit.

8. CONCLUSION
Vedic mathematics is long been known but has not been implemented in the DSP and
ADSP processors employing large number of multiplications in calculating the various
transforms like FFTs and control applications such as P, PI, PID Controller implementing in
FPGA etc. The proposed Vedic multiplier proves to be highly efficient in terms of speed. Due to
its regular and parallel structure it can be realized easily on silicon as well. The main advantage is
delay increases slowly as input bits increase. Vedic multiplier can be efficiently adopted in
designing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) Filters and other applications of DSP like
imaging, software defined radios, wireless communications.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic logic circuits provide more compact designs with faster switching speeds and low
power consumption compared with the other CMOS design styles. This paper proposes a wide
fan-in circuit with increased switching speed and noise immunity. Speed is achieved by quickly
removing the charge on the dynamic node during evaluation phase, compared to the other
circuits. The design also offers very less Power Delay Product (PDP). The design is exercised
for 20% variation in supply voltage.

KEYWORDS
Low PDP design, High speed OR gate, Domino OR gate, Low power design.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancements in the field of VLSI is due to the increased use of battery operated
devices such as laptops, PDAs, mobiles etc., advancements in wireless communications and
computations are the urge for low power budgets and compactness. To achieve this, the
transistor size has been continually scaled down and to have proper operation of the device, the
supply voltages have also been scaled. As the technology aggressively scales down, the density
on the chip has increased and hence the interconnection density, which increased the coupling
capacitance of the circuit. This lead to increased interaction between the connections and thereby
increasing crosstalk and system failures. On the other hand with the decrease in the supply, the
gate threshold is decreased to preserve system throughput and so leakage currents have increased.
Dynamic logic circuits found their wide application in high speed, low power areas such as
microprocessors, digital signal processing, dynamic memories etc., because of their low device
count, high speed, short circuit power free and glitch free operation [2]. On the other hand it is
also possible to design a dynamic logic unit that is smaller than its static counterpart. Dynamic
logic consists of pull down network realizing the logic. From the basic theory of dynamic logic
the circuit is pre-charged and evaluated at every clock cycle. When a dynamic gate is cascaded by
a static inverter, it is called Domino logic. Due to high clock frequency, a large amount of noise
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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gets induced and power consumption increases. The main draw backs in dynamic logic are
charge sharing and cascading. To overcome these problems domino logic is used. Domino gates
runs faster than the static gates as they present much lower input capacitance for the same output
current and a lower switching threshold. In this paper we are proposing a technique to reduce
the power and increase the speed of domino gate.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT:
The basic domino logic stage consists of logic realized using N-MOS (Mn) in pull down network
and the pull up net work consists of a single P-MOS (Mp) to pre charge the dynamic node to
logic high as shown in Fig.1. The dynamic node is cascaded into a static inverter from where the
gate output is taken and can be connected to the N-FET input of the next stage[1]. When clock
=0, the dynamic node charges to Vdd and the bottom transistor Mn is responsible for holding the
charge on the dynamic node irrespective of the input combination applied to the pull down
network. Thus the output goes to logic 0 during this interval (pre- charge phase). When the clock
= 1(evaluation phase) the pre-charge transistor (Mp) goes off, allowing the dynamic node to
settle down to a state determined by the inputs . Based on the logic implemented, the charge on
the dynamic node may be retained at logic 1, thus output remains at logic 0 or the dynamic node
may get discharged to logic 0 and output may rise to logic 1.
During evaluation phase when all the inputs are at logic 0, dynamic node should be at logic 1, but
the wide fan-in N-MOS leaks the charge stored on the dynamic node due to sub threshold
leakage. This is again compensated by P-MOS keeper (Fig.2), which aims to restore the charge
on the dynamic node. But when a noise pulse occurs at any of the input such that pull down
network provides a direct path to ground, the keeper may not be able to retain the charge on
the dynamic node and the node gets wrongly discharged. As the noise in Domino gates is
becoming more important than area, power and delay issues in the sub micro meter regime ,
recently several techniques have been proposed [6],[7] to reduce noise in domino circuits. All
the techniques have aimed at reducing the noise effect, but have several drawbacks related to
area, power and delay.
In section II existing domino techniques were discussed, section III discusses the proposed
scheme, simulation and results compared with other existing schemes is presented in section IV
and section V presents the conclusion.

2. BACK GROUND AND RELATED WORK
To compensate the leakage at dynamic node a weak transistor called keeper transistor is used. It
prevents the charge loss and keeps the dynamic node at strong high when pull down network is
off. In the first Domino proposal [3] the gate of the keeper is connected to ground which makes it
always ON. Thus at the beginning of the evaluation phase if the pull down network turns ON,
the dynamic node tends to discharge through PDN and keeper starts injecting the lost charge to
the dynamic node as it is always ON, which results in contention. This technique introduced a
potential DC power consumption. In order to reduce this extra power dissipation, a feedback
keeper was proposed in [4],[5]. In this the PMOS gate of the keeper (Fig.2) is connected to the
output of the static inverter. Thus during Pre-charge the dynamic node is at high, and the keeper
remains on and during evaluate phase if the pull down net work is on, dynamic node gets
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discharged and the output node is at logic high which makes the keeper transistor off, thus
eliminating contention.
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In [6] a diode footed Domino was proposed (Fig.3), where an NMOS transistor Mn is connected
in diode configuration. In this configuration, the leakage current flowing through the PDN in
evaluation phase causes the drop across the diode transistor making Vgs negative, thus reducing
leakage current. The performance degradation can be compensated by the mirror network. The
inverted clock increases the capacitive load of the clock driver.
In [7] the circuit is based on pull-up network, consisting of only n-MOS transistors. This style
does not have a p-MOS transistor. When the clock is low the pre-charge transistor M1 is
switched on and the dynamic node is charged to 0v. When the clock is high, M1 is off and the
dynamic node gets conditionally charged by the pull-up network to Vdd, but due to the absence
of pull-up transistor, the node gets charged to Vdd-Vth and this drop is compensated by M2 the
keeper transistor. This circuit needs an inverted clock which increases the capacitive load and
area to invert the clock.
In [8] an additional evaluation transistor M5 is added in order to stack M3 and make its gate- to
source voltage small, thus making the circuit noise robust and less leakage power consuming
(Fig. 4). The performance degradation is compensated by widening the keeper transistor M2.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed domino circuit is as shown in the figure 5. Transistor M3 and M5 are connected
between the dynamic- node and ground and the gate ofM3 transistor is connected to the OUT
terminal and M3 is stacked with M5. During evaluation phase when PDN is on with one or more
inputs connected to logic one, the transistor M4 discharges the dynamic-node and the Out
terminal goes to logic ‘1’ and M3 becomes on which aids in faster discharge of any
accumulated charge on dyn_node along with PDN and M4. The rate of discharge can be
controlled by changing the W/L ratio of M4. When all the inputs are at logic ‘0’, output stay at
logic ‘0’ and M3 remains off and thus dyn_node retains its charge. If any input changes from
logic ‘0’ to logic ‘1’ , PDN becomes conducting and during evaluation phase when clock is high,
dyn_node discharges below the threshold voltage of the inverter turning its output to logic ‘1’.
When output becomes logic ‘1’, M3 turns on providing a path to discharge dyn_node quickly as
M5 is also ON during evaluation phase. At the same time as the source node of M6 being
connected to N-foot, effect of noise in the circuit can also be reduced.

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The circuits were simulated using Tanner T-spice using 16nm technology with 1V supply. The
circuit was compared with OR gate of the existing techniques. The OR gate was implemented
because it is a typical example of wide pull down network. It is found that the proposed circuit
performs better than the previous circuits. The power and delay were measured using T-Spice and
PDP was calculated. Delay for various circuits is measured using window technique. Table.1
shows the power and delay measured for basic domino with keeper, scheme proposed in [8] and
the proposed circuit at different supply voltages. Table.2 and Chart 1 shows the PDP of the
proposed circuit in comparison with the previous circuits. A plot of effect of supply voltage on
delay is shown in Fig.6, and Fig.7 shows the simulated wave forms for a two input OR gate for
various techniques. As can be seen from the wave forms the ripple in the Output is less in the
proposed technique compared to the others thus reducing power dissipation. Output fall time is
also less compared to other schemes, thus resulting in lower PDP
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Table 1. Power and Delay comparison of the proposed scheme with existing schemes
Supply
voltage
0.8v
0.9v
1.0v
1.1v
1.2v

Footless domino with keeper
Power
2.55486E-06
4.5318E-06
6.79293E-06
9.32268E-06
1.18686E-05

Delay
1.4252E-09
8.09909E-10
6.00192E-10
5.13905E-10
4.34043E-10

Scheme of [8]
Power
7.49396E-07
1.23397E-06
1.74945E-06
2.35983E-06
3.16067E-06

Delay
2.15495E-09
1.31192E-09
1.02174E-09
8.67323E-10
4.44132E-10

Proposed Scheme
Power
1.40833E-06
1.91414E-06
2.40339E-06
2.96814E-06
3.48228E-06

Delay
1.26735E-09
8.61012E-10
7.18092E-10
6.40169E-10
2.10916E-10

Table 2. PDP comparison of the proposed scheme with existing schemes
Footless domino with
Supply voltage
Scheme of [8]
Proposed Scheme
keeper
0.8v
3.64119E-15
1.61491E-15
1.78485E-15
0.9v
3.67035E-15
1.61887E-15
1.64809E-15
1.0v
4.07706E-15
1.78748E-15
1.72585E-15
1.1v
4.79097E-15
2.04673E-15
1.90011E-15
1.2v
5.15149E-15
1.40375E-15
7.34469E-16

Fig. 6 Variation in Rise and Fall Delay for variation supply voltage
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Fig.7 Simulation waveforms of Two input OR gate

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed high speed low PDP domino logic circuit, which exhibits some
noise tolerance at the output node. Simulations are done using Tanner T-Spice with PTM 16nmlow power technology files. From the results it is proved that the proposed design is better than
the previous designs and offers about 29% reduction in delay and 3.5% reduction in PDP.
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ABSTRACT
The huge demand for mobile communications with broad band and usage of new wireless
applications motivated the development of new wireless access technologies. The recent
expansion of wireless technologies, novel applications and the advancement in mobile
technology after UMTS-3G has been taken up to the next level by the 3GPP Long Tem
Evolution/System Architecture Evolution (LTE/SAE). It has achieved the realisation of better
bandwidth, full interworking with other access/backend systems using all-IP architecture with
well-defined interworking with circuit switched system. The system is defined to work across
multiple access networks (3GPP and non 3GPP) may be trusted or non-trusted. The security
mechanism in wireless area has evolved from original analog systems through GSM and
UMTS. The GSM has focussed the security for radio path whereas UMTS has enhanced it in to
network functionalities. The future networks based on IP mechanism demands more security
features, since the threats related to IP are also possible.

KEYWORDS
3GPP, LTE, SAE, UMTS, AKA

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile computing provides flexibility of computing environment over physical mobility. The
user of a mobile computing environment will be able to access the data, information or other
logical objects from any device in any network while on the move. To make the mobile
computing environment ubiquitous, it is necessary that the communication bearer is spread over
both wired and wireless media.
The emerging mobile industry expected to be characterised by increasingly personalised and
location based services. The availability of user preferred information despite of location made
mobile computing successful. The advancement of mobile technology has revolutionised the way
people use mobile devices in their day to day activity.
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Mobile computing offers a various services for the user over physical mobility. The user of a
mobile computing environment will be able to access to data, information or other logical objects
from any device in any network while on the move. To make the mobile computing environment
ubiquitous, it is necessary that the communication bearer is spread over both wired and wireless
media.

2. THE LTE/SAE 4TH GENERATION (4G) NETWORK SECURITIES
ARCHITECTURE
Fig1 and Fig 2 demonstrate the LTE Network architecture. It is comprised of the Evolved Packet
Core (EPC) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN). The EPC is
an all IP and fully packet switched backbone network in LTE system. The IP Multimedia System
takes care of voice service. When a User Equipment (UE) connects to the EPC, the Mobility
Management entity takes care of mutual user authentication. It is equivalent to the Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Networks(UTRAN) Serving General Packet Radio Support Node
(SGSN) enables the transfer of subscription and authentication data for the authentication and
authorization of user access [1][2]. The Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (EUTRAN) consists of a node called eNode-B which has the functionality of node B and Radio
Network controller of UTRAN and communicates with user equipment.
Following are some new functionality introduced by The LTE networks compared to the 3G
wireless networks.

Fig 1: The SAE EPS architecture

1. A new type of base station called Home eNodeB (HeNB), and it is suggested by the 3GPP
committee to improve the indoor coverage and capacity of the network. HeNB is a low power
access point installed by the subscriber in the residence or small working areas to increase the
coverage of voice and high speed data. It is connected to the EPC over internet via broad band
backhaul [3].
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2. In addition to the E-UTRAN, the LTE-A system supports non 3GPP access networks such as
Wireless Local Area Networks(WLAN) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems
are allowed to connect to EPC. The two types of non 3GPP access networks namely trusted and
non-trusted exists in use and for untrusted non 3GPP access networks the UE needs to pass a
evolved packet data gateway(ePDG) connected to the EPC.
3. The LTE-A system supports a new type of data communication between entities called as
Machine Type Communication (MTC) capable of data exchange without any human
intervention. It is the communication between different devices (usually sensors) and the core
network. The MTC user and the MTC Server are the two entities involve in the system and the
MTC user uses the services provided by the one or more MTC servers for the operation of MTC
devices. The MTC server is connected to the LTE network for the communication with Machine
Type Communication Devices (MTCD)

Fig 2: The LTE Network Architecture

3. LTE SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND KEY HIERARCHY IN EPS
The basic security principles of smart phones and common PC are different. The device hosts
multiple applications and allows the user to access internet irrespective of location. The complex
software and infrastructure used in mobile device make the system more vulnerable and also the
data exchanged between devices is a point of concern. The limited resources such as CPU and
memory limit the sophistication of possible security solutions. A complex security algorithm that
is used for real life applications cannot be directly ported and used in mobile devices.

3.1 LTE Security Architecture
The Fig 3 shows five different security levels defined by 3GPP committee for LTE architecture.
They are:
I .Network access security
II. Network domain security
III. User domain security
IV. Application domain security
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V. Non 3GPP domain security
The following paragraphs briefly discuss the aforementioned functionalities.
I. Network Access Security
These security features facilitates the UEs for the secure access to EPC and protects possible
attacks on radio link through integrity protection and ciphering between the USIM, ME, EUTRAN and entities of EPC (both serving networks and home networks).
II. Network domain security
The set of security features protects possible attack on wire line networks and enables the data
exchange in secure manner.
III. User domain security
The mutual authentication of USIM and ME is supported using a secret PIN before they can
access each other.
IV. Application level security
These are the set of security features that enables the application in UE and the service provider
domain for the secure exchange of messages.
V. Non 3GPP domain security
These are the set of features enables the UEs to securely access to the EPC via non 3GPP access
networks and provide security protection on the access link.

Fig 3: The LTE Security Architecture

3.2 Keys and Key Hierarchy
In the Evolved Packet Core Authentication and Key Agreement (EPS AKA) protocol, all the keys
that are needed for various security mechanisms are derived from intermediate key KASME which
is viewed as local master key for the subscriber in contrast to permanent master key K. In the
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network side, the local master key KASME is stored in the MME and permanent master key is
stored in the AuC [4]. This approach provides the following advantages.
1. It enables cryptographic key separation, where the usage of each key in one specific
context and knowing one key does not deduce the second one.
2. The system is improved by providing key freshness and it is possible to renew the keys
used in security mechanism. The EPS AKA is need not be run every time when the key to
be renewed for protecting the radio interface and also the home network is not involved
every time. This introduces a security versus complexity trade-off situation. For EPS, the
security benefits of using an intermediate key overweigh the added complexity which was
not true in 3G.
The base station eNB stores another key KeNB and the addition of KeNB makes it possible to
renew keys for protection of radio access without involving MME.
3.3 Key Derivations
Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of keys used in EPS. The hierarchy contains one root key (K),
several intermediate keys such as CK, IK etc. and a set of leaf keys [5]. The purpose of the
different keys are explained below.

Fig 4: EPS Key Hierarchy

1. K is a random bit string and it is a subscriber specific master key stored in USIM and AuC.
2. CK and IK are 128 bit keys derived from K using additional input parameters.
3. KASME is derived from CK and IK using two additional parameters, the serving network id and
bitwise sum of two additional parameters (SQN and AK from the EPS AKA procedure). The
KASME serves as local master key.
4. KeNB is derived from KASME and the additional input a counter. This additional parameter is
needed to ensure that each new key KeNB derived differs from the earlier key.
5. NH is another intermediate key derived from KASME, and used in handover situations. It is
derived from KeNB for the initial NH derivation or previous NH as an additional input.
6. KRRCenc, KRRCint and KUPenc are used for the encryption and integrity of RRC and Users.The
complex key hierarchy achieves the key separation and prevents related key attack. The key
hierarchy achieves key renewal very easily without affecting the other keys. When one key is
changed, only the keys dependent on it have to be changed and others may remain same.
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4. AUTHENTICATION AND KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOL IN EPS (EPS
AKA)
Authentication is a mechanism where the system verifies the identity of a user, who wishes to
access it for availing some services. Mutual authentication is performed if both the
communicating parties want to confirm each other. LTE/SAE architecture uses IP based mobility
control technology and which has two components namely the access network and the core
network. The access network is called evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (EUTRAN) and the core network is called evolved packet core (EPC). Access security in EUTRAN consists of following different components.
1. Mutual authentication between the network and UE.
2. Key derivation for ciphering and integrity protection.
3. Ciphering, integrity and replay protection of signalling between UE and MME, UE and
enodeB.
4. Use of temporary identities in order to prevent the sending of permanent user identity
over radio link.
4.1 User and Terminal Identification and Confidentiality
Similar kind of subscriber identity is used by 2G, 3G and EPS. It is composed of 3 parts (MCC,
MNC, IMSI). Using IMSI the permanent authentication key K used in EPS AKA is identified.
The IMEI is used to identify the terminals. The confidentiality of user identity against passive
attacks is protected by assigning a temporary identity called TMSI in 2G and 3G. The EPS also
adopts same mechanism to protect the actual UE id and it is called as Globally Unique Temporary
UE Identity (GUTI). The GUTI has following components.
1. GUMMEI (Globally Unique MME Identifies) for the global unique identification of MME that
allocated the GUTI.
2.M-TMSI uniquely identifies the UE within the MME that allocated the GUTI.
The GUMMEI is constructed from the MCC, MNC and MME identifier.
In GSM and 3G there is no user confidentiality protection from active attacks. In active attack, the
attacker would use a device known as ‘IMSI catcher’, incorporates a false base station for sending
an identity request message to UE [6]. The UE may respond with IMSI. The identity request is
needed to recover from the cases where the network lost the association between temporary user
identity and IMSI such as MME crash. Without such recovery the user could be permanently
locked out from the system. 3GPP discussed the means by the use of public key certificates in
UE. For roaming cases when the MME reside in another operators network may need the
existence of public key infrastructure spanned across the operators with mutual agreement. In
EPS, the UE not transmitting IMEI to the network upon network request before NAS security has
been activated [7].

4.2 Authentication and Key Agreement (EPS AKA)
The EPS AKA mechanism is shown figure 5 and it is a combination of following three procedures.
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1. A method to generate EPS Authentication vectors in the HSS up on request from the
MME and distribute to MME.
2. A procedure to mutually authenticate and establish a new shared key between serving
network and UE.
3. The mechanism to distribute authentication data inside and between serving networks.

Fig 5: EPS AKA Protocol

4.3 Generation and distribution of Authentication Vector from HSS to MME
The MME invokes a procedure by requesting authentication vectors from the HSS. The
authentication information request includes the IMSI, serving network id SN id of requesting
MME with an indication of authentication information request from EPS. The SN id is required
for the computation of KASME in HSS.
Up on the request of authentication vectors, the HSS may compute it or retrieve the pre computed
values from the HSS database [8][9]. TS33.401 recommends the sending of one authentication
vector at a time, because the need for frequently contacting HSS for fresh AV is reduced in EPS
through the usage of local master key, KASME . Based on local master key and the keys derived
from it an MME can offer secure services. The pre computed AVs are not usable when the user
moves to a different serving network owing to the binding of local master key to the serving
network id. Pre computation is useful when the next AV request is likely to be issued by an in the
same serving network, when the user is in home network.
The Fig 6 demonstrates the authentication vector generation procedure. An EPS AV consists of a
Random number RAND, an expected response XRES , local master key KASME and an
authentication token AUTN. Both UMTS AV and EPS AV play a major role in EPS AKA. The
HSS outside the AuC derives the KASME key from the cipher and integrity keys CK and IK. The
AuC starts generating a fresh sequence number SQN and a random challenge RAND. For each
user the HSS keeps track of counter SQNHE.
An Authentication Management Field (AMF) is included in the authentication token of each
authentication vector. The AuC computes following values after it receives a request from HSS.
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1. Message Authentication Code (MAC) =f1(K||SQN||RAND||AMF), where f1 is a message
authentication function.
2. Expected response, XRES = f2 (K||RAND), f2 is a truncated message authentication
function.
3. A Cipher Key, CK = f3 (K||RAND), using a key generating function f3.
4. An Integrity Key, IK = f4 (K||RAND), f4 is a key generating function.
5. Anonymity Key, AK = f5 (K||RAND), f5 is a key generating function.
6. Authentication Token, AUTN = (SQN XOR AK) ||AMF||MAC.
If the operator decides no concealment of SQN, then f5=0 ( AK=0).
After the receiving UMTS authentication vectors from AuC, using the Key Derivation Function,
KDF and CK, IK, SNid, (SQN XOR AK) are used for producing KASME. The CK, IK are deleted
from HSS and it is only used for the computation of EPS authentication vectors and not allowed
to leave HSS.
The usage of AMF are
1. Indicating the algorithm and key used to generate a particular authentication vectors when
multiple algorithms and permanent keys are used.
2. Change of parameter relating to SQN verification in the USIM.
3. Setting threshold values for key lifetimes.
The length of authentication parameters CK, IK, RAND and K all are 128 bit long and it is
expandable up to 256 bits if needed in the future.

Fig 6: Generation of Authentication Vectors
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4.4 Mutual Authentication and Establishment of a Shared Key between serving
network and UE
After successful completion of the authentication of the user and generation of new local master
key, KASME between MME and UE, the USIM performs verification of freshness of the
authentication vector and authentication of its origin (User Home network). The KASME is used for
the generation of further keys in subsequent procedures.
The MME invokes the procedure by using next unused EPS authentication vector in the MME
database if more than one available. If the MME has no EPS AV, it requests one from the HSS.
The MME sends a random challenge RAND and the authentication token for the network
authentication AUTN from the selected EPS authentication vector to the mobile equipment which
forwards it to the USIM. The USIM performs verification as follows.
The USIM first computes the anonymity key AK and retrieves the sequence number. The USIM
next computes XMAC and verifies the MAC included in the AUTN as shown in Fig 7. The USIM
verifies the retrieved sequences are in correct range or not for the satisfaction of following
conditions.
1. Once the USIM has successfully verified an AUTN it shall not accept another AUTN
with same sequence number to prevent the multiple usage of sequence number SQN.
2. It is required to allow out of order use of sequence numbers. Out of order usage of
sequence numbers may occur when two different entities such as SGSN MSC/VLR
request a batch of authentication vectors from HSS and use these in the interleaved
fashion for AKA run with UE to reduce the synchronization failure rate.
3. The USIM may reject time based sequence numbers if it was generated too long ago.
4. The SQN verification mechanism may reject the SQN a jump from last successfully
verified SQN is too big.

Fig 7: User Authentication Function in USIM
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5. SECURITY THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES IN LTE
The EPS AKA scheme lacks a privacy protection under multiple instances of disclosure of
IMSI[10]. When an UE registers to the network for first time/current MME cannot be contacted/
IMSI cannot be retrieved due to synchronization failure when it roams to new MME, the current
MME or new MME requests the IMSI of UE as shown in messages 1 and 2 of Fig 8, then the
UE must transmit IMSI in plaintext format and the disclosure of it may incur severe security
problems [11][12]. Once the IMSI is captured, the adversary may attempt to tamper the
information, subscriber or location information and then disguise the real UE and may launch
attacks such as DOS to destroy the network.

Fig 8: IMSI request process

The EPS AKA scheme cannot prevent DoS attacks. The MME forwards UEs request to the
HSS/AuC before the UE has been authenticated by the MME as shown in message 3, and MME
can only authenticate the UE after it receives RES from UE as shown in Fig 9. Using these two
conditions the opponent can launch DoS attack between HSS and MME. The attacker can
disguise a legitimate UE to constantly send fake IMSI to overwhelm HSS/AuC. Because of this,
HSS consumes its computational power for the generation of authentication vectors for UE and
MME consumes its memory buffer to wait overly long period of time for a legitimate or false
response from the corresponding UE.

Fig 9: Authentication Data request and Mutual Authentication

In the EPS AKA as shown in Fig 9, the SN turns to HN for request of another set of
authentication vectors when the UE stays in the SN for longer period of time and exhausts its set
of authentication vector for authentication results in the bandwidth consumption and
authentication signalling overhead between SN and HN, storage consumption in the SN.
The EPS AKA protocol is a delegated protocol, where almost all authentication authorities are
delegated from home network to visited network requires strong trust relationship between
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operators. The increased number of roaming entities and other access systems, in the
heterogeneous networks the trust assumptions seems to be outdated [13].

5.1 Other Vulnerabilities in LTE/SAE
The vulnerabilities in LTE/SAE is classified under the following categories [14].
1. Threats against user identity and privacy
2. Threats of USIM/UE tracking
3. Threat related to handovers and base stations
4. Threats related to denial of service
5. Threats of unauthorised access to the network
6. Compromise of eNB credentials and physical attack on eNB
7. Attacks on core networks, including eNB location based attack

6. CONCLUSION
The last few years have witnessed a huge growth in wireless mobile industry. In the near future it
can be expected that the mobile terminals are treated like internet terminals. The number of users
using smart phones for various purposes has been increasing tremendously for m-commerce
applications.
The mobile network security needs to be adopted from the entire mobile network point of view
rather than a single device. From the history of mobile communication, attempts have been made
to reduce a number of technologies to a single global standard. The first two generations has
fulfilled basic mobile voice with capacity and coverage. Third generation opened the gate for the
experience of high data transfer speed followed by fourth generation with added functionalities.
The fifth generation is under research, aiming for high quality of service with more speed.
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ABSTRACT
Video streaming services are very popular today. Increasingly, users can now access
multimedia applications and video playback wirelessly on their mobile devices. However, a
significant challenge remains in ensuring smooth and uninterrupted transmission of almost any
size of video file over a 3G network, and as quickly as possible in order to optimize bandwidth
consumption. In this paper, we propose to position our Billboard Manager to provide an
optimal transmission rate to enable smooth video playback to a mobile device user connected to
a 3G network. Our work focuses on serving user requests by mobile operators from cached
resource managed by Billboard Manager, and transmitting the video files from this pool. The
aim is to reduce the load placed on bandwidth resources of a mobile operator by routing away
as much user requests away from the internet for having to search a video and, subsequently, if
located, have it transferred back to the user.

KEYWORDS
Video-on-Demand, Video Streaming, Multimedia Cache, Data Center, 3G Network

1. INTRODUCTION
Video streaming services are extremely popular today. Today, these services are no longer
confined to wired network but are also delivered wirelessly. A growing number of content
providers, e.g., YouTube, Netflix, etc. are targeting mobile device users whose numbers are only
expected to grow by leaps and bounds. While caching is commonly used by wireless service
providers to improve the streaming quality, our proposed Billboard Manager model has been
designed keeping in mind cellular and mobile networks with the aim of delivering video content
more efficiently over available bandwidth. The proposed Billboard Manager works on focusing
on techniques of converting videos to appropriate codecs and resolutions fit for a given mobile
device from which request for the video originates. With the Billboard Manager installed, the
requested video would be located from a cloud-based node nearest to the location of the user and
then stored in its cache. Depending on the model of the mobile device, the Billboard Manager
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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would then transcode the video and begins transmitting it to the mobile device taking into
consideration the current connectivity quality [1]. Caching service has been around for some time
now. Various techniques exist of cache implementation. By itself, caching is not a complex
concept to understand. A cache stores information and data which is frequently accessed and
provides fast transfer rates by focusing on optimizing transmission rates. Caches are extensively
used on every conceivable electronic gadget or device today. The importance of caching cannot
be over-emphasized going by the several hundred million personal computing devices which use
processor-based caches [2].

1.1. How caching service of Billboard Manager works
We propose to position The Billboard Manager between mobile device clients and cloud video
servers. As soon as a request for video is placed to the mobile content service provider, the
Billboard Manager scans its cache for the video requested. If the video exists in its cache, the
Billboard Manager begins transcoding of the video in the appropriate format suitable for
playback on the mobile device requesting the video. Following completion of the process, the
Billboard Manager would then begin transferring the video to the mobile device. In case the
video does not exist in its cache, the Billboard Manager attempts to locate it from its nearest
cloud servers hosting videos. In case the video is found, the Billboard Manager caches it in
dedicated cache repository before transcoding and transmitting the video to the mobile device
user. As a result of delivering cached content, the mobile content service provider can reduce the
quantum of network bandwidth consumption on the server-side, while enhancing end-user
experience by offering superior response times to users' requests. Our proposed Billboard
Manager has been designed to deliver the following benefits through video caching in the
following manner [3]:
1.2. Quality of experience is optimized:
Subscribers are able to enjoy the best possible quality of video that are processed for prevailing
mobile network conditions.
1.3. Bandwidth costs are lowered:
Caching of videos that are looked up by users more than once, translates to reduction in the
number of times the videos are looked up and transferred from the respective sites providing such
content. This, in turn, decreases the volume of data traversing the networks.
1.4. Enhanced network efficiency:
The effect of caching videos significantly improves network conditions by lowering the volume
of over-the-top videos transmitted even during peak hours. Consequently, network traffic and/or
services that are non-cacheable also see an upward trend in performance.
1.5. Start up to the playback times is faster:
Video start times are improved as the content is moved closer to the subscriber. Wait times for
the content to be transmitted from distant nodes are also cut down.
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1.6. Video stall reduction:
Delays arising out of transmission from content servers have little impact on user experience.
Video caching services ensure that requested videos are transferred to the respective users over
the shortest distance.
1.7. Streaming Video over 3G Mobile Networks through Billboard Manager
Our proposed Billboard Manager would employ reduction techniques of reducing resolution size
from CIF to QCIF and using fewer frames per second. However, the efficiency of our proposed
model would rest not on video compression techniques alone, but on dynamically sending blocks
of video in contiguous blocks. The method has been demonstrated by [4].

2. RELATED WORK
Video caching is a new research area that has not been sufficiently explored. During recent years,
a few commercial video caching systems have been developed. Another body of related work is
in the area of scalable video-on-demand systems [5-8]. The idea is to reduce server load by
grouping multiple requests within a time-interval and serving the entire group in single stream
.The Middle Man architecture is a collection of cooperative proxy servers that collectively act as
a video cache for a well-provisioned local area network [9]. Video streams are stored across
multiple proxies where they can be replaced at a granularity of a block .They examine
performance of the Middle Man architecture with different replacement policies. Other related
work has been done on memory caching for multimedia servers [10, 11]. While the basic
principle of caching data in different memory levels of a video server has some similarities with
storing data in a distributed caching system, there is a fundamental difference. The spatial
distance between different memory levels in a server is zero. In contrast, spatial distance between
distributed caching systems is not negligible and, therefore, has to be considered in the design of
web cache management policies. A good report has been presented in [12]. Another good report
on mobile cloud architecture that helps us to solve the caching problem is presented in [13]. Ref.
[14] a proxy caching mechanism is used for improving delivered quality of layered encoded
multimedia streams.

3. PROPOSED WORK
A mobile user sends request for video to the Billboard Manager. The request is checked against
its index table. If the request for content is not found in its index table, the Billboard Manager
passes an HTTP byte range request to retrieve the content from one of the registered cloud nodes
of the Billboard Manager. While retrieval, a copy of this video is saved in its own database to
serve identical requests in future. Alternatively, if the request for video can be served directly, the
Billboard Manager is able to deliver the video direct from its own cached resource thereby
reducing the processing time which would have been otherwise expended in searching. The
Billboard Manager also uses a video converter which is a part of its own system. The transcoder
transforms video from online video streaming sites, e.g., YouTube, Daily motion, etc., into the
requisite format playable on mobile devices. The Billboard Manager also splits the encoded
streams into segments and sends each converted stream segments to mobile devices over mobile
or local networks. The Billboard Manager acts as an interface between users of mobile devices
and the cloud. Our proposed model involving Billboard Manager has been designed keeping in
mind saving of 3G network bandwidth at either the user and/or the cloud service provider ends.
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The sole purpose of our proposed model is to achieve a considerable reduction in data
transmission across any given 3G mobile networks from cloud-based nodes. The end goal is to
achieve direct savings in terms of costs and bandwidth resources utilized. Our model suggests an
architecture, wherein, the Billboard Manager is able to provide video streams directly to a 3G
mobile device user from its own cached resource rather than accessing the same video from
across one of its own registered cloud nodes.
This directly translates in time savings as well. In the absence of a video not in its cached
resource, the 3G mobile user requesting the service would be served with a controlled video
stream. The mechanism of this would be managed in a manner such that the Billboard Manager
initially begins caching chunks of the video from its own cloud-based nodes, and then sends from
it, smaller streams to the 3G mobile device user. In this manner, the 3G mobile device user, after
experiencing an initial time delay from the moment the user places the request to the time when
the video starts on the device, enjoys an uninterrupted video stream thereon. Further, once a
video is fully cached, the Billboard Manager can serve it from its resource to other mobile device
users placing a request for it. This reduces overall bandwidth consumption as the Billboard
Manager does not have to engage resources to obtain the video once again from its registered
cloud-based nodes. The 3G mobile device user requesting the video only has to use their own
(3G) network bandwidth and can do so with maximum effect with little or no delay between
placing the request to the time the video starts playing. Thus, with the aid of this proposed model,
a considerable amount of resources in terms of bandwidth, cost and time can be saved. Figure 1
shows the function of our proposed model.

Figure 1. Proposed Caching Architecture

3.1. Algorithm of our proposed cloud architecture
1.
2.

User places a request to play a video.
The Billboard Manager takes in the request. All such requests, in our proposed model, is routed
through the Billboard Manager.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
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The request is processed against an index maintained by the Billboard Manager. The index
contains details of videos that can be served by the Billboard Manager from its own cached
resources and those from its registered cloud-based nodes.
If the requested video is found in its own cached resources, the Billboard Manager begins
streaming it to the user requesting the video after processing it as described in the following steps
#5 through 8. If not, the Billboard Manager moves forward to step #11 and #12.
The Billboard Manager checks whether the video is in the appropriate format required for playing
on the mobile device of the user requesting the video.
If it is, it proceeds to step #8. If not, it proceeds with step #7, i.e., the following step.
The Billboard Manager converts the video to an appropriate format that can be streamed directly
to the mobile device for instant playback.
The Billboard Manager splits the encoded video into segments. Each such segment is then
transmitted to the mobile device over 3G mobile network.
After complete transfer of the file, the Billboard Manager stands by for the next request from a
mobile device user.
If the requested video is not listed in its index, the Billboard Manager begins to lookup another set
of index which details availability of the video at the registered cloud-based nodes of the Billboard
Manager.
If the requested video cannot be found either in its cached resources or with any of its registered
cloud-based nodes, the Billboard Manager notifies the user, skips all the following steps and
awaits further request from the mobile device user. Otherwise, it proceeds with the next step of
retrieving the video file from its registered cloud-based nodes.
If the Billboard Manager finds the video to be stored at more than one cloud-based node, it begins
to select the best among them from where the video file can be transmitted to the Billboard
Manager. The process of selection is based on several factors which are outlined in the next steps.
All the cloud-nodes registered with the Billboard Manager keep sending information at periodic
intervals. The information consists of network channel capacity and available storage space.
The Billboard Manager constantly computes an index score for each of the registered cloud-based
nodes. The index score is computed taking into account the constant periodic inputs from the
nodes themselves, and the shortest route to each of the nodes.
At a given time when the Billboard Manager is about to select the best fit cloud-based node from
where the video file is to be streamed back to it, the following steps are followed which are
inherent to the steps #13 and 14 above. In other words, an instant index score is calculated based
on the following parameters and comparisons.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Select the shortest route to the cloud-based nodes hosting the video file.
If more than one node shares identical route times, the channel capacity is compared.
Otherwise, transmission of the video file begins from the cloud-based node to the Billboard
Manager.
After channel capacities are compared, the one with the maximum value is selected for the
video file to be transmitted. Otherwise signal strengths are compared.
The node with the best signal strength is selected and the video transmission takes place
between the corresponding cloud-based node and the Billboard Manager.
In case, after going through all the comparisons, more than one cloud-based nodes are
identically matched to transmit the video file, one of them is chosen at random by the
Billboard Manager.

16. Upon completion of transfer of the video, the Billboard Manager proceeds with step #5 onward.
17. The algorithm ends with the Billboard Manager completing the workflow cycle at steps #9. In the
event, the video file does not exist within its registered network of cloud-based nodes, or within its
own cached resources, step #11 is executed.
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3.2. Flowchart of our proposed cloud architecture
Start
Billboard Manager constantly updates an
index based on data sent to it from its
registered
cloud-based
nodes.
The
information consists of network channel
capacity and available storage information,
besides a list of files stored in each.
This is the index which the Billboard
Manager utilizes to compute the rank of its
registered cloud-based nodes for a search
request.

No

If found in
The registered
Cloud nodes

User places a request to Billboard Manager for playing a
video on the user's mobile device.

Billboard Manager looks up whether the video exists in
its cached resource.

No

If the video
file is resent in its
cached
resource

Yes
Select the cloud-based node which
offers the fastest transfer time to
the Billboard Manager

Yes
Check the video format whether it is in appropriate playable
format. If it is not, then convert it into the
required format.

Split the video into segments and transmit these to the mobile
device over 3G network.
Begin transferring the video file from the
selected cloud-based
node to the Billboard Manager's cached
resource

Display file not found
message.

After transmission is complete, the Billboard Manager waits
for the next request.

After transmission is
complete, the Billboard
Manager displays a
confirmation and waits
for the next request.

End
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a proposed design of mobile video architecture based on our projected
Billboard Manager. The algorithm detailed in this paper explains the steps that the Billboard
Manager intends to take to create an efficient environment within which both the service provider
and the user are able to optimize available bandwidth resources to the extent possible. Our
proposed model would help send video streams at appropriate frame rates in a relatively short
span of time, suitable for the mobile device requesting the video file. This is achieved with the
help of caching and encoding services. In the initial stage, when the requested video is not
available in the local cache, there would be a certain amount of time which would be involved to
fetch it from the appropriate cloud node registered with our proposed Billboard Manager. Once
the video is fetched, a copy of it would be stored automatically in its local cache by the Billboard
Manager to serve subsequent requests. As a result, many resources in the form of bandwidth and
time can be saved in cases where requests for the identical video file are ever placed in future.
This proposed model wherein the Billboard Manager utilizes local cache database instead of
repeatedly engaging bandwidth necessary to transfer files from cloud nodes to mobile device
users, would help efficiently reduce video playback lag from the time it takes for the user to
complete placing the request for the video.
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ABSTRACT
Android being a widely used mobile platform has witnessed an increase in the number of
malicious samples on its market place. The availability of multiple sources for downloading
applications has also contributed to users falling prey to malicious applications. Classification
of an Android application as malicious or benign remains a challenge as malicious applications
maneuver to pose themselves as benign. This paper presents an approach which extracts
various features from Android Application Package file (APK) using static analysis and
subsequently classifies using machine learning techniques. The contribution of this work
includes deriving, extracting and analyzing crucial features of Android applications that aid in
efficient classification. The analysis is carried out using various machine learning algorithms
with both weighted and non-weighted approaches. It was observed that weighted approach
depicts higher detection rates using fewer features. Random Forest algorithm exhibited high
detection rate and shows the least false positive rate.

KEYWORDS
Mobile Security, Malware, Static Analysis, Machine Learning, Android

1. INTRODUCTION
Android is a widely used mobile platform and due to it's dominance in consumer space, Android
becomes a lucrative target for malware developers who are exploiting the popularity and
openness of Android platform for various benefits. Malware developers use Android
marketplaces as entry points for hosting thesir malicious applications into the android user space.
According to RiskIQ [1] report, malicious applications in Play store have grown by 388 percent
from 2011 to 2013, while the number of such applications removed annually by Google has
dropped from 60 percent in 2011 to 23 percent in 2013. As a large number of applications are
uploaded and updated regularly on these market places, Manual analysis of all the applications is
difficult task. Scarcity of effective mechanisms to detect these malicious samples has fueled the
rise of malware applications on Android market places. In this regard we present DroidSwan, a
system for classifying applications as malware or benign, based on static analysis of Android
APK. DroidSwan extracts various crucial features from an Android application, assigns weight to
these features and builds a classifier model using machine learning algorithms. The classifier
model is trained using the malware data set of 1260 malware acquired from Genome Malware
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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Project [2] and popular benign applications obtained from Google Play Store. The model was
then tested against 500 malware samples obtained from Virustotal malware intelligence service
[3].
Android applications are installed on to a device using an Android application package (APK)
file. In our analysis, This APK file is disassembled for extraction of necessary features which
form feature set to be used during classification. Figure 1 depicts how features are extracted from
an APK. The application resources such as XML layout-definition files and images are stored in
the 'res' directory which the malware writers use to inject malicious binaries like '.sh', '.elf' or
'.exe' inside the images or other resource files used by the application. In most of the cases, these
malicious binaries are found embedded within image files (.jpg and .png) used by the application.
The AndroidManifest.xml file contains the name, version number and access rights of the APK.
AndroidManifest.xml is a binary XML file. ApkParser [4] can be used to convert this binary
XML file into a readable XML file. A malware application may hide some of the permission it
uses by not declaring them in the Manifest file.

Figure 1. Feature extraction in DroidSwan

2. RELATED WORK
Androguard [5] statically extracts features from APK, but this tool shows high false positive rate
as 80 out of 100 popular benign samples analyzed were assigned high androrisk score. AubreyDerrick Schmidt et al. [6] extracted function calls of an installed application using readelf
command. These function calls were later compared with function calls of the malware
executables present on a Remote Detection Server. In contrast to this, our approach does not
analyze applications on an Android device because of limited resources like power, memory and
data usage, but if needed it can be ported onto a mobile device. DroidRanger [7] detects
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malicious applications of known malware families in popular Android marketplaces using
permission-based behavioral foot printing. To detect malware from unknown families,
DroidRanger uses heuristic-based filtering scheme. The drawback of DroidRanger is the
requirement of manual operations while analyzing and collecting behavior of applications.
DroidMat [8] combines static and dynamic analysis approaches. It extracts features like
permissions and intents using static analysis and API calls using dynamic analysis. In contrast to
this, we perform static analysis to extract all the necessary features as a tool based on static
analysis can be deployed on a gateway device with greater ease as compared to tool based on
dynamic analysis. Adrieene et al. [9] proposed an approach to identify over privileged
applications by comparing API calls invoked with permissions declared in the Manifest. William
Enck et al. [10] proposed an approach where a certificate is generated during an application's
installation. This certificate gives complete information about the application by rating them
using Kirin security rules which are based on the combinations of permissions extracted from
Manifest file. DroidAnalytics [11] is a signature based system for detecting repackaged
applications. The drawback of this technique is it requires large and balanced data set of malware
and benign samples. Shabtai et al. [12] applied machine learning classifier techniques like
decision tree, Naive Bayes (NB), Bayesian Networks (BN) etc. to classify Android applications
as games and utilities citing the non availability of malware applications.
They collected around 22,000 features initially and later reduced to 50 features for the purpose of
classification. Our approach uses 24 features for classification.

3. APPROACH
This section explains our approach. The following subsections describe feature selection for
feature set, weight assignment to the features, selection of feature vector and finally the working
of DroidSwan.

3.1. Features
3.1.1. Suspicious Permissions and Permission Combinations
A permission is a restriction limiting the access of an application to the device to protect critical
data and code that could be misused to distort or damage the user experience. We considered the
patterns of suspicious permissions in malware samples as discovered by Y.Zhou et.al. [13]. For
extracting permissions used by an application we use APKParser tool. The permissions extracted
were analyzed and cross verified for high occurrence across malware samples available in our
training dataset. Out of all the permissions specified as suspicious by Y.Zhou et.al, we discarded
those permissions which were present in large numbers in benign samples as these would not
significantly contribute during classification process. The presence or absence of the remaining
suspicious permissions was then considered as a feature. Our findings are shown in Figure 2.
I.Rassameeroj [14] states that certain permission combinations enable an application to perform
dangerous actions posing threat to user's data and privacy. We considered these combinations as
features for our feature set. Table 1 depicts the permissions and permission combinations
considered as features.
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Figure 2. Frequency of suspicious permissions among malware samples

3.1.2. Suspicious API Combinations
APIs used by an application determines the actual functionality and capability of the application.
Static analysis of APIs used in an application hence becomes important to understand what the
application actually intends to do. In the similar direction of selecting permissions as features, our
approach contributes by evaluating APIs extensively used by malware applications. APIs were
broadly classified according to their usage by the application. From the list of APIs which are
found in large number of malware samples, combinations were derived which could pose a threat
to the user. Two main types of threats considered are financial losses and leakage of user's
personal information. For example APIs for accessing user's personal information (network
details, device ID, line number, etc.) in combination with APIs for sending SMS enables an
application to transmit user's personal information to a predefined source. This leads to both
breach of privacy as well as monetary loss. The monetary loss here is due to cost incurred when
the SMS is sent.\par APIs for evaluation are extracted by disassembling classes.dex file using
dexdump tool present in Android SDK [15]. Figure 3 depicts the a snapshot of classes.dex when
disassembled using dexdump tool. Table 2 lists the API combinations considered as a feature for
our feature set.

Figure 3. Disassembled dex file
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3.1.3. Manifest Violation
All the permissions required by an application should be declared in the AndroidManifest.xml.
These permissions determine what are all the capabilities the application has. During application
installation, all the permissions declared by the application are not cross verified by the package
manager. Thus, at the run time if the application needs to perform a certain action and it does not
have corresponding permission, run time exceptions occur. Malware developers take advantage
of this flaw to perform collusion attacks [16]. The collusion attack requires at least 2 applications
to work in collaboration. In this type of attack, an over privileged application provides an under
privileged application with necessary permissions at runtime. Soundcomber [17] is one such
application which aims at collecting user's information by capturing audio from device's
microphone and then sends it over the network with help of another application having necessary
permissions. Figure 4 depicts a scenario where two applications combine their permissions to
read contacts and send them over the network.

Figure 4. A collusion attack scenario

One way to detect the possibility of collusion attack is to look for application which has declared
more permissions than what it requires (over privileged applications), but the drawback with this
approach is the high false positive rate. The reason for high false positive rate is that many
developers declare majority of the permissions available irrespective of their usage by the
application.
We devised a different approach for detecting possible collusion attack. Rather than looking for
over privileged applications we detect under privileged applications, that is the application
declaring less permissions than what it actually required. The under privileged application then
gets required privileges at runtime with the help of another application. To detect under
privileged applications applications, we look for the permissions that will be used by the
application at run time but are not present in application's manifest file. To derive permissions
required by application at run time, permission required for executing each API present in
application's dex file is extracted. If any permission required for execution of an API is not found
in the application's manifest file, it is considered as a manifest violation.
We derive the permissions required by an API with the help of Android's developer guide and
Pscout [18].
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Each occurrence of manifest violation is assigned a weight of 7. A summation of these
permission's weights was considered as the weight of the feature (Manifest violation).
3.1.4. Suspicious Content URI
A content URI (used for data access) can be called suspicious if by using that URI an application
can leak user's personal data or can access another application's data. For example, an application
can get access to contacts by using URI: content://com.Android.contacts. Such suspicious URIs
were identified and their presence was checked among various malware and benign samples
available in the training set. Suspicious content URIs which were detected in most of the malware
samples and few benign samples were considered as a feature for feature set. Figure 5 shows the
content URIs extensively used by malware applications.

Figure 5. Frequency of suspicious content URIs among malware samples

To collect the content URIs used by the application, we parse the dalvik bytecode of
disassembled classes.dex. The presence of content URIs that provide access to MMS, Browser
and telephony data were seen among majority of malware applications.
Each Suspicious Content URI was assigned a weight of 6. Summation of the weights for
frequency of such suspicious content URIs is considered as the weight of the feature.
3.1.5. Detection of Executable code
Embedding malicious code into documents has been successful technique for distributing
malware. Desktop malware like Pidief, ZBOT, SillyD have been distributed as malicious PDF,
JPEG, mp3 files. Based on Shafiq [19] and Stolfo's [20] findings which stated that detection of
embedded malware requires parsing the bytecode of the documents, We employed a mechanism
to find embedded executables by parsing the bytecode of all the files present in the resources
directory of an APK. Many malware samples show the presence of executables and shell scripts
embedded within image and music files. Presence of image files embedded with executable code
can be found in samples from malware families like DroidKungFu1 and RougePush. Malware
samples from DroidKungFu3 and GingerMaster families show presence of music files embedded
with executable code.\par As this behavior was detected only in malware samples, presence of
embedded executables was assigned a maximum weight of 10. Summation of the weights for
frequency of such files is considered as weight of the feature.
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3.2. Assigning Weight to Features
The weight assigned to a feature represents the impact that presence or absence feature makes on
an application's classification. Weights are assigned to each feature on a scale of 1 to 10 using
heuristics based approach such that higher the weight of a feature, more the feature contributes
during classification. The highest weight of 10 was assigned to presence of executables
embedded in image or music files. Presence of embedded executables is the strongest indicator in
our feature set of an application being malicious as only malware samples are found to have
resource files injected with executable code. All other features were assigned weights relative to
the weight of 'presence of embedded executables' feature. Manifest violations are assigned a
weight of 7. This is because unlike a malicious application, a benign application declares all the
permissions being used. When compared to 'suspicious Permission combinations' or 'suspicious
API combinations', 'manifest violation' has more impact during classification but it is not as
influential as 'presence of embedded executables'. Thus it is assigned a weight lower than
'presence of embedded executables' and higher than 'suspicious Permission combinations' and
'suspicious API combinations'. Presence of suspicious content URI in an application is assigned a
weight of 6. The presence of these content URI was seen in both malicious and benign samples,
but number of malicious samples containing these URIs was much greater than number of benign
samples. Weights for suspicious content URIs, manifest violations, presence of executable code
are frequency based. Thus the total weight for these features in the feature set is multiple of the
frequency of the feature occurrence and the weight assigned to the feature. \par Permission
combinations and API combinations are assigned a moderate weight of 5 as the presence of these
leads to suspicious behaviors, but their presence cannot conclude an application of being a
malware or benign. We assigned suspicious permissions the lowest weight of 3 as these
permissions can be found in large number in both benign and malware samples. Table 3 depicts
the assignment of weights to the features selected.

3.3. Feature Vector Selection
After deciding upon the application's attributes to be considered as features, we considered and
evaluated three categories of feature vectors with a set of machine learning algorithms. All the
three categories of feature vectors constituted of similar features, but represented in different
way. The first and second categories of feature vectors were weighted feature vector where as the
third category was a non weighted feature vector. The first category of feature vector contained
weights for each feature along with the Euclidean distance as an additional feature. The second
category of feature vector was derived by excluding Euclidean distance from the first feature
vector. For the third category of feature vector, rather than considering the frequency and weight
of a feature, we check only presence of a feature. Representation in feature vector is done as
either 1 or 0 to depict the presence or absence of a specific feature in the sample.

3.3.1. Evaluation of model for Feature Vector Selection
K-fold cross validation was carried out in order to evaluate the efficiency of the classification
model. The default implementation of cross validation provided by WEKA was used for this
purpose. The efficiency of the classifier models generated using all three categories of feature
vectors were compared based on cross validation. One round of cross-validation of a two class
classifier model involves segregating a sample of the training data set into two complementary
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subsets, subset for performing the analysis (the training set) and subset for validating the analysis
(the validation set). Inconsistency is reduced by multiple rounds of cross-validation using
different segregations. Finally the average of all validation results is presented as true positive
rate and false positive rate. We used WEKA [21] implementation for both model generation and
cross validation. The true positive rate and false positive rate are deduced as follows :

TPR=

FPR=

TP
TP+ FN

FP
FP +TN

Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) show variations in true positive rates and variations in false positive
rates respectively for models generated using three categories of feature vectors.

Figure 6. Variation inTPR (a) and FPR (b) for various models
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High true positive and low false positive rates are observed for the second category of feature
vector, that is a feature vector with weights and excluding Euclidean distance. Thus the second
category of feature vector was considered for providing features to the machine learning
algorithms. The reason for omitting Euclidean distance from the feature set was its last rank
among the features on applying Chi-Square attribute ranking mechanism. This illustrated that
excluding it as a feature would not affect the detection rates. Figure 7 shows variation in
Euclidean distance across all the samples present in our dataset.

Figure 7. Variation in ED scores among benign and malware samples

Figure 8 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) graph for the classification model
built using second category of feature set. This graph illustrates the performance of a binary
classifier system built using various machine learning algorithms and the weighted feature set.
Random Forest algorithm depicts the maximum ROC space in the ROC curve which proves that
for the given training set, classifier model built using Random Forest is more efficient than
models generated using other machine learning algorithms. We used model built using Random
Forest algorithm as the classifier in DroidSwan implementation.

Figure 8. ROC Curve for classifier models based on various algorithms
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3.4. DroidSwan working
Working of DroidSwan is carried out in two phases. Phase1 is the knowledge building phase. In
this phase, DroidSwan extracts specific features and builds feature set of all the samples from the
training set. These feature sets are then provided to the machine learning algorithm using WEKA
implementation of machine learning algorithms. A two class classifier model is thus generated.
\par Classifier model generated during phase 1 can be used for classification of samples without
updating the model every time a new sample is provided for analysis.
Phase2 is the classification phase. In this phase, features are extracted from test application which
needs to be classified and a corresponding feature set is built. Now this feature set is provided to
the classification model generated during phase 1. The classification model then classifies the
sample as either malicious or benign and generates a Json report for the same. This output report
contains details regarding the presence or absence of all the features under consideration. The
report also specifies all the suspicious content URIs and embedded executables present in the
application. Figure 9 depicts DroidSwan's architecture.

Figure 9. DroidSwan architecture

4. RESULTS
The efficiency of DrooidSwan classification model was tested by analyzing 500 malware samples
obtained from Virustotal malware intelligence service \cite{hispasec2011virustotal} and 800
benign samples from ApkDrawer \cite{apkDrawer}. Collectively these samples constituted of our
test-set. It was verified beforehand that the test-set does not contain any samples in common with
the training-set by comparing the hashcode of each sample in test set against hashcodes of
samples from training set. Figure 10 and Figure 11 depict the detection rates of malware samples
and benign samples respectively by using DroidSwan.
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Figure 10. Detection rate of DroiidSwan for malware samples

Figure 11. Detection rate of DroiidSwan for benign samples

The detection rate of DroidSwan was compared with the detection rates of four other antivirus
solutions for the same set of malware samples. Figure 12 shows the detection rate of DroidSwan
in comparison with Kaspersky (version 12.0.0.1225) [23], McAfee (version 6.0.5.614) [24],
Avast (version 8.0.1489.320) [25] and TrendMicro (version 9.740.0.1012) [26].

Figure 12. Detection rates of DroiidSwan in comparison with other AV solutions
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Recall rate of DroidSwan with Random Forest based classifier for malwares from various
malware families is shown in Figure 13.

5. CONCLUSION
We present DroidSwan, an approach for detecting malicious Android applications wholly based
on static analysis of their respective APK files. The process of classification comprises of
extracting 24 features, assigning weights to the features and finally using the collection of feature
weights as a feature set. The feature set along with Random Forest classifier model is then used
to classify the given sample as either malware or benign.\par We observed that classifier model
built using Random Forest shows higher TPR and lower FPR when compared to other machine
learning algorithms.

Figure 13. Recall rate of DroidSwan for various malware families
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APPENDIX
Table 1. Suspicious permissions and permission combinations
Suspicious permissions and permission combinations

Weight assigned

READ SMS

3

WRITE SMS

3

RECEIVE SMS

3

WRITE CONTACTS

3

WRITE APN SETTINGS

3

SEND SMS

3

ONLY INTERNET

3

ONLY WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE

3

WRITE SMS and RECEIVE SMS

5

SEND SMS and WRITE SMS

5

INTERNET and WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE

5

INTERNET,RECORD AUDIO, READ PHONE STATEand MODIFY PHONE
STATE

5

ACCESS FINE LOCATION or ACCESS COARSE LOCATION,
RECEIVE BOOT COMPLETED and INTERNET

5

INTERNET,RECORD AUDIO and PROCESS OUTGOING CALLS

5

Table 2. Suspicious API combinations
Suspicious API combinations

Weight assigned

"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getdeviceid"
"landroid/location/locationmanager;.getlastknownlocation"
"landroid/location/location;.getlatitude"
"landroid/location/location;.getlongitude"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.sendtextmessage"
"landroid/net/uri;.parse","landroid/location/locationmanager;.getbestprovider"

5

"ljava/net/urlencoder;.encode"
"ljava/net/uri;.getquery"
"ljava/net/httpurlconnection;.connect"
"ljava/net/httpurlconnection;.geturl"
"ljava/net/httpurlconnection;.getheaderfield"
"landroid/location/locationmanager;.getbestprovider"
"landroid/location/location;.getlatitude"
"landroid/location/location;.getlongitude"
"landroid/telephony/gsm/smsmanager;.sendtextmessage"

5

"landroid/net/uri;.parse"
"landroid/content/contentresolver;.query"
"landroid/database/cursor;.movetonext"
"landroid/database/cursor;.getcolumnindex"

5
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"landroid/database/cursor;.getstring"
"landroid/database/cursor;.close"
"landroid/database/cursor;.movetolast"
"landroid/database/cursor;.movetoprevious"
"landroid/net/uri;.parse"
"ljava/net/urlencoder;.encode"
"ljava/net/url;.openstream"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getdeviceid"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getline1number"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getnetworkcountryiso"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getnetworkoperatorname"
"ljava/io/bufferedreader;.readline"
"landroid/content/pm/packagemanager;.hassystemfeature"

5

"ljava/net/inetaddress;.getlocalhost"
"ljava/net/inetaddress;.gethostname"
"ljava/net/url;.openstream"
"ljava/net/inetaddress;.getbyname"
"ljava/net/inetaddress;.equals"
"ljava/net/inetaddress;.hashcode"
"landroid/net/uri;.parse"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.getdefault"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.dividemessage"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.sendtextmessage"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getdeviceid"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.listen"

5

"ljava/net/urlencoder;.encode"
"ljava/net/uri;.<init>"
"landroid/location/location;.hasaccuracy"
"landroid/location/location;.distanceto"
"landroid/location/location;.gettime"
"landroid/location/location;.getaccuracy"
"landroid/location/location;.getlatitude"
"landroid/location/location;.getlongitude"
"landroid/location/location;.getprovider"
"landroid/location/locationmanager;.requestlocationupdates"
"landroid/location/location;.<init>"
"landroid/location/location;.setaccuracy"

5

"ljava/net/urlencoder;.encode"
"ljava/net/url;.<init>"
"ljava/net/url;.openconnection"
"landroid/telephony/telephonymanager;.getline1number"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.getdefault"
"landroid/telephony/smsmanager;.sendtextmessage"
"landroid/telephony/smsmessage;.getdisplayoriginatingaddress"
"landroid/telephony/smsmessage;.getmessagebody"
"landroid/telephony/smsmessage;.createfrompdu"

5
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Table 3. Weight assignment to various features
Feature type

Weight assigned

Suspicious permissions

3

Suspicious permission combinations

5

Suspicious API combinations

5

Suspicious content URI

6

Manifest violation

7

Presence of executable

10
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ABSTRACT
New technologies in multimedia and communication fields have introduced new ways to
transfer and save the medical image data through open networks, which has introduced new
risks of inappropriate use of medical information. Medical images are highly sensitive hence
secured transmission and reception of data is needed with minimal distortion. Medical image
security plays an important role in the field of Telemedicine. Telemedicine has numerous
applications in teleconsulting, teleradiology, telediagnosis, telesurgery and remote medical
education. Our work is to analyze about the different embedding techniques that can be used
for embedding the personal and diagnosed details of a person within the medical images
without any visual discrepancy. Also to survey about the blind extraction algorithm utilizing
genetic algorithm for optimization of the key parameters.

KEYWORDS
Robustness, Fidelity, Joint Watermarking, Embedding algorithm, Genetic algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
In the new era medical images are produced from a variety of imaging equipments, such as
Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission
Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), etc. CT can
clearly reflect the anatomical structure of bone tissues. SPECT can highlight the lesion of tissues
and organs to provide information about blood flow and temperature of body parts. PET
scanning can show blood flow, oxygen and glucose metabolism in the tissues of the brain. MRI
can clearly reflect the anatomical structure of soft tissues, organs and blood vessels. These
medical images can also be saved in a digital format.
Electronic Patient Record (EPR) is one of the digital format of saving the personal details of
patient, details of diagnosis, hospital information along with the medical image for continual
monitoring [1]. Telemedicine is the process by which electronic, visual and audio
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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communications are used to support practitioners at remote sites with diagnosis and consultation
procedures, such as remote clinical examinations and medical image transfers. Telemedicine is
legally regulated by laws and constraints regarding the access of data contained in Personal
medical Files. The transmit of medical transcriptions through online provides efficient clinical
interpretation without carrying the documents. The diagnosis needs confidentiality, availability,
and reliability [2]. Confidentiality means that only the original users have access to the
information. Availability, guarantees access to medical information. Reliability is based on
integrity that the information has not been modified by unauthorized persons; and authentication
intends that the information belongs indeed to the correct patient.
Hospital patient database management system is implemented in more hospitals nowadays which
is designed to transform the manual way of maintaining and accessing patient medical files into
electronic medical record (EMR) or Electronic Health Record (EHR) [3] . EMR is used to solve
the problem of manual method. To protect this private information about a person against
unauthorized viewers, we can use any one of the techniques for medical image data :
Cryptography or Watermarking.
Cryptography is the technique of transforming information to more secured form. Digital
encryption of medical images before transmission and storage is proposed as an easiest way to
protect the patient information. Cryptography technique can be divided into symmetric
encryption needs secret key and asymmetric encryption which needs private and public keys. An
encryption technique [4] is used which is a blend of symmetric key encryption and
steganography with a variable length key derived from the encrypted text itself to have better
security. Chaotic systems [5] [6] can be used for medical images to achieve robust system and
its implemented using Bit Recirculation Image Encryption (BRIE) to control the pseudo-random
operations on each pixels. The traditional algorithms are not recommended for medical images
because they are slow, hence we can associate the properties of traditional cryptography with the
properties of a chaotic system. There are several chaotic algorithms which handle the medical
image are Bit Recirculation Image Encryption, Circulation Encryption Algorithm, Chaotic KeyBased algorithm, Image Chaotique, Hierarchique Encryption. Visual cryptographic technique [7]
can also be used for encrypting medical images which provides a more reliable system.
The cryptography systems have only limited techniques hence the tracker can easily predict the
original image after some iterations .Hence we should choose a technique where the predictions
of the data from the embedded data should be so difficult by the unauthorized users.
Watermarking has found a niche role in secure sharing and handling of medical images. The
watermarks are embedded into medical image for three purposes: hiding electronic patient’s data,
integrity verification and for authentication.
The watermarking techniques are divided into two basic categories as spatial domain
watermarking and Frequency domain watermarking. In spatial domain the Least Significant Bit
(LSB) of the image pixel is replaced with the watermark bit and in the Frequency domain the
image is transformed to the frequency domain and then the frequency components are modified
with the watermark bits.
The watermarking techniques can also be classified based on the watermarking robustness as
Robust, Fragile and Semi-Fragile [8] [9]. Robust watermarks can resist non-malicious distortions
and best suited for copyright protection Fragile watermarks can easily destroyed by all image
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distortions and its suited for tamper detection and authentication. Semi-Fragile watermarks can be
destroyed by certain types of distortions and resists minor changes and used for some special
cases of authentication.
There are three watermark detection/extraction schemes: Non-blind, semi-blind, and blind. Both
the original image and the secret key are needed for non-blind extraction . Semi-blind needs only
the secret key and the watermark. Blind extraction system needs only the secret key. The digital
watermark when it is hidden in the image it generally introduces some amount of imperceptible
distortion in the image. In medical images, there is a region that is important for diagnosis called
ROI (region of interest) and RONI (region of non-interest) . Embedding data in ROI region
should not cause any visual artifacts which affects the interpretation by medical doctors. So
watermarking can be used in RONI of medical image [11].To enhance confidentiality and
authentication a dual watermarking scheme in which Caption watermarking for hiding patient's
information in ROI and Signature watermarking hides the physician's digital signature in RONI .

Fig 1. Classification of Watermarking
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To achieve better performance in terms of perceptually, invisibility and robustness, an adaptive
quantization parameters can be used for data hiding. The embedding strength is more or less
proportional to the value of energy to have better robustness and transparency. The block wise
embedding technique with the larger quantization parameters improve the robustness. Another
dual watermarking method consists of an annotation part and a fragile part [11] in which
Encrypted patient data is embedded in an annotation watermark, and tampering can be detected
using a fragile watermark.
In order for physicians, hospitals, and patients to utilize the benefits of digital medical images, all
communication must be compatible. When manufacturers use proprietary formats, the digital
files can be read only with the manufacturer’s equipments and communicating these files over
multiple networks is not possible.As digital medical information evolved, the medical community
demands for a standard method of transmitting medical images and their associated information.
DICOM is a standard file format for transmission and storage of digital medical images which
suits for hospital database management system [12] [13]. DICOM defines the network and media
interchange services allowing consistency so that EHR records are available to all who need
them.
Header in DICOM image format stores patient's information such as patient identification
number, name, sex, and age. Insurance companies, hospitals and patients may want to change this
data for various reasons.. After embedding the data, watermarked medical image can still
conform to the DICOM format. Pixel data can be compressed using a compression standard and
the DICOM Grayscale Display Function Standard improves image quality. The DICOM
Presentation State Storage Service Class ensures presentation consistency since the physician
interpreting an image may adjust magnification, window width, and window center or apply
various image processing enhancements. DICOM has a key role in virtually every medical
profession that uses images, including cardiology, dentistry, endoscopy, mammography,
ophthalmology, orthopedics, pathology, pediatrics, radiation therapy, radiology, and surgery as
well as veterinary medical imaging. DICOM continuously updates the standards per year.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Watermarking Techniques:
a. Spatial Domain Techniques:
In Spatial domain the watermark is directly embedded by modifying the pixels of the original
image without any transformation of the image. This technique is often fragile and applied in the
pixel domain and has less complex computation thus consumes less time for archiving and
retrieval. The least significant bit (LSB) technique is used to embed information [14] in a cover
image. The LSB technique of a cover image is described by changing pixels by bits of the secret
message. An embedding scheme which randomly hides messages in the LSB of any/all
component of the chosen pixel using polynomial [15]. If polynomial is used, hacker needs to
predict more than one number i.e. all coefficients of polynomial has to be decoded correctly and
probability of finding all right coefficients is less compared to predicting single bit.
Watermarking can be done by embedding watermark into sub images with LSB technique. The
watermark can be embedded into specifics blocks[16] of the host image where the selection of
blocks are based on entropy value which gives a high PSNR value.
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b. Frequency Domain Techniques:
Transformation of an image is needed to get more information about the image and to reduce the
computational complexity. Even though this technique takes more time and more complex than
spatial domain technique the embedded watermarked data cannot be identified easily as the
previous technique. In transform domain the watermark is embedded after performing
transformations such as, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Contourlet Transform etc. The watermark is embedded
in the transform coefficients. When compared to spatial domain these techniques offer high
security and are robust to attacks. In frequency domain watermarking the values of selected
frequencies can be altered. Since high frequencies will be lost by compression or scaling, the
watermark signal is applied to lower frequencies, or better yet, applied adaptively to frequencies
containing important elements of the original picture.

Fig 2. Embedding Process

DFT is the basic transform used for data and images.DCT is a fast transformation technique
provides excellent energy compaction for highly correlated data and most of the information (dccoefficient) is in the first pixel. DWT gives both the frequency and location in time and it is
suited for Time-varying signals. The Contourlet Transform has the main feature of capturing
two dimensional singularities. With an intention to increase the robustness a reversible technique
based on wavelet transform is proposed by Lingling An et al. [17]. SQH with k-means clustering
is used to resist unintentional attacks and EPWM is used to balance invisibility and robustness.
A new approach of Lifting Wavelet Method (LWT) is capable of maintaining the structural index
and provides a better performance than the DWT method. The Daubechies wavelet family
performs better than the other wavelet types. A dual security approach can be employed for
medical image security where the medical image is considered as watermark and is watermarked
inside a natural image. This approach is to wean way the potential attacker by disguising the
medical image as a natural image. To enhance the security the watermarked image can be
encrypted using encryption algorithms. The water marking can be implemented using Lifted
Wavelet Transforms (LWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique [18].The
features of Lifting Wavelet Transforms (LWT) along with Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT)
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [19] can be used to provide a robust and imperceptible
watermark. Contourlet Transform provides a multi resolution and directional expansion of
images using Pyramidal Directional Filter Bank (PDFB). The LP decomposes the image into
frequency band to obtain singular points. he DFB decomposes each LP detail band to capture
directionality.
C. Joint Watermarking:
Joint watermarking combines the watermarking of the encrypted data in medical images in order
to provide more security utilizing the benefits of cryptography and watermarking techniques.
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Joint Medical image watermarking is to encapsulate vital data inside an image in energy packed
areas, which is optimized with respect to image quality and to provide a second level security by
incorporation of state of the art cryptographic standard. Rajendra Acharya et al [20] has proposed
the technique of watermarking by interleaving encrypted patient information with medical images
during JPEG compression, to reduce storage and transmission overheads. A novel method for
watermarking by SVD based blind watermarking method and ciphering color in ages, based on
the joint use of a key-dependent wavelet transform ,Fibonacci-Haar wavelet transform domain to
increase its security with a secure cryptographic scheme by Federica Battisti et al [21]. Gouenou
Coatrieux et al [22] has proposed a new technique of knowledge digest which gives a synthetic
description of the image content, a digest that can be used for retrieving similar images with
either the same findings or differential diagnoses. A secure version of a classical trellis coded
quantization watermarking where the trellis path generated from the discrete key and the message
was given by Sofiane Braci et al [23].The spread transform can represent a second or alternative
security level for watermarking systems which makes message hard to read for unauthorised
user. The access control model in order to enhance the protection of medical images was given
by Wei Pan et al [24] in distributed healthcare infrastructures. Mohammad-Saleh Nambakhsha
et al [25] has used digital watermarking framework using electrocardiograph (ECG) and
demographic text data as double watermarks. The watermarks are embedded in selected texture
regions of a PET image using multi-resolution wavelet decomposition.
A secure watermarking system using Arnold scrambling and 2-D Cellular Automata Transform
(CAT) was given by Xiao-Wei Li et al.[26] . CAT-based watermarking system can
simultaneously improve security, robustness and image quality of the watermarked image. Dalel
Bouslimia,B et al [27] has proposed a joint encryption/watermarking algorithm in which it
combines the RC4 stream cipher and two substitutive watermarking modulations: the Least
Significant Bit Method and the Quantization Index Modulation which improves the peak signal to
noise ratio . Dalel Bouslimi et al [28] a joint encryption/watermarking system based on an
approach which combines a substitutive watermarking algorithm, the quantization index
modulation, with an encryption algorithm: a stream cipher algorithm (e.g., the RC4) or a block
cipher algorithm (e.g., the AES in cipher block chaining (CBC) mode of operation). The
algorithm of discrete wavelet transform and Hankel transform combined is developed to achieve
the integrity authentication of color image contents through embedding watermarking by
M.V.S.S.Babu et al [29]. Vinay Pandey et al [30] has used steganography by medical image of
any other as cover image and embedded encrypted image as secrete image with the private key.It
also apply two shares encryption algorithm for encryption of embedded image. To achieve
integrity service Mohamed M. Abd-Eldayem et al [31] has proposed a a hash value based
encryption.To provide confidentiality and authentication services: the compressed R–S-Vector,
the hash value and patient ID are concatenated to form a watermark then this watermark is
encrypted using AES encryption technique. Hung-I Hsiao et al [32] has used chaotic amplitude
phase frequency model (APFM) nonlinear adaptive filter for medical image security using is
proposed. We set nine parameters, simulated time interval, and initial values for APFM nonlinear
adaptive filter to generate chaotic orbits. Lamri Laouamer et al [33] has proposed a new
approach for generating symmetric keys for image encryption / decryption, whereby the medical
images (area of interest) use an informed process based on a technique that has been
demonstrated on textual analysis called N-grams. Watermarking is performed by using a new
nontensor product wavelet filter banks designed by A. Kannammal et al [34], which have the
ability to reveal singularities in different directions. Natural image is taken as the original image
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and the medical image is taken as a watermark image. The proposed algorithm has the ability to
withstand different attacks like noise, rotation, contrast, and brightness attacks.
A Joint FED watermarking system is proposed by . P. Viswanathan et al [35] for addressing the
issues of teleradiology. The system combines a region based substitution dual watermarking
algorithm using spatial fusion, stream cipher algorithm using symmetric key, and fingerprint
verification algorithm using invariants. Medical information, is embedded into the regions of
interest (ROI) in medical images with a high capacity difference-histogrambased reversible datahiding scheme. After that, the watermarked medical images are encrypted with hyperchaotic
systems proposed by Shun Zhange et al [36].V. Amutha et al [37] has proposed a substitutive
watermarking algorithm combined with an encryption algorithm, advanced encryption standard
(AES) in counter mode.

3. BLIND WATERMARKING
It is a Zero-Knowledge watermarking algorithm which does need the original image for the
detection process. Wei-Hung Lin A [38] has proposed a blind watermarking algorithm based on
maximum wavelet coefficient quantization for copyright protection. The watermark is embedded
in the local maximum coefficient which can effectively resist attacks. either non-geometry or
geometry attacks. The watermark can effectively resist common image processing attacks,
especially by JPEG compression (with a quality factor greater than 20) and Gaussian noise with a
variation of less than 2. Xinge You [39] proposed a new method for constructing nontensor
product wavelet filter banks and applied them into watermarking scheme design. The proposed
wavelet filter banks make the watermarking scheme more flexible because more subbands and
coefficients are suitable for watermark embedding. The algorithm is robust against various
attacks particularly Gaussian noising attack.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) based image watermarking technique was proposed by
Deepa Mathew K [40]. SVD uses non fixed orthogonal bases. The result of SVD gives good
accuracy, good robustness and good imperceptibility. Swanirbhar Majumder [41] has used
singular value decomposition (SVD) with the unconventional transform called Contourlet
transform (CT) . Here the combination of pyramidal and directional filter bank (PDFB) has been
used in Contourlet transform. An effective watermarking algorithm based on the chaotic maps
was proposed by Jila Ayubi [42]. The chaotic maps are employed to generate a key space with
40

the length of 10 numbers to increase the degree of security. Mutation operator has been used to
encrypt the watermark. This algorithm can preserve the hidden information against geometric and
non geometric attacks. Surya Pratab Singh [43] has used a 3rd level of DWT (Discrete Wavelet
transform) and before embedding the watermark image is passed through chaotic encryption
process for its security, Other important thing is that in this watermark is embedded in the form
of DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) with special coefficient shifting algorithm to minimize the
impact on main image. Yinglan Fang [44] has proposed an improved blind watermarking
algorithm based on two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform. Before embedded watermark,
the watermarking image is pretreated by using Arnold scrambling to improve its security. This
algorithm had better concealment and improved the robustness and efficiency. A new blind
watermarking algorithm technique based on DCT and DWT using middle frequency band of
DCT and 2- levels DWT by Farhed aseed [45]. Using ARNOLD transformation the robustness
and security of watermark image is increased. Nidhi Bisla [46] has used the watermarking
technique of DWT and hybrid DWT-SVD. In case of DWT, decomposition of the original
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image is done to embed the watermark and in case of hybrid DWT-SVD firstly image is
decomposed according to DWT and then watermark is embedded in singular values obtained by
applying SVD. Sudeb Das [47] has proposed a blind, fragile and Region of Interest (ROI)
lossless medical image watermarking (MIW) technique, providing an all-in-one solution tool to
various medical data distribution and management issues like security, content authentication,
safe archiving, controlled access retrieval, and captioning.
A novel image encryption technique was given by J.B.Lima A [48] which involves two steps,
where the finite field cosine transform is recursively applied to blocks of a given image. In the
first step, the image blocks to be transformed result from the regular partition of subimages of the
original image. The transformed subimages are regrouped and an intermediate image is
constructed. In the second step, a secret-key determines the positions of the intermediate image
blocks to be transformed. N. Venkatram [49] has highlights the extension of dwt-svd based image
watermarking to medical images. For medical images 2D lifting wavelet transform (LWT) is
used instead of dyadic 2D discrete wavelet transform. Even after attacks LWT-SVD method
gives satisfactory quality both visually and mathematically.B. Jagadeesh [50] has used a novel
digital image watermarking algorithm based on artificial neural networks. As neural networks
are good at pattern recognition, they can be used as a medium to store the frequency domain
components of the image and these can be used at the extraction of watermark. It gives better
PSNR value and it is robust to many image processing attacks like compression, resizing &
filtering.

4. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithms are adaptive algorithms for finding the global optimum solution for an
optimization problem. It is also called as an optimization algorithm, meaning they are used to
find the optimal solution(s) to a given computational problem that maximizes or minimizes a
particular function. These algorithms are far more powerful and efficient than random search and
exhaustive search algorithms, yet require no extra information about the given problem. This
feature allows them to find solutions to problems that other optimization methods cannot handle
due to a lack of continuity, derivatives, linearity, or other features. GAs applying the principles of
survival of the fittest , selection , reproduction , crossover (recombining) , and mutation on these
individuals to get , hopefully , a new butter individuals (new solutions) . There are two basic
genetic algorithms operators which are crossover and mutation. These two operators are work
together to explore and exploit the search space by creating new variants in the chromosomes.
Researchers used Genetic Algorithm to optimize the watermarking requirements.
Hamed Modaghegh et al [51] used a new adjustable watermarking method based on singular
value decomposition is presented so that SVD parameters are adjusted by using the GA
considering image complexity and attack resistance. Veysel Aslantaset al [52] has used intelligent
optimization algorithms for correcting the rounding errors caused by the transformation process.
K. Ramanjaneyulu et al [53] has proposed a novel method for oblivious and robust image
watermarking scheme using Multiple Descriptions Coding (MDC) and Quantization Index
Modulation (QIM).Proposed scheme is characterized with Blocked Discrete Hadamard
Transform (DHT) parameters and Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used for parameter optimization.
The performance improvement is achieved over the existing methods in terms of Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Normalized Cross correlation (NCC). The tradeoff between the
transparency and robustness is considered as an optimization problem and is solved by applying
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Genetic Algorithm proposed by P.Surekha et al [54]. The amplification factor and robustness
against attacks. For the Colour image , the image is decomposed into their colour components
viz, R, G and B. One of these matrices are divided into odd and even banks of 8X8 each, such
that pixel values present in the odd positions will go to the odd bank and similarly even bank. The
data to be embedded is embedded into one of the banks say odd bank. The embedding position of
the data to be watermarked into the image is found out using Genetic Algorithm given by
Abduljabbar Shaamala et al [55] and in [57] he gives the effect of embedding data in frequency
domain on the robustness in genetic watermarking.
D. Venkatesan et al [56] has used a center of mass selection operator based Genetic Algorithm,
to investigate the variation of maximum fitness based on the higher PSNR value of watermarked
image, against embedding strength, number of genes, various payload of digital watermark.
Azman Yasin et al [58] has given a study of comparison between two existing methods: Dual
Intermediate Significant Bit (DISB) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA is used in determining the
minimum fitness value in which the fittest is the absolute value between the pixel and
chromosome. It produces a high quality watermarked image, but there is a big difference in the
processing time, so the DISB method is faster than the GA method. In particular, IR is one of the
key steps in medical imaging, with applications ranging from computer assisted diagnosis to
computer aided therapy and surgery. IR can be formulated as an optimization problem on a real
coded genetic algorithm with a more appropriate design given by Andrea Valsecchi [59].

5. ATTACKS AND EMBEDDING CAPACITY
When the images are transmitted there is the possibility of attack either intentionally or
unintentionally. This may degrade the quality of the image and affect the performance of the
system. Hence the watermarking system should be robust enough to survive the attacks. In order
to evaluate the robustness and effectiveness of our watermarking method, it is necessary to
investigate the influence of different attacks on image as innocent Attacks and Malicious attacks
[60]. A watermarking technique in wavelet domain for the EHR data is based on energy band
selection [61] [62] and in reference to the bit location in the reference image. Virtually all lossless
embedding techniques increase the file size of the embedded image. The lossless embedding
methods that preserve the file size of images in the RLE encoded BMP and the JPEG formats. A
reversible method can be used to embed information without increasing it size.

6. PROSPECTS & APPLICATIONS
Digital image watermarking has numerous applications in variety of fields such as Copyright
Protection, Content Archiving, Meta data Insertion, Tamper Detection, Digital Fingerprinting.
Depending on the medical application area (health, administrative, teaching, research ...) the
trade-offs among robustness, invisibility and capacity varies. The image segmentation is applied
to select only the required portion of medical image. RONI approaches will leave intact the
diagnostic information, but they can be applied only if a RONI exists. Furthermore, the capacity
is dependent upon the RONI area size. Neural networks can be used to implement an automated
system of creating maximum-strength watermarks. Artificial intelligence techniques can be used
for watermarking to have better robustness against many image processing attacks like rotation,
sharpening, image contrast attacks. Fuzzy-Neuro system to offer combined advantages of both
Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic.
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7. CONCLUSION
A review of various watermarking embedding techniques have been done which suits for
medical images with higher embedding capacity and higher imperceptibility with which it can
withstand against attacks as well. Since no compromise can be made on the fidelity criteria of the
medical images appropriate transforms for medical image could be identified and incorporated to
bring an optimal embedding of diagnosed data in medical images. Analysis of various detection
algorithm also has been done for medical images which was optimized using suitable genetic
algorithm. There was always been a tradeoff between robustness, capacity and imperceptibility
hence the embedding and detection algorithm has to suit for the need of data retrieval and
archiving.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile robots with sensors installed on them are used in wireless sensor networks to generate
information about the area. These mobile robotic sensors have to relocate themselves after
initial location in the field to gain maximum coverage The average distance based algorithm
for relocation process of mobile sensors does not require any GPS system for tracking the
robotic sensors, thus avoiding cost, but increasing energy consumption. Augmented Lagrangian
method is introduced in average distance based algorithm to reduce the extra energy
consumption by sensors in average distance based relocation process. This modified average
distance relocation scheme also improves the coverage area and the time taken by mobile
robotic sensors to come to their final positions.

KEYWORDS
Average distance based self-relocation, modified average distance self-relocation.

1. INTRODUCTION
A lot of work has been done on sensor network as it has a wide application in various fields. One
of its major application is in military area wherein surveillance of enemy areas has to be done.
Earlier static sensors were deployed for detecting targets in a particular area. This reduced the
coverage area of sensors. With advances in mobile robotics, now sensors can be carried by
robotic structures. All they need is a direction which is administered by an algorithm. Execution
of these algorithm leads to deployment of sensors in an area in a manner that maximum area is
covered and all the targets are well detected. Even civilian application of such mobile sensors
exists in property and homeland security [1, 2].
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For military purposes, the sensors are mostly dropped from air, which leads to a random
deployment of sensors. These sensors have to reposition themselves. This issue has been covered
in our paper. Optimization of coverage has been an active topic in sensor networks as along with
coverage there are many other issues like minimum energy consumption and maximum lifetime
which have to be kept in mind. Optimization of static sensor networks has been done using
Genetic Algorithms which helps in locating sensors to their best position for maximum coverage
and saves energy resulting in increased lifetime [3,4,5,6]. Other than this a few distributed and
centralized algorithms have been introduced in an effort to modify and improve sensor
networking [7]. The Genetic algorithm for optimization cannot be used for distributed algorithms
as they require a central operating system to control the sensor positioning. Moreover Genetic
algorithm can be used only where the area is well known.
Many algorithms have been developed for placing the sensors evenly in a field, out of which
potential field algorithm is one [8]. In this algorithm, a potential field is generated by the sensors
and they move accordingly. Another algorithm is the virtual force algorithm [9] in which the
sensors move as per the attractive and repulsive forces generated by the sensors depending on the
distances between them and attain their final positions. Some other methods namely, density
control method [10] and fluid model based method [11] have also been introduced. There is
another algorithm that repairs the coverage by finding the terminated sensors and moves these
sensors to uncovered areas [12]. These algorithms listed above are applicable for distributed
network where there is no central node and each sensor decides its own path. For this kind of
network, a GPS system is must in order to track down the position of sensors after and before
relocation. GPS is global positioning system that consumes a lot of power and is costly. Every
time the sensor move during the execution of their respective algorithms, they send information
to the GPS system which again consumes power.
Some methods were introduced to decrease the power consumption of sensor out of which one
was to reduce the sensing range of sensor [13]. This was done on non-mobile sensors. It saves
energy and increases the lifetime of sensors. The average distance based relocation process does
not use any GPS system and hence cuts the energy consumption and cost as well [14]. But since
there is no GPS used, the sensors consume extra energy to find their best final position which
also increases the number of iterations to find the final coverage. Hence, optimization of average
distance based self-relocation process is introduced to facilitate the sensors to find their final
positions in less time which would also reduce energy consumption. This is done using
augmented lagrangian optimization method [19]. In the next section, average distance based selfrelocation algorithm has been discussed.

2. AVERAGE DISTANCE BASED SELF RELOCATION PROCEESS
2.1. Assumptions
Following are a few assumptions that we consider for the algorithm:
•

Each sensor has a sensing area in the form of a circle, having radius, r. The probability of
covering this area is 1.

•

The area A, where the sensors are randomly deployed is known by the sensors approximately
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•

If the sensors come within their sensing range Rc, the strength of the signals transmitted by
each sensor can be measured by the other.

•

All sensors have certain range of communication and have a transmission power.

•

Sensors have the ability to move as per the coordinates given after execution of algorithm.

•

Sensors can detect obstacles in the field.

•

Sensors that meet an obstacle in the field has its movement blocked and cannot communicate
with the rest of sensors.

2.2. Framework
The main aim of this algorithm is designing a distributed algorithm which has a self- relocation
capability to optimize the coverage area of field using less energy. It this algorithm, the distances
between the sensors have to be known in order to relocate the sensors. The sensors transmit
signal in the field once they are randomly deployed. These signals are intercepted by the sensors
that come within the reach of .sensor areas of other sensors. The received signal strength is
measured and corresponding distance is known.
Firstly, a “hello” signal is transmitted by the sensors which gives the signal strength to all the
sensors, near or far, lying in sensor range. The distance corresponding to this signal strength is
calculated by the sensors. Taking these distance information into account, the sensors move
towards or away to each other and relocate themselves. Also, any obstacle coming in way has to
be avoided by the sensors.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Ideal Deployment
The ideal deployment is achieved when there are no spaces between the sensors. Such a condition
is possible when the distance between the sensors is √3r [15]. This is shown in Figure 1. Since it
is not possible to achieve an ideal condition, in this algorithm, we try to achieve a near to ideal
condition by placing sensors close. But as the field may have a deformity of obstacles, and
various other factors, such a condition is difficult to achieve.

3.2. Calculation of Threshold
The total number of sensors in the field and the sensing field area are used to calculate the
threshold distance dth and sensing radius that are near to ideal deployment. The threshold
distance dth decides the sensor movement.
Let the total area of the sensor field be A. As shown in Figure 1, assume that each sensor has an
effective area of coverage, E as in [14]. Let the total number of sensors deployed in the field be
N. Effective coverage of each sensor is given as:
=


(1)
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Also, E is a hexagonal area. Area of a hexagon is given as:
=

√ 
.


(2)

The threshold distance and sensing radius are calculated by the following equations:
=


 
.
√ 

= √3

(3)
(4)

The effective coverage, E should be larger than this value, as the sensors which lie close to
obstacles or to the edges will have less coverage. Hence, the threshold distance and sensor radius
are increased by 15%.

Figure 1. : Ideal coverage

3.3. Virtual Nodes
The algorithm considers that there exist virtual nodes at the boundary of the field. This is done to
make deployment easy for the sensors lying close to the edges. Such virtual nodes do not actually
exist. They are just used to avoid the sensors from getting closer to the edges. As shown in Figure
1, virtual nodes are considered along the boundary. No virtual nodes are required in the
optimization technique used in this work.

3.4. Movement Standards
The sensors relocate themselves by adjusting the distances between themselves. They either
move far or get closer to each other. No sensor has information about the direction of the other
sensor. The criteria in which the sensors move is described as below:
Standard 1: If there is at least one sensor in the communication range of sensor S having distance
less than 0.9dth, then the sensor will move away from other sensors.
Standard 2: If the standard 1 is not met and not more than 2 sensors lie at distance less than 1.1dth
from S, then the sensor needs to move closer to other sensors.
Standard 3: Sensor S need not move if the above two standards are not met.
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A 10% margin is kept along these standards, so that the sensor is able to achieve a distance nearer
to dth from the rest of sensors.

3.5. Moving Distance
The movement of sensors is based on two standards, hence the moving distance is calculated by
the following equation:


 !"#$ # 1
  −  ∑ 

*
(5)
 =
∑& −   !"#$ # 2
 & ' '
 !"#$ # 3
 0
In the above equation, dj and di are the distances from sensor S to other sensors. In the first
standard, the sensor moves only for the sensors closer than distance threshold. The total number
of sensors is given by m1. In the second standard, all the neighboring sensors to sensor S are taken
into account. The total number of sensors is m2.
The direction of movement of the sensor is chosen randomly as the sensor is unaware of the
neighbouring sensors. There can be a back and forth movement of sensors. To avoid this
direction control scheme is used. As the sensors move, the difference of direction of movement is
kept less than 90 degrees. Let the last direction of movement be α, then in the next movement
direction has to be in between α-90 degrees to α+90 degrees. When standard 1 is executed, the
sensors move away from each other and when standard 2 is executed, the sensors move nearer to
each other. As the sensors are moving to the direction chosen randomly, they check after moving
through a short distance if the required coverage is attained. If not, they come back to their
original positions.

4. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
For examining our results, we consider that the sensing field is a 100 by 100 grid structure. Each
grid is 1 meter apart from the other grid. Consider that the sensing range of the sensors used lies
within 18 to 25 meters. Hence, the maximum sensing radius is 25 meters. The range of
communication of sensors is kept almost double the maximum sensing radius i.e. 55 meters.

4.1. A Average Distance Based Self- relocation Algorithm Performance
Let 20 sensors be randomly deployed in the sensor field. The distance threshold and sensing
radius can be calculated from equations (3) and (4). A 15% increase should also be considered as
explained in Section 2.3.
The following equations give the sensing radius and threshold distance of 20 sensors:
= 1.15
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To analyze the results, three different conditions of initial sensor placement can be considered. In
the first case, the sensors are all placed in the center of the sensing field such that they cover 50
by 50 meters area. In the second condition, the sensors are deployed or scattered in the whole
sensing area. In the third condition, sensor are divided into 2 groups which are separately placed
in the sensing field. The coverage initially is calculated for all the conditions which come out to
be 55%, 50% and 61% approximately. The coverage can be calculated by the following
equations:
3456 =

789:;:<
=8=>?

(6)

Here,

3456 = @ A0 #B0 #"C

D45E = # 0# @ A0 0 FG !0$!
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If we have to find out the coverage from the 100 by 100 grid structure, then the following
equation can be used:
3456 = 
J

(7)

Here,
n= number of grid points covered by sensors
N= total number of grid points.

4.2. Coverage Analysis
The sensors in this algorithm do not have a fixed direction of movement. They move randomly
and check if the required conditions are met. So, each of the three conditions stated in the above
section are run 10000 times with a desired round number of 20. The execution results are shown
in the Figure 2.
In figure 2, the results of average distance based algorithm are compared with virtual force
algorithm. The virtual force algorithm is executed by taking its parameters into account as given
in [16]. In all the three conditions, the coverage increases as the number of rounds increase. An
average distance based self-relocation algorithm can achieve nearly 94% of coverage in the
sensing field after 20 rounds. For a virtual force algorithm, after 20 rounds 93% coverage is
achieved.
Thus, both the algorithm lead to almost same coverage of sensing field by the sensors. The major
difference is that the average distance based algorithm does not require a GPS hardware, reducing
the cost of the sensor network. It can hence be used in those areas where GPS cannot operate, like
in under water systems.
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Figure 2: Simulation results of average coverage vs round number for average distance based self –
relocation algorithm

4.2. Energy Analysis
An energy analysis model has been discussed in [17]. This model has been used for mobile robots
as per which energy consumed by a robot to move 1 meter is equal to 9.34 Joules if it is moving
at a speed of 0.08 m/s constantly. The amount of energy used by robots to turn by 90 degrees is
2.35 Joules. Both travelling and turning of mobile robots is considered to be at a constant speed.
By doing so, we can plot a linear graph between energy consumed by mobile robot and coverage.
As per the above discussion, we can divide energy consumption into two following parts:
•

Energy used while travelling: If the mobile robot keeps moving at a constant rate in one
direction, then the energy consumed for one single sensor node in a single round is given
as:
  =

•



× 9.34(M NI0!)

Energy used in direction changing: As discussed in the relocation algorithm, the sensor
move randomly in some direction and checks its position by recalculating the signal
strength. After this, it decides whether to move back to original position or not. Hence,
during this process, the energy used by the sensor to turn in some direction is given as:
/90U × 2.35(M NI0!) V00H / CA$B *
RD
 PJ = Q E'SS
(360/90) × 2.35(M NI0!)
WN $C$B F#@X

In the above equation, Adiff is the difference of direction between the previous and later direction
of sensor movement. If the new position does not satisfy the coverage requirement of sensor, then
it gets back to position where it started by moving at 360 degrees, as shown in the above
equation.
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To plot a graph, virtual force algorithm has also been considered. Its energy consumption is
calculated. In the virtual force algorithm, the above two energy consumption are added to the
energy used by the GPS system in locating the sensor nodes and in exchange of information
between sensor and GPS. The GPS chip uses 198 MW as in [18]. As the sensors are moving
constantly at 0.08m/s, the GPS consumes energy per meter given by following equation:
0.198 × (1/0.08) = 2.475 M NI0!//0"0

As given in the Figure 3, virtual force algorithm will consume lesser energy as compared to
average distance based algorithm. The graph is plotted between average energy consumption and
average coverage for both the algorithms. The VFA uses lesser energy as it is GPS enabled,
making it easier for the sensor to redeploy themselves faster than the sensors in average distance
based algorithm. In VFA sensors take less time to redeploy as they know their positions
corresponding to other sensors and also know the locations of rest of the sensors in the field.

Figure 3: Simulation results for average coverage vs energy consumption

5. OPTIMIZATION USING AUGMENTED LANGRANGIAN METHOD
The basic drawback of average distance based algorithm is that it consumes more energy in
relocating the sensors as they move back and forth many times to come to an appropriate position
to get a good coverage.
Here, if an optimization technique is used to help sensors in their relocation process, they can
come to final position in lesser time consuming lesser energy. In the average distance based selfrelocation process, virtual nodes are considered at the boundary and outside the boundary as
shown in figure 1. Using these virtual nodes, the sensors make an idea of their boundary and the
area beyond which they are restricted. The sensors move back and forth in self –relocation
process, during which the sensors nearer to the boundary have to recalculate its positions to stay
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within the boundary, which can be energy consuming. Thus, in the augmented lagrangian
method, the sensors are applied a penalty function. Using this penalty function, if the sensor skips
outside the boundary by certain distance dout, it is made to to come inside the boundary by the
same distance dout, as measured from the boundary. During this process, the sensor might overlap
or come into the boundary of another sensor, violating the threshold distance conditions as
discussed in section 2.3.
In the augmented lagrangian optimization method, an objective function has to be considered.
The minimum distance between the sensors should be dth , as in average distance based relocation
process. This minimum distance might change when penalty function is applied, so minimum
distance between sensor i.e. threshold distance dth is the objective function subject to constraints
in augmented lagrangian optimization method.
Now let the boundary of the sensor field be defined by following functions.
B > 0, B ≥ 0, B < 0, … , BJ > 0

Here, B , B , B, … , BJ are the boundary equations for sensor field and n is the number of
boundaries.
In augmented lagrangian optimization method, new objective function is given as
_`a − b〈

〉 −

e〈B _`a + B _`a + ⋯ + BJ _`a〉

_`a is the co-ordinate of all the sensors obtained after first iteration of average distance based
relocation algorithm. The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The _`a co-ordinates of all the sensors in the sensing field are obtained after the
execution of first iteration of average distance based relocation algorithm.
The boundary constraint violations are checked i.e. it is checked if any sensor is lying
on the boundary or beyond the boundary. The constraints are checked n times which is
equal to the number of sensors in the field.
If any constraint is violated, let us say for nth sensor,_B a' ≮ 0, which means that
constraint B is violated by ith sensor and the sensor is moving beyond the boundary of
sensing field. Hence, the distance Di is calculated between B and _`, ia' . X and Y are
the co-ordinated of ith sensor lying outside the boundary.
To compensate for distance and to bring the sensor back inside the field, negative of
distance Di is added in g1 and the new co-ordinates of ith sensor are calculated.
Now, all the co-ordinates serve as initial solution for average distance based algorithm
which is run again.
The threshold distance are again checked in the self -relocation algorithm.

Hence, this method is a modified version of average distance based self-relocation algorithm
using the properties of augmented lagrangian optimization technique.
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6. FUTURE WORK
The biggest advantage of the relocation scheme discussed is non- requirement of a GPS hardware
which cuts cost and increases the applicability of this relocation process where GPS cannot be
used. The drawback of more energy consumption is to some extent improved by the optimization
technique, yet more work can be done to further lessen the energy consumption of non GPS using
sensors.
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ABSTRACT
The localization of wireless sensor networks is an important problem where the location of
wireless sensors is determined using the distance between sensors. Trilateration is a geometric
technique used to find location of points in 2D using distances. Using geometry, one can find
the location of a point uniquely in 2D given its distance to three other points in 2D. The problem
of finding the trilateration order of vertices even if the network of sensors is a uniquely
localizabe is NP-Complete. The 2D localization problem is closely related to the problem of
graph rigidity. A graph can be uniquely realized in 2D if and only if the underlying network
graph is globally rigid. Therefore by examining the structure of the underlying graph for
rigidity and localization guided by rigidity is another technique used in localization.
We study the performance of trilateration which is based on geometry and local information to
see if it is effected by graph rigidity which is a global property. In particular, we compare the
performance of the trilateration on connected non-rigid networks and connected rigid networks.
We focus on sparse networks graphs of lower radius.

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent advancements in wireless communication and sensing technology have resulted in
wide deployment of sensors in applications like environmental monitoring, search and rescue,
military surveillance, and intelligent transportation, etc [1, 2, 3]. In these types of applications,
the knowledge of the location of each sensor is important. Due to constraints of these application,
however it is often difficult to preset the locations of sensors before they are deployed. Therefore,
the capability of obtaining the positions of sensors after the deployment is fundamental to the
success of the mission of sensor networks. Most of the node localization algorithms are based on
range measurements, through either time of arrival (TOA) [4], time difference of arrival (TDOA)
[5], or received signal strength (RSS) [6, 7]. The problem of localization is to derive the
geolocation of a node given a set of known locations and range measurements to these locations.
Given the available range measures, if there is only one position for the nodes in the network,
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : ACITY, DPPR, VLSI, WiMNET, AIAA, CNDC - 2015
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then the network is localizable. Similarly, if a node has only one position that satisfies all the
range measures relevant to it, it is localizable.
Yang [8] presented conditions for node localizability using Trilateration technique. Yang et al [9]
presented a distributed algorithm for localization which uses an extended trilateration. Wheel
graphs are used as basic localizable subgraph and localization then extends to adjacent wheels. Li
[10] provided a path for the mobile beacon based on depth-first search and used a variation of
trilateration in the DREAMS technique. The geometric technique of trilateration is attractive due
to the fact that the algorithms can be implemented as distributed algorithms.
The problem of network localization is closely related to the graph rigidity. A network defined by
a set of nodes and a set of known distances between the nodes can be localized only if the graph
derived from the network is uniquely realizable. It has been shown [11, 12, 13] that for a graph to
be uniquely realizable, it must be redundantly rigid and tri-connected. Jacobs [11] proposed a
centralized polynomial algorithm to check the rigidity of a graph through pebble games.
trilateration alone. However, these are centralized algorithms. The pebble game algorithm
described in Section 2 is based on depth first search and therefore is not distributed. However,
distributed algorithms are use- ful considering the nature in which the sensor networks are
deployed in practical setting. Very often there will not be a central node that all nodes in the
network can communicate with. Moreover in cases where nodes may move and find new
distances to their neighbors, these new distances need not be updated to central location if a
distributed algorithm is used for rigidity finding and hence localization. However rigidity is a
global property of a graph and it is quite a challenge to check the rigidity property without a huge
message complexity.
In this paper we study if Trilateration performs better on rigid graphs versus random graph. Note
that if a graph is 6-connected it is globally rigid and therefore localizable. We deal with graphs of
low radius and low connectivity to examine if the Trilateration performs better in graphs that are
weakly rigid.

2. GRAPH RIGIDITY AND ITS RELATION TO WSN LOCALIZATION
In this section, we are going to introduce the theory in network localizability and rigidity. A
detailed description can be found in [11, 12, 13]. Let a framework p(G) be a graph G along with a
mapping p : V →R2 which assigns each vertex to a point in the plane. A finite flexing of a
framework p(G) is a family of realizations of G, parameterized by t so that the location, ri , of
each vertex i, is a differentiable function of t and | ri (t) − ri (t)|2 is constant for every (i, j) ∈ E.
Thinking of t as time, and differentiating the edge length constraints, we have
(ui − ui)( ri – rj ) = 0 for every (i, j) ∈ E

(1)

An assignment of velocities that satisfies Eq. 1 for a particular framework is an infinitesimal
motion of that framework. Every framework has three trivial infinitesimal motion: two
translations, and a rotation. If a framework has a nontrivial infinitesimal motion it is
infinitesimally flexible. Otherwise it is infinitesimally rigid. Checking for whether a particular
framework is rigid or not, can be determined from the property of the graph.
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Let G = {V,E} denote a network of vertices V = {1, 2, ..., n} and for any edge (i, j) ∈ E, the
distance between Vi and Vj is precisely known. The network localization problem is to determine
the unique position of each node in the network given the positions of available beacons and the
distance between each pair (i, j) ∈ E. If under the given constraints, there is only one position for
each node, then the network is localizable. The network localization problem is closely related to
the Euclidean graph realization problem, in which coordinates are assigned to vertices of a
weighted graph such that the distance between coordinates assigned to nodes joined by an edge is
equal to the weight of the edge.
For a two dimensional graph with n vertices, the positions of its vertices have 2n degrees of
freedom, of which three are the rigid body motions. Therefore graph is rigid if there are 2n − 3
constraints. If each edge adds an independent constraint, then 2n−3 edges should be required to
eliminate all non-rigid motions of the graph. Clearly, if any induced subgraph with n vertices has
more than 2n−3 edges then these edges cannot be independent, which leads to the following
Laman theorem [14]:
Theorem 1 The edges of a graph G = {V,E} are independent in two dimensions if and only if no
subgraph G′ = {V ′,E′} has more than 2n′ − 3 edges, where n′ is the number of nodes in G′.
Corollary 1 A graph with 2n − 3 edges is generically rigid in two dimensions if and only if no
subgraph G′ has more than 2n′ − 3 edges.
Laman’s theorem characterizes generic rigidity. However, a direct implementation of it leads to a
poor exponential algorithm. An efficient approach to check for rigidity is proposed in [11] based
on a pebble game. Jacob et. al proposed Jacob’s approach uses the following formulation of
Laman algorithm:
Theorem 2 [11] For a graph G = {V,E} having m edges and n vertices, the following are
equivalent.
•

The edges of G are independent in two dimensions.

•

For each edge (a, b) in G, the graph formed by adding three additional edges identical to
(a, b) has no induced subgraph G′ in which m′ > 2n′ .

The basic idea behind Jacob’s algorithm is to grow a maximal set S of independent edges one at a
time. Initially, S is empty. Let’s denote these basis edges by E. A new edge is added to S if it is
discovered to be independent of the edges existing in S.

Figure 1: A generically rigid graph subject to flapping transformation. The two realizations are not
continuous in two dimension space in that the second one is obtained by a flapping of the first one.
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To check whether an edge e is independent of edges in S, each vertex is assigned two pebbles
initially and a temporary set S′ is created. S′ contains all the edges in S plus four copies of e. The
pebbles can only travel via the edges in S′. If all edges in S′ can be covered by the pebbles, then
we know that e is independent of all edges in S and e is added into S. This process is repeated
until no more edges can be added into S. Then S is a maximal set of independent edges. If S
contains 2n − 3 edges, then the graph is generically rigid.
Having 2n − 3 independent edges ensures the generic rigidity of a graph. However, it does not
guarantee the unique realization of the network. A discontinuous change to the positions of nodes
may lead to another realization which satisfies all the constraints of the network, as shown in
Figure 1. The following theorem states the condition for a network to be uniquely realizable.
Theorem 3 [13] A graph G with n≥4 vertices is uniquely realizable in two dimensions if and only
if it is redundantly rigid and tri-connected.
Redundant rigidity means after removing any single edge, the remaining graph is still generically
rigid. A tri-connected graph is a connected graph such that deleting any two vertices (and incident
edges) results in a graph that is still connected. When a network satisfies the condition in
Theorem 3 can be uniquely localized given at least three nonlinear beacons in a two dimensional
space.

3. TRILATERATION TECHNIQUE FOR RIGID GRAPHS
As we have discussed above, a network has to be globally rigid to be localizable. In this section,
we are going to discuss in detail the proposed approach. To get a measure of localizability of the
network we use a modified trilateration, a well-known technique in localizability. The technique
of trilateration is based on the fact that in 2D, the unique location of the node can be determined
given the distances to three other nodes whose locations are already known.
In iterative trilateration, we perform trilateration with starting vertices from different
geographical parts of the graph, and choose the trilateration graph that has maximum number of
localizable nodes.
Algorithm 1
1. Generate a graph that has flip rigidity
2. Repeat the following steps up to K times
3. Choose three starting vertices as anchors
4. Use trilateration to annex other vertices that connected to Anchor vertices
5. Mark the newly annexed vertices as anchors
6. Repeat annexation of vertices until no more vertices can be annexed
7. Count the number of annexed nodes.
8. Go back to step 2 with three other starting vertices.
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4. RESULTS OF SIMULATION
We demonstrate that for sparse graphs, there is almost no difference in the performance of
trilateration whether the graph is rigid or not. We implement a simulation on Matlab of multiple
instances of graphs with 200 nodes over a ground of 100 by 100 with various radii. Figures 2 and
3 show random and rigid network of 200 nodes respectively.

Figure 2: A random network of 200 nodes.

Figure 3: A rigid network of 200 nodes

The simulation is performed for multiple instances of the same radius for both random network
and rigid network. We use Pebble game algorithm to check if a graph is rigid. Figure 4 and
Figure 5 demonstrate the number of nodes localized for random and rigid networks with iterative
trilateration using 100 instances of graphs for the averaging. Figures 6 and 7 show the number of
edges used in localization of the corresponding network.
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5. CONCLUSION
It can be seen that even though rigid networks in general are more localizable, for sparse graphs,
only generic rigidity is a possibility and generic rigidity can help only marginally with
localization. This is because rigidity is a global property of a graph but trilateration is a local
property of a graph. Unless the global property can be translated into a collection of local
properties, trilateration is not significantly helped by localization.
This leads us believe that perhaps two different approaches to localization should be considered.
For sparse graphs, a localization that is based on finding localizable subgraphs and for dense
graphs global rigidity can be used.

Figure 4: Number of nodes localized in a rigid network of 200 nodes.

Figure 5: Number of nodes localized in a random network of 200 nodes.
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Figure 6: Number of edges used in localization of a rigid network of 200 nodes.

Figure 7: Number of edges used in localization of a rigid network of 200 nodes
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